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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

In a Public Broadcasting System (PBS) television special entitled Emerging Powers:

Mexico, the rector of Monterrey Institute of Technology (Monterrey Tech), Mexico's premier
engineering unj versi t y, questioned the integrity of students who study liberal arts. 1 He commented

that subjects such as European and Russian literature should be areas of academic interest to

students in developed countries such as the United States. Mexican students, on the other hand,
should restrict their studies to subjects such as engineering, finance, and business - studies that
promote Mexican economic development and industrialization. The rector argued that today "it is
not enough to be an idealist. Today we have to make our students realize that the best way to

develop our society is to create jobs, to create businesses, to create opportunities" (1996, p. 4).
Monterrey Tech students, the rector argued, should therefore limit their studies to subjects that

refine their practical skills and expertise in areas that will expand economic opportunitiesfor
Mexico and the Mexican people. In so doing, the rector recognized the important nation-building

role that education plays in Mexican society,z
Like its neighbor to the South, education in the United States also has played a formative
role in the nation's development. Time and again, issues of public concern have been debated and

resolved on the doorstep of the American public school. At times, these issues have even
transcended the national agenda, as in the case Sputnik. National outrage over the fact that the

Soviet Union launched a satellite into space before the United States resulted in a crusade of 'back
to basics' curriculum

reforms in America's public schools in the late 1950s. Later, in the l W s ,

the issue of the day returned to a national focus. At that time, issues of social desegregation were

largely advanced within the hallways and on the familiar yellow school busses of America's public
In addirion lo engineerinp. h b n terrey lnstltule or Technology d w is Mexico's "...mostadvanced educational
institution for managers and (public and private) adm~nls~mors"
(merging Powers, 19%, p. 4).
2 In the 18th century, F~chleand Hegel spearheaded the idea that the chief funct~onof the state 1s educat~onal.
Germany first rccogniwd educalion's nation-building rule when it k a m e the first cnunln-b underlalie a system of
education that was "publlu, univcnd, and compulsoq." Gcrmany was also thc firs1 cnunlr) lo ~ g u l a l cboth pubtlch
and pnvate schools, including institutions of higher education (Dewey, 1916. p. %).

schools. More recently, in the 1980s and 1990s, general dissatisfaction with the quality of public

education has again resulted in two waves of reforms in America's public schools. The first wave
reinforced state and federal controls over public schools. The second, and current wave, is

focused on reexploring the value of returning control over public education to local communities.

Right or wrong, the American public holds public education responsible for many of America's
problems. Right or wrong,the American public looks to education as a vehicle to solve these
problems.

Over the past century, public schools have successfully advanced many of the issues and
ideals expected of them. For example, the American democratic commitment to an egalitarian
ideal, equality of opportunity for all, is more of a reality today than it once was. This is evident in
the fact that a more diverse student population graduates from high school today than has ever

graduated from American schools.3 This means that more women, more ethnic minorities,and
more low-income students are graduating from public high schools today than at any time in our

nation's history. But in the United States, it is common for policymakers to revisit and redefine
yesterday's ideal and, based on the lessons learned from moving toward that ideal, to articulate a
different. more refined ideal. One commentator on public policy in America. Aaron Wildavsky ,
maintains that this kind of policymaking is unique to the American experience. Public policy in the

United States. he contends, must therefore be viewed on a continuum. That is, public policy
issues in the U.S. must not be viewed as having a permanent solution: they simply evolve over

time. Wildavsky (1979)explains how in America, "each policy solution creates consequences that
foster new problems. Hence, policies are ongoing and successive rather than definitive" (pp. 4-5).

In light of Wildavsky's explanation of public policy evolution in the United States, one

should not be surprised to find an abundance of critics who refute the egalitarian accomplishments
of the current system of public education. Critics. unfortunately, do not have to look too deeply to

find real problems in schools today. Jonathan Kozol, for example, points to data from inner-ci ty
urban schools as evidence that serious problems persist. Kozol's book, Savage Inequalities,

3 In "Isl
k Erlrtcntion Crisk a Frarcd?" David Ruenzel { 1995) cltes the lollowlng data as e l I J ~or C
the dcrntwral~c
r n c l u s ~ v ~of
t y Amencan publ~csch~wls:"Almost 85 percent of all Americans. from dl mc~aland smwconomlc
groups, now gmdualc from h ~ g hschml, w opposed to 1 0 percent in 1910 and 45 pcrcenl In 1940" (p. 3 1 1.

provides a detailed account of poverty and inequity in America's inner-city schools. His b m k
provides compelling evidence that America's public schools are actually producing a two-tiered
educational system of haves and have-nots, a system that defies the premise of equal educational

opportunity.4
And so, despite public education's apparent successes, evidence shows that many youths,
including a disproportionate number of urban minorities, still do not benefit from the spoils of the
current system of public education. The sociopolitical implications of public education's failure in
these communities is awesome and many citizens demand reform.5

Research Question
Frustration with America's public schools has resulted in a myriad of policy proposals that

aim to "fix" the problems. As in the case of Mexico, some policy proposals focus on curriculum
content while others focus on school governance. One important policy alternative to capture the

agenda of both the American public and its policymakers is privatization of public education. In
the extreme, privatization supporters, such as Milton Friedman, John Chubb and Terry Moe,

believe the current system of education is so inefficient and substandard that it is unworthy of
preservation. Their objective: to minimize,if not dismantle, all governmend involvement in

public education. Others, such as Larry Cuban ( 1993, view privatization with skepticism. Cuban
believes that privatization not only eclipses the accomplishments taking place under the current
system of public education, but he also contends that privatization overlooks many of the benefits

and solutions to current problems that are endemic to the current public system. To demonstrate
this point, Cuban points to some of the programs which, "...over the last decade, have established

4 Jonathan Kozd's Savage Inequalities prcwides a prwgnanr overview of the problems in Amencan public schoclls
t h y . Slxral problems, particularly in ~nner-ci
ty communities, such as poverty, violence, drug addiction, and
disintegm~~ng
ramil~es.arc a few of thc "problems" identified in Kozol's book.

5 Discanien~with publrr edura~ionhas been expressed by parents in the inner-city, suburbs, and in rural
communities. 11 IS interes~npIV nnte that, when a k e d lo rate the effectiveness of their own children's schools,
parents, on averagc. give whwls u 'B* r&ng ( A representfng the best, F the worst). When asked to rate schools in
general, howe\,er, lhrs raljnp falls b l o w a 'B.' Mnsl parents of srudenk in public schools feel that their children's
schools are doing a rairly p d job:they do nor perceive other xhcnls, however, to be doing an adequate job of
educating other children.

school-by-school changes and created networks of improving schools across the country" (p. 39).

This research study is about the Alliance Schools Project, a program that is much like those
programs recognized by Larry Cuban as exemplary. Despite the fact that the project has been

recognized as a model of effective school improvement by former Secretary of Education Madeline

Kunin, little documentation exists that describes how the project actually improves schools, and
what this school improvement actually looks like at an Alliance School. As a consequence, this

particular research inquiry seeks to explore and document the kind of transformationsoccurring at
schools participating in the Alliance Schools Project. More specifically, this research explores and
documents those aspects of Alliance Schools that promote characteristics of 'effective schools,'
tangible characteristics of successful school reform found in a review of the literature on school

reform.
Research Purpose

The purpose of this research is threefold: First, it is hoped that this research project will
provoke readers to revisit the ideds of public education within the historical context from which the
current system has emerged. The future of public education in America is tenuous. The American
electorate-and, increasingly, mainstream politicians--have k e n pubficly debating policy options
that may result in the demise of the public educational system.6 This paper argues that the remedy

prescribed by such policy advocates ignores the historical charge and purpose of public education.

Second, by documenting the role and evolution of education within American society, this paper

promotes community-based school reform as a superior policy orientation to that of either
privatization or school-based reform strategies. Third, by documenting how the Alliance Schools

Project promotes characteristics of effective schools in selected school locations, it is hoped that
this information may then be used to sensitize and assist other schools in Texas in recognizing the

processes involvedin community-based school decentralization and revitalization.

6 Jusr this year, for example, tbrmer Sccrctaq of Education and avid supporler 01 publ~cschor)l privatiir;ltim, Lamar
Alexander, abandoned a cramprugn for the GOP's presidential nomination.

The documentation gathered to satisfy the tertiary--and most important--purpose of this
research is presented in Chapter 5. This chapter synthesizes and summarizes data gathered in six
interviews with stakeholders at actual Alliance Schools, schools that have applied and have been

accepted into the Alliance Schools Project network. For verbatim transcripts of these interviews,

see Appendices C through E. These data serve as the primary source of documentation on how the
Alliance Schools Project promotes characteristics of effective schools. From these data evidence

either supports or fails to support the research's working hypotheses.

Chapter Summaries
Having established the utilitarian role that education plays in many nations' sociopolitical
and economic livelihood in Chapter 1 , Chapter 2 then turns to the American educational experience

as a framework for exploring the research question. In summary, the chapter synthesizes the
literature on school reform and the history of public education in America, as well as the evolution

of public schools in American culture. This chapter also traces the democratic heritage of public
education in the United States, drawing special attention to the origin and evolution of two
competing theories of public education in America: the traditionalist and progressive perspectives.
And finally, the chapter focuses on the pros and cons of two policy objectives that current1y

compete for the education policy limelight--name1y, privatization and school-based reform.

Chapter 2 concludes that, in light of the democratic heritage of public education in America, a
variation of the latter policy objective, community-based school reform, is more congruent with the
nation's educational orientation than ei&erprivatization andlor school-based reform models.

Working conceptual hypotheses are then proposed regarding the presence of three characteristics of
effective schools on two campuses participating in the Alliance Schools Project.

Chapter 3 introduces the study's setting. The local (state and community) public school
environment is explored in detail, while only cursory references are made to the state of education

at the national level. The chapter also describes relevant historical origins, theoretical tenets, and
organizational features of the Alliance Schools Project. The working conceptual hypotheses

introduced in Chapter 2 are further operationalized in Chapter 3 in an effort to provide a more
measurable barometer for exploring the characteristics of effective school at the selected research
sites: Becker and Zavala Elementary schools, both located in the Austin (Texas) Independent
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School District.
Chapter4 provides the reader with an overview of the methodology used to structure the
applied research project and to test the hypotheses developed in chapters 2 and 3 . For example,

Chapter 4 begins with a discussion about the criteria used to select the case study research method
as the design strategy for this particular inquiry. Later, the chapter explores the strengths and

weaknesses of this research method relative to the standards of social science research. In

addition, the chapter describes the specific research instmments used to gather and explore the
data. Lastly, in lieu of a formal case study protocol, a more informal, albeit descriptive guide

explaining how the actual research was carried out is provided in this chapter.
Chapter 5 summarizes the findings of the applied research project and addresses some

general implications of these conclusions on the theory discussed in the literature review. The
strategy employed to summarize the data is a hybrid of two recommended reporting structures:
comparative analysis and theory-building structures.

Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
The purpose of this chapter is twofold: to provide an overview of the relevant literature on
the history and culture of public education and school reform in the United States; and, in so
doing, to identify evidence within the literature that supports the theoretical framework for this

research inquiry. The chapter accomplishes this objective by outlining an historical and theoretical
context within which the current system of public education and school reform efforts may be

reflected upon. The aim of this chapter is achieved in three steps: First, specific founding

principIes and governance design features of the current system of public education are explored as
manifestations of a system that was designed to promote identifiabie social and political democratic
ideals. Second, parallels between these ideals and John Dewey's prescriptive theories of education

are discussed. Third, the current state of education is reflected upon as it promotes (andlor
inhibits) the social and political ideals that it was designed to foster. The chapter concludes with an
analysis that draws from John Dewey's theory of pragmatism to evaluate current school reform
models.

Public Education's Democratic Tradition
Roald F. Campbell et. al. ( 1970) cite two American traditions that define the culture of
public education in America. The first tradition is inherited from the American "faith in education,"

and the second evolves from the American commitment to localism. The authors explain that "faith

in education" reflects the American commitment to egalitarianism, a belief in the equality of all
men. It is worth noting that the scope of this commitment originally referred exclusively to white
men. "How else,"Jim Carnes (1995) asks, "could the same government that wrote the American
Constitution turn a blind eye to slavery?" "We the people, " he concludes, "clearly did not include
everyone" (p. 4). As the American cultural, legal, and political scope of equality broadened,

however, so did the scope of the egalitarian spirit to include people of color and women.7 Today,

7 Fnr an historical perspective on the broadening of the proposition that "dl men are created equal," see Usolrd
T k m : A Histoy of lntokrance in America by Jim Cames.
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the "faith i n education" tradition is manifest in the free, compulsory education laws of all states.

A11 America's youths, regardless of gender and ethnicity, are expected to attend school.8
The origin of America's "faith in education" dates back to the nation's formative years,
evident in the Declaration of Independence's assertion that "a1 l men are created equal." Later, in
the 1 3h century, the "father of American public education."Horace Mann, argued that education
was so important to the nation's democratic heritage and longevity that government had an

obligation to provide a free, secular education to every child. Today,equal educational opportunity

is the outgrowth of the American cultural commi trnent (faith in education) to free public schools in
every community and for every child?

The second tradition described by Cunningham et. al, that has shaped the culture of public
education in America is a commitment to localism. John Dewey ( 1957)observed the importance of

localism as it is promoted within the U.S. Constitution when he wrote, "([)he imagination of the
founders did not travel far beyond what could be accomplished and understood in the congeries of
self-governing communities" jp. 1 1 1 ). The U.S. Constitution guarantees that all powers not
reserved by the federal government are reserved by the states.

In the United States, education is a power that is reserved by state governments. Most state
constitutions recognize the importance of this power, especially as it relates to the nation's "faith i n

education" (Campbell et. a]., 1W0, p. 48). Article V11 of the Texas Constitution, for example,
cites a system of 'free public schools' as being a fundamental duty of the State of Texas:

A general diffusion of knowledge being essential to the preservation of the
liberties and rights of the people, it shall be the duty of the Legislature of the
State to establish and make suitable provision for the support and maintenance
of an efficient system of public free schools ("Long-Range Plan," 1W5,p. 2).
I n Dernocruc~~andEducuiinn
(1916), John Dewey describes how these traditions. "faith in

education" and a commitment to localism, form the democratic foundation of public education in
America. Beginning with the "spirit of localism," Dewey explains how a political democracy

requires the fruition of social democracy. Social democracy, Dewey explains, is contingent upon

9 Two tandmark cases depict the American s~ruggletoadvance the "faith in education" ~ d a l Thest
.
cilses include the
follorving: Rrowtt v. h a r d of Education (19-54) declared egrcgiitd schc~)lstr, k inherently unequal. thereby
overturning thc scpur*te but equal rul~ngin Plessy r. Frr#l~son(18%).

free communication and the sharing of experience because it is through these activities that people
develop their personal inteIIect and collective vision for their communities (p. 99). In a democracy,

Dewey continues, a public system of education is therefore imperative for two reasons. First, a
democracy based on popular suffrage demands an educated populace. Those who elect their
governors, Dewey rationalizes, must themselves be educated (p. 87). More importantly, however,

Dewey believes that education is the key to smial and political freedom in a democracy in that i t is

the glue that unites people of diverse backgrounds. In this regard, education is much more than a
cumculum: it is a way of living; a way of seeing, perceiving and existing in the world. Dewey

explains this view of education in this broader sense as follows:
A democracy is ...primarily a mode of assmiated living, of conjoint experience...A
society which is mobile.,.rnust see to it that its members are educated to personal
initiative and adaptability. Otherwise, they will be overwhelmed by the changes in
which they are caught and whose significance or connections they do not perceive.
The result will be a confusion in whicb a few will appropriate to themselves the
results of the blind and externally directed activities of others (pp. 87-88).

For Dewey, the only guarantee that a fluid exchange of knowledge and ideas will take place
(a requirement of 'associated living'), is if education is made available to aII and for all the
democracy's members. The hallmarks of a democratic society are therefore a fluid exchange of

knowledge and ideas (p. 87). When knowledge and ideas cease to be exchanged within a given

community, the community's collective interests suffer within the greater social and political realm,

inviting social stratification and alienation from the pol;tical democratic process. For Dewey, one
of the greatest threats to political democracy is the social isolation of people and communities who

do not share the experiences and knowledge of the greater (dominant) community. When people

share their experience and knowledge with the greater community, social divisions evaporate.

When people cease to share their experience and knowledge, social divisions thrive. Dewey
explains this social phenomenon as follows:

The extension i n space of the number of individuals who participate in an
interest so that each has to refer his own action to that of others, and to consider
the action of others to give point and direction to his own, is equivalent to the
breaking down of those barriers of class, race, and national territory which kept
men from perceiving the full import of their activity (p.87).
With regard to "faith in education," Dewey describes how a society committed to political
democracy must therefore "...see to it that its members are educated to personal initiative and

adaptability" (p. 88).According to Dewey, education is the tool that channels dialogue toward
politically relevant issues and application.
Governance Features of Public Schools
America's "faith in education" and comrni tment to localism influenced important

organizational features of the American public school governance structure, which remain to this

day-- albeit malfunctioning in most communities. Representative school boards were designed to
institutionalize the spirit and intent of the nation's commitment to localism in public education.

According to F u i n g the Chcrllenge ( 19921, a study on the state of con temporary public school
governance,

school boards "were founded on the belief that citizens would control the policies that

determine how the children in (their) communities are educated" (p. ] ) . l o It is noteworthy to

mention that the organizational design of local school boards sought to maintain Imal political
control of public schools and local autonomy and thus, independence from centralized political and
bureaucratic control, such as by regional, state, or federal authorities.

Local Control and Local Autonomy
By providing local communities with independent governance bodies at the local level,
namely in the f o m of local school boards, both the federal and state governments recognized that

local communities should be respoasi ble for meeting local education demands. Thus, these
governments supported the establishment of various "systems" of education, as opposed to one
monolithic federal system.] 1 "ideally," i t was believed, "the composition of a school board would
10 In I+r

10 Chonw, M l l ~ o nFrledman ( I YHO) agrees that rhc rncist I rnprx-l;lnl (actor dclerm~ninghow whtn>ls In
thc 19th ccnturl opratcd rvltq dcucntr~lrmt~on
(Icwalism) Hc w ritcs. "siates rnmtlq left con~mloT sch~u)ls10thc
uornmunlI>. thc Ionn, the small cil!, or ci * u M ~ i ~ s l uuin a largcr CII!. Close monrtonng or ~ h pol~itcal
c
authontlcs
runn~nglhc suhuol hyslcrn b! parcnfi W L L ~;1 p f l l a l suhtl tute 1 r ~uornpelihon
r
and assured thal any widely sharcd
desirch ul' prrnts u crc trnplcmcnlcd" (p. 1 W- 1 55)

1 1 Vantiu.; s> srems oi' eduuat~on,ho\rc\ cr, should no1 tmpl! thar shte governments absc>l\.edthemset\-es of their
~rnpl~cd
power to ''support and mainbin an ctf ~ c ~ csystem
ni
ol public free schmls," av oullincd in the Tcras
Consl~tution. On ~ h contrdry,
c
states rccognizcd that i t wus rn 1hc1r I nlerest t o promote a "syslcrn" ill' education and,
rhroughout much of thc 19th centuq-, states [(xused on estiiblish~nplhcir own systems ol' free publ~cschix~ls.
Later, in the 70th cenlury, the federal governmen1 cr,nsotida~cdmurc p w e r olrcrthcsc statc systems of public
sch~lr>ling
in an dl-oflicr guaranicc, tor cumplc, federally prt~cctcdrights. T h ~ iss cvidcnt in the casc of the
Americans with Disabilities Act ( A D A ) .

encompass the spectrum of individual and collective interests within the school district" ("School
board^," 1986, p. 14). Just as Dewey idealized in Derno~~rucymdA%ucu.tion,
communities were
expected to participate in the education of their children. Parents were expected, by virtue of the

system's organizational design, to participate in the exchange guiding the edumtion of thei r
children, which, Dewey be1ieved, was the primary mechanism for integrating the student into the
greater society.
A general overview of the history of public education reveals how the American education
system has evolved and how this participatory, democratic ideal for education has similarly
transformed.

The 19th Century Community School

Even though it has been purported that no system of public education existed in America at
the turn of the century (Chubb and Moe, 1990, p. 3), evidence shows that a decentralized network

of public schools indeed flourished well before the turn of the century; some of these schools were
even coordinated under the rudimentary matrices of state-promoted school systems.12 In fact, as

early as 1800, some communities in America levied their own taxes and funded their own schools,

many of which were cornmunity-erected, single-room school houses, remembered i n history-albeit romantically--as the quintessential public (community) institution of the American frontier.

"The small district pattern of organization...remained for that century and even much of the 20th
century the predominant pattern of organization" (Campbell et. al., 1970, p. 9).

Nineteenth century schoof s were largely rural i n location, homogeneous (in wealth, gender,
and ethnicity) in composition, and religious in affiliation. These attributes made them

fundamentally different from the public schools of today. In addition, these schools also based
their curriculum and instructional methods on the "traditional" method of instruction. The
"traditionalist" method was modeled on the British educational system. The traditionalist method
of instruction refers to a teacher- and curriculum-centered approach to education, which relies

heavily on dri I1 and rote memorization for the acquisition of skills and knowledge. Under the
12 'The firs1 comprehensive plan fnr a state schcw>l sysrem was presented to the Virginia Assembly in 1779 by
Thomaq JeTferson. This plan laler paved thc way for Virg~nia,and later other shies, to provide for statewide systems
of publ~ucctucaliun" (R~vlrn,1 W, p. 43).

tmditionalist m d e l of educa tion, tough disciplinary retribution assures student docility and

conformity, hallmarks of the traditionalists' definition of appropriate classroom conduct
(Rockefeller, 1 5 9 1 , p. 227).

By the end of the 19th century America had begun to transform as a result of rapid
immigration, industrialization and urbanization. As the economy evolved, an ever-grow ing, mu1tiethnic middle-class also began to make political demands upon the dominant Anglo-Saxon ruling
class. 13 As cities grew, the educational needs of an increasingly pluralistic and urban society

began to challenge the traditional methods of the 1 9th century community school. Debates over the

appropriateness of diversifying curriculum to include vocation-oriented material, for example,
prevailed. Opposition to traditionalist pedagogy emerged as educators began to challenge the

relevancy and adequateness of tradi tional teaching orientations in preparing students of the 20th
century. Whereas the "great books" may have provided adequate educational training for the

homogeneous community schools of the 18th and 19th centuries, 20th century schools were
reacting to popular demands to make public education more relevant and applicable to an

increasing1y urban and industrial society. In response. theories advancing counter curricula and
alternative teaching rnethdologies emerged. These techniques generally fell under the umbrella of
64

progressive education."

Although progressive education is most commonly assmiated with a specific kind
of pedagogical innovation, the actual progressive movement encompassed a much broader
educational reform agenda. Progressivism, as shall become more evident later in this

paper, is actually a comprehensive theory of education, which synthesizes concepts from a
number of fields, incl uding--but not limited te-phi losophy, sociology, psychology, and
history. Despite progressivism's rich theoretical framework, the movement is more

commonly remembered as theoretically fmgile, tending to faddisrn and overly experiments!
approaches to education reform. An overview of the eta that produced the progressive
education agenda wiIl illuminate the challenging issues that progressive educators sought to

13 Multi-racial demands did not have as significant an impact until later In rhe 20th century. By the early part of the
10th century,however, large numbers of Irish, German, Italian, Jewish, and other Anglo immigrants of European
on pin did successfully bepn to attain political cI(~utin shaping domestic and foreign policy nurcamcs. For a
d~scuss~on
of fore~gnpolicy impact, see "Efhniciry. Race, and American F o r e i ~ nPolir~"by Alexiin Jer DeConde.

confront using innovative and integrative techniques. In addition, this oventiew wilt also
i H uminate how strains oft he progressive and traditionalist movements continue to impact

public education today.

The Progressive Era
The highly centraiized and bureaucratic characteristicsof the nation's current system of
public education are, for the most part, by-products of 20th century political developments. Many
of these characteristics can be traced to the governance reforms begun during, and subsequent to,

the Rogressive Era, 1890- 1920 (Snauwaert, 1W3,p. 16). Unfortunately, the progressive
movement sacrificed much of its broader, comprehensive social and political agenda to concomitant
and immediate demands. For example, the institutionalization (professionalization) of education
throughout the 20th century ultimately replaced one unresponsive, topdown system of control

(political bosses) with another (scientifically trained professionals). Whereas progressive
reformers were motivated by an ideal vision of social and political democracy, their ul tirnate

imprint on public education has been considerably distinct in contribution. 13 These issues are
explored in the following section.
Progressivism: The Political Aggrandizement Theory

Fming the Challenge: A Report of the Twenrieth Centurn Fund Task Force r ~ nSchool

G o v e r m e ( 1992) upholds the argument that the motivation behind the progressives' agenda was
poiitical power. 15 The following passage fmm this report illustrates this argument:

14 Horstadter (1955)explains how although it is h t h feasible and desirablc to formulate ideal programs of political
reform, "it i s aqking t r x ~much to expect that h ~ s t o vwill movc, so to s@, In a straight line to realize them" (p.
19). Hc cxplains how liberal inclinations in thc nation's politics have "softcncd In countless ways" the harsh
undercurrentsc>f "opposing forces."

'5 Pnvatizai~onsupporters, such as Milton Friedman ( 1580). argue tfiar progressives "...e~pec~ed
10enjoy grealer
certainty of employment, greater assurance that their salaries would be p d . and a preakr degree nl' cnnlrnl if
gclrernment nther than parents wcrc thc immediate paymaster." (p. 153).

A fundamental change in the decision-making structure was the primary
objective of the (progressive) reformers. To do this, they first set about to
replace decision makers. Under the ward system, school board members had
been elected by constituencies in individual city wards. Hoping to gain control
of the schools and bring order, the new elite (business and professional groups)
sought to insulate education from the vagaries of political influence and
partisanship (p. 45).

Insulating education from the vagaries of political influence, the report continues, was
achieved by redirecting local control away from the political bsses and placing it under the control
of non-partisan professionals. At-large elections replaced ward elections. As a consequence of
this change in the electoral process, the report explains, the number of school board mern bers has,

over the years, decreased--even as the size of the nation's cities has grown. As a consequence, at-

large elected school boards have become less representative of urban diversity (p. 46). For
example, there are three times fewer board members representing America's community interests

today than there were i n the 1 920s (p. 1 5). The report contends that centralization and

depoliticization of public education has, in effect, disenfranchised the American public from
contributing to what is often recognized as our nation's "largest collective undertaking as a society:

the education of our children" (p.v).
Progressivism: The Social and Political Ideal
Whereas the Report on the 2lst Century attributes political aggrandizement as the
principal motivation behind the progressive's agenda, the writings of progressives during
the Progressive Era reveal a counter motivation: the attainment of a sociopolitical ideal
based on a complex web of theories. The progressives, it is clear, offered more than the

mere opportunity for a number of self-serving bureaucrats to establish a political power
base in Washington.

In defense of the progressives, Richard Hofstadter ( 1 955) explains how the
progressive agenda tried to reconcile the changes and benefits of the emerging industrial,

urban society with many of the traditional values of the 19th century agrarian era. His
book, The Age of Reform,describes the ethos of this social tradition as reflecting

"...unusually widespread participation of the citizen in the management of affairs. both

political and economic" (p. 2 15). Progressives. he argues, observed the strain on
communities posed by urbanization and social diversity (both socioeconomic and ethnic).
More specifically, progressives were alarmed by the threat to American democracy posed

by the increasing consolidation of economic and political power in the hands of a few
powerful monopolies at the expense of a weak and divided many. 16 Progressives therefore
sought to construct a blueprint, via public education, for securing a nation-unifying,

participatory demwracy within an increasing1y diverse nation. To understand the
progressives, Hofstadter argues, one must therefore think "...ofthem (progressives) not as
stupid or incapable men who fumbled through a simple task, but as men of reasonable and

often indeed of penetrating intelligence whose fate it was to attempt, with great zeal and
resourcefulness, a task of immense complexity and almost hopeless difficulties" (p. 2 17).
Deweyism
John Dewey is often identified as the father of Progressivism. His faith in social

and political democracy, coupled with his unique perspective on the role of education in
society, provided much of the rationale behind many of the progressive education reforms
adopted in the 20th century.

Dewey's ideas regarding education emanated from his understanding of human

psychology and his personal conviction for the ideals of social and political democracy.
Mare specifically, from psychology, Dewey ( 1 916) recognized that individual behavior is
both motivated by self and an interest in the whole of society. If behavior were not
motivated by the latter, Dewey ponders, "...no such thing as a community would be

possi blew(p. 24). For Dewey, a curricular orientation that recognizes this natural

predisposition would be more successful than a curricul unl that does not. As a
consequence, he criticized the curriculum orientation of the traditionalist approach to

16 Mire specif~call
y, Htifwdter ( 1955) crtes "the gmwth of the large corpratim, the lahr unlon. and the big
impenetrable pol~t~cal
machines" as respnsi ble for "...clotting society into large aggregates and presentinp to the
unorganized cit~zcnthc prospect that all these aggregates and interests would be ablc h act In conccrt and shut out
those men for $%,horn
organizat~onwas difficult or impossible" (p. 216).

education. He found the approach to be too rigid and methodical to accommodate the
different learning styles of the newly a m ving immigrants. Education, he be1 ieved, should
be student-oriented: it should redirect and shift the activities already going un in the

student's head. Dewey predicted that any other orientation would ultimately "...go amiss''

(P. 26).
Dewey was adamant about his theory of pedagogy in public education precisely
because of his belief in the integral role that he believed education plays in American
democratic socialization. "Through education," Dewey argued, "society can ...(p rogress) in
the direction that it wishes to move" (p. 226). For Dewey, social democracy was the

natural precursor of political democracy. Education (a tool for achieving specific social
outcomes, such as social democracy) therefore provided Dewey and his followers, the
progressives, with a practical blueprint for achieving a political ideal. Much of Dewey's

turn-of-the-century work therefore focused on defining a systematic and "scientific"
approach to achieving the harmonious integration of social and political democracy in the

United States. Education, he argued, provides the vehicle for connecting what America is
(actual) and what America could be (ideal). For Dewey, education is art based on scientific

knowledge: "the most perfect and intimate union of science and art conceivable" (p.273).

Dewey and the progressives believed that a cadre of trained, professional educators
would be far superior in implementing this educational orientation than the political bosses
who dominated ward poli tics. Hence. progressives advocated their replacement with

apolitical, efficient public administrators--never knowing that they would be criticized at the
end of the century for having replaced one unresponsive and inefficient system for another.
Dewey's philosophy of education is both pragmatic and process oriented. For

Dewey, schools are mini -communi ties in which the prwess of socialization takes place.

Education i s therefore the process of socializing children within their communities.
Pragmatism applies to the approach that Dewey proposed educators use to engage and
guide children in the process of education. A teacher employing the pragmatic approach,
for example, would explore the child's experiential framework and then look for ways to

relate educational material to the child's personal wisdom. At the turn of the century,

educaton were looking for an alternative pedagogical framework to the traditionalist
perspective. Deweyism provided many of the ingredients that defined this a1temative

framework--namely, Progressivism.
Progressivism, a s it evolved as an education reform movement i n 20th century

politics, harrowed elements of Dewey's theoretical framework to advance an educational
orientation for America's public schools that was ultimately far narrower than the ideas
elaborated above. i n fact, Progressivism, as it evolved in the field of public education,

became almost exclusively pedagogical in orientation, having lost much of its social and
political orientation as the decades passed. To this day, progressive education is more
commonly associated with concepts and theories that are almost always limited to
pedagogy

Dewey's prolific writings include critiques of the progressive movement's agenda
of the 1930s and 1940s. For example, in Art andExyerience (1934),Dewey criticized

educators who, under the false guise of "progressive education," abandoned all principles
of traditionalist education in favor of extreme versions of 'child-centered' education. For
example, Dewey lambasted experimental "progressive" schools which adopted radical

ideas, such as the abandonment ofbooks as teaching tools or the dismantling of aII

classroom structures, such as a predetemined curriculum. Dewey believed that many of
these "new" pedagogical techniques were extreme interpretations of progressivisism. For
the most part, Dewey found the experiments to be "really stupid for (they) attempted the
impossible, which," Dewey believed, "is always stupid." Dismantling classroom
structures, Dewey argued, simply "misconceives the conditions of independent thinking"

(p. 32). For Dewey, independent thinking depends upon guided instruction. Just as a
child depends upon a parent, so do students depend upon the teacher. Teachers, through

books and structured classroom settings, guide students to the point of independent
thought. Dewey believed that schools that are so unstructured that guided learning cannot
take place are as absurd as schools that are so structured that there is no flexibility to meet

individual students' needs.

According to Dart ing-Hammond (1 994), Progressivism failed at the turn of Ihe
century precisely because it created demands that could not be met: "progressive
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education. ..demanded infinitely skilled teachers. and it failed because such teachers could

not be recruited in sufficient numbers" (p. 5). She expIains that, among the consequences
for public education in America, are the following: a system of education that is out of

touch with many of its students, unable to meet many of society's demands, and
functionally inefficient for many who come in contact with it. The failure of Progressivism

gave way, according to Darling-Hamrnond, to the standardizing influences of
traditionalists: the efficiency movement of the 1920s, the curricula reforms of the 1950s,

and the "back to basics" movement of the 1970s and 1980s." (pp. 561. The centralized
and ever professionalized bureaucracy launched during the Progressive Era, however, has
endured, supported by the methodical and standardized practices of the traditionalists.

Whereas strains of Progressivism periodically counter waves of traditionalist reforms. "the
system" has generally never been willing to commit to the kind of educational system that

Dewey and his followers envisioned for America. By the end of the 20th

century, the

Progressive Movement had inherited a solid reputation for tending to the dogmatic and to
the extreme.

The Changing Governance Features of Public Schools
Even though the official organizational features of public schools lodged the responsibility

of school governance with local school boards, a design feature that was established to preserve ,.
I w a l control and autonomy, the qualities that make public schools a bulwark of denlocracy have

diminished over the years. Local control has been the victim of community alienation. This is
evident in the chronic levels of voter apathy, particularly at school board and school bond
elections. 17 School bond elections, albeit dynamic in debate, often attract only a few extreme
interest groups whose perspectives tend to dominate debate and rarely represent the majority of the
community's opinion, if such a majority opinion even exists.18

17 The vo~erturnout for the last two schonl txnd clec~ionsin the Austin Independent Schmd Distnct uJzq223,(KX) in
IS189 (bonds failed) and 37,000in I YYI) (tx)ndspassed) (Would 5 W Voters handout).

1 8 According to Jim Fishkin, maslermind heh~ndthe recent NationaI Issues Convent~nn,mosst pditiitical campaigns
are focused on "...a public that is barely attentive" ( b y . 1%. p. A 1 1).

In education, local control and autonomy have been increasingly overtaken by external
controls, such as state and federal agencies, legal mandates, regional education service centers,

state boards of education, and state legislative committees--to name a few. School boardst
traditional role, to "...filter, interpret, and translate the education goals of the people into a mission

for the school district," has dissolved over the years ("School Boards," 1986, p. 14). Today.
filtering, interpreting, and translating the education goals of the local community into a mission for

the school district are often mitigated by a web of competing forces, many of which cater to nonlocal constituencies.
Among these competing forces are state mandates. Ironically, state mandates are often the
result ofyears of policy deliberation--deliberation which has been undertaken, presumably, in the

students' best interest. As discussed in Chapter 1 , it is not unheard of for good-intentioned
policies to result in unintended consequences. 1 9 Because of this, public education's democratic
tradition should be periodically retrieved from the tomes of history and used as a yardstick for

measuring the appropriateness of policy changes before they are embraced. This perspective
should be rejuvenated &fore drastic policy shifts are undertaken in the future. Rekindling local

democratic control and local autonomy, as well as a cornrnunity-based commitment to student
achievement, however, may be a difficult process to achieve given the current state of public

education today.

The State of Education Today
In his January 19% State of the Union address. President Bill Clinton proclaimed that the
state of the union is strong, but that

precautions should be taken to maintain its strength. If the

President were to give a 'State of Education' address today, he might similarly conclude that the
state of education in America is strong; however, precautions should be taken to maintain its

strength. As evidence of public education's strength, the tlni ted States produces college graduates
who compete on world-class levels i n areas such as medicine. law, and engineering. In addition,
American workers are. in general, among the most productive workers i n the world (Ruenzel,
19 It is the premise 01' Christopher Whittle's h k , Thp Manu~arturedCrisi.t [ha1 thc worse a schwl perfnms, the
more pliticrans rnlcnene with well-meaning, yet ullimately destructive constmnts (manda~es,elc.). What 1s
nccdcd, aw~mdlngto Whi ttlc, 1s morc local autonomy (Discussed in Rucnzcl, IW5, p. 3 1).

IWS,p. 3 1 ).
Despite the aforementioned proof of a strong educational system, however, evidence also
suggests that the state of education is simuItaneously weak. More specifically, the same system
that produces top-notch college graduates is also the same system that produces high school
graduates who require remedial courses before enrolling in Freshman Et~glishcourses at colleges

and universities throughout the United States. i n the extreme, high school graduates from one

school do not learn to read and write white their counterparts from another public school (and often
from the same school) head for I v y League colleges. At best, America's public education system
is serving st few, but not all.
In some urban school systems, students with such distinct destinies begin at separate

neighborhood elementary schools. Depending on the academic integrity of their school, many of
these students are tracked, a1bei t defato, by their sixth or seventh year of school: students from

high performing schools enroll i n "advanced" classes while their counterpart from low-performing
schools enroll in the only courses for which they are prepared--that is the "easy" courses. The

former students are college-bound; the latter are not.
In addition to &facdn tracking. critics of public education, such as Richard Cohen, also
contend that the "dumbing-down" of academic standards in general is such a pervasive problem in

public schools that even col tege-bound students receive, at best, a mediocre education.20 These
critics believe that, as teachers cater to the more academically challenged (and often more

behaviorally demanding) children. average and above-average children suffer. As evidence, they
point to the diminishing tesr scores of all American students on the national Standard Achievement

Test (SAT).2 1

20 Richard Cohen's Wnshitlirlgton P O ~article,
I
enlitled .lohntjy'.~
Misernhle SA7'Sr:nre.r. i s tiled in Ruenzel 119515, p.
30).
21 Ruenwl agrcch that ye<,there has been a decl~ne~nthe average test score of Amencan studenlr;over the dccdes.
H r w o e r the at eragc A mencan student's proftte is s~gn~ficantly
different t&y than yesterday: "AI h e SAT'S
~nccption,thc tcst-takcrsu c t c virtudly all whitc malcs, almost half of whom attcndcd privatc prcp schooll; In Ncu
England. B j IW. 30 pcrcent of the test-takers, more than -50 percent of them female, had famil! incomcs undcr
$30,OM3: and 79 percent were minorities" (1995, p. 30).

Jonathan Kozol, in Suvuge Inequalities ( 1991), provides eye-opening testimony to the
weak state of public education in the United States today. Kozol travels from coast to coast and

documents a number of schools where education is weak. In New York City. for example, Kozol
describes a school where more than 50 percent of the students drop out. In another city he

describes an entire community where less than 50 percent of the community's youth graduate from
high school. All the schools cited in Savage Inquulities have two common characteristics: all of
them are urban, and all reside within poor communities. Kozol concludes that America's system

of education consists of two tiers: On the higher tier are schools in affluent communities where
students are destined to succeed (these are schools producing topnotch college graduates), and on
the lower tier are schools in poor, marginalized communities where students are destined mostly to

fail.
Kozol describes the social implications of this two-tiered educational system in America.

On one level, there are affluent, suburban communities where issues of crime, poverty, and
violence are distant realities, evident only in the daily news. In these communities, schools are

successful at maintaining high academic standards. On the second level, there are poor, urban
communities where issues of crime, poverty, and violence are real obstacles to daily life. In these
communities, schools have been less successful at maintaining high standards. Kozol describes

this dual system of education as producing a stratified society of education haves and education

...children in one set of schools are educated to be governors; children in the other
set of schools are trained for being governed. The former are given the imaginative
range to mobilize ideas for economic growth; the latter are provided with the
discipline to do the narrow tasks the first group will prescribe (p. 176).
An abundance of policy proposals have evol ved--a1 l of them advocating solutions to the

problem of low-performingschools. Kozol argues that proposals that fail to address the larger
social issues surrounding school reform, however, will invariably fail.

22 This scenario is rcrnlnlscent of an earher discussic~nin which Dewey's theon. of 'asm~atedliving' 15 explained
In brief, Dewey theorizm thur when knowledge and idem ceaqe to be exchanged lr irhin a communlry. thc
community's collccti\~c~ntcrcstssuffcr within thc grcatcr social and political rcalm as a cunscqucncc, thcrcby
enmumging the marg~nalization(stratification)of that community from the greater whole of socleIj.

Pragmatism: A Policy Orientation
In addition to providing a blueprint for social and political democracy, as well as a

methodology for teaching, Dewey's theories also offer policy analysts a framework for
analyzing education policy orientations--namely, pragmatism. The World @the Pr1lic.y
Analj~st(1991) describes pragmatism as an inclination to move from the actual to the ideal.

Like the educator who teaches by addressing the chi Id's experiential point of reference, the
pragmatist's approach also begins with practice (the actual) and then moves to theory (the
ideal) (p. 175). In contrast to this approach, two a1temate policy orientations dominate the
American political culture: "politics of self-interest" and "politics of conscience." These
two policy orientations begin with theory as it applies to practice (p. 174).

According to the authors of The Wwld ofthe P o l i ~ A
y n u l ~ s ((, 1990) "politics of
self-interest" and "politics of conscience" are distinguished as follows: whereas the former
policy orientation promotes the individual to the extreme neglect of the common good, the
latter poIicy orientation obscures the common good by way of an exaggerated concern for a

group of individuals (p. 174). In contrast to these two perspectives, the pragmatist's policy
orientation assesses local reality, such as the scope of regional issues, budget cycles or
interest group influence. and then assesses how policy ideals might be "pragmatically"

obtained. Pragmatists are interdisciplinary in orientation, taking from multiple subject

matters todefine the problem and the problem's potential solutions. Pmgmatists, Shields
( 1 %9)

explains, "...have neither the service orientation of the social worker nor the tight,

idealistic, theoretical framework of the economist" (p. 70). Pragmatists use multiple
sources of in formation to solve pol icy problems. This paper uses a pragmatic approach to

analyze current education reform strategies below.

Current School Reform Strategies
A review of the literature on school reform generally recognizes two refonn strategies as
contenders for the public policy limelight in the 1990s: privati~ationand school-based reforrn.2s

Both reform strategies recognize the fail urc of schools to promote acceptable levels of student
achievement and both emphasize the need for schools to decentralize and revitalize by enhancing

local autonomy and local control (Snauwaert, 1993, p. 89). However each reform strategy
employs a fundamentally different theoretical framework for arriving at these similar, a l k i t

fundamentally different ends. Because of the important historical creeds rhat have defined the
American educational landscape, and because the principles that define privatization, for example,
are so fundamentally different from

those of school-based refonn, it is i rnportant to explore the

cornpati bility of these policy proposals with America's national educational heritage and objectives,

especial1y during this time of tentative support of public education.2~

Privatization (Politics of Self-1nterest)z 5

The major organizing principles that shape privatization as a model for school reform are
adaptions of htcse: fuirr economics. According to kuisse: faire economic thenry, goven~n~en
t

should intervene i n the economic matters of society as little as possible. Limited intervention is

23 In I~ght01 this, a recent reporl by the public opinion research organization, Public Agenda, cancludcd that a b u t
one-half of thc Amcrican publ~cmay l
x considering pnvatc, market-onented solutions to the problems with~n
Amcnca's public schools (Bradley, 1995, p. 13).
1 4 A recenr study f m n d that, even though most Amencans want publ~ceducation to work, thetr supprt for schtx>ls
"d~stntcptesat rhe slightest prob~ng"(Bradley, 1995, p. 1). Thc stud) also found that Amencans prefer the pfivatc
schrnl choice (voucher) mrxlcl of privatizat~onto othcr mrxlcl?;d privatization (p. 13).

2 5 Privati7ation refen tn the kinds of suhor)l reform mtldels thal promnte less gclvernmental involvement in the
control of public schools. Pnx u ti ration mdels range from hav~nga pnvare (private non-profit) enterprise 'lake
ovcr" an cntirc school and/or schlui J~srrictto models that allow student to sctcct the school of thcir choicc. Thcrc
are two main types of schrrd choicc: trva of them are publ~cschcnh choicc modcls--one is based on choice uwithina
district, the other is based on cholcc among competfnp districts. The second typ 01- chn~cem 4 e 1 involves private
schools. This mcdel IS commnnly referred to in the literature as the voucher sysrem, nr prrnpl? 'whm>l choice.'
Some choice mrdelp are hybnds of publ~cand privatc school options (Kozol, p. 88). This paper focuses an the

more popular mndel 01' xhtxll pnvatizatlan: choice via a voucher which could Ix redeemed a1 a pnvak andlor public
institution, hereafter reierred tu ;u "choice".

based on the he1 ief t hat voluntary exchange and allocative efficiency are economic stabilizers:
government intervention. on the other hand, destabilizes the economy's natural tendency to
stabilize. Proponents of a government-free capitalist economy, such as Mil ton Friedman ( 19801,

believe that voluntary exchange and allocative efficiency resdt in the followingdynarnic: "(1)f an

(monetary) exchange between two parties is voluntary, it will not take place unless both parties
believe they wit l

benefit from the exchange.

(T)he prices that emerge from the voluntary

transaction between buyers (consumers) and sellers (producers)...( therefore) coordinate the
(efficient) activity of millions of people, each seeking his own interest, in such a way as to make

everyone better off' (p. 13).
In a nutshell, the privatization of public schools is based on a theoretical framework that

modifies and adapts the organizing principles of a free enterprise economy to fit the arena of
politics and society. For example, privatization supporters look to the fact that the cost of

education per pupil has increased over the years while measurable levels of student achievement
have decreased.

They observe, in the words of economist Milton Friedman, that "input (is) clear1y

up; output (is) clearly down" ( 1979, p. 156).26 They argue that what is needed is more voluntary
exchange between consumers (students and parents) and producers (teachers and principals).

Allocative efficiency (inputs decrease and outputs increase) occurs when the inhibiting forces of

government intervention (bureaucracy) subside and allow the market to stabilize the exchange. In
short, supporters of privatizing public education apply the economic assumptions of a free market
economy to the world o f public education.

Mil ton Friedman explains, in Cupitulism a d Freedom ( 19621, how these assumptions
apply to one of the non-economic aspects of public education. In this particular treatise, Friedman
recognizes the social function of public education as promoting a "neighborhoodeffect" (p. 9@
93). He describes the neighborhood effect as a function in society in which "...a common core of

values (that are) deemed requisite for social stability" are disseminated (p. 90).Parochial schools,

26 Econc>mists who seek to privatize public xhmls, such as Miltnn Frisciman, crnphasi7e quantitative qualities,
such as inputs (per pupil expenditure) and outpuu (SAT tcst scores) over qualiktive distinctions, such as the
significantly differen1 studcnt profile that has evolvcd over the years. Thcx kinds of demographic details play a morc
penpher~lmle In the framework of public school privarrzatirln mcdels of education than they do in the frameworks
of schd-based reform and cnmmumty-based school reform advncates.

as opposed to state-supported public schools, Friedman explains, convert "education into a
divisive rather than a unifying force" (p. 90). It is this particular function, however, that

Friedman, and other supporters of privatizing public schools, find to be unnecessary to continue in
our nation's public schools. These individuals believe the diversity of earlier, turn-of-the-century
America no longer prevails and that the U.S. is today adequately homogeneous.27 Friedman
( 1 %2) expresses this observation as follows:

...the major problem in the United States in the 19th and early 20th century was not
to promote diversity but to create the core of common values essential to a stable
society. Great streams of immigrants were flooding the United States from all over
the world. speaking different languages and observing diverse customs. Our
problem today is not to enforce conformity ...Our problem (today) is to foster
diversity (pp. %-97).

School Choice Supporters
Supporters of school choice, a form ofpublic school privatization, believe that parents, not

public school officials, should have the decision-making authority to select the school of their

choice for their chi Idren.28 Whereas the models of school choice vary considerably, advocates of
choice seek a common goal: to minimize governmental intervention in public education via an
infusion of market controls, allowing parents to by-pass bureaucracy. Hoping to run schools

"more like a business," choice advocates seek to dismantle the current system of public education
and to replace it with a market-driven system.

In Politi~'~~,
marker.^, a d America 's Scrlu)ols ( 1 99U), for example, choice advocates John
Chubb and Terry Moe blame low student performance on the inadequacy of the democratic
insti t u t i o ~ ~ofs education. "((L)ow performance) is one of the prices Americans pay ," the authors

contend, "for choosing to exercise direct democratic control over their schools" (p. 2). Moe and

Chubb also criticize the highly bureaucratic and centralized structure of education decision-making

27 In ulntraqt to the hornagencous society envislnned h! Fricdrnan, others, such a9 Ann Lieberman ( 1 M)prcdict
that the next generation d workers "...will k the hcirs uf the preatest immigration wave in our natron's h~stovmain ty from thc Third World" (p. 9).
2 H Chorcc mtdels rdnge from cirnplr public schml cho~ce,pro\ d i n g parents w ~ t h[he oputn to send their child it1
the public schml of therr cho~ce,to ouchcr programs in which parents receive a sum of money redeemable at
pnlclpring public and or pni arc schmls. Some choice mrxlcls allow parcnLq to supplcmcnt the vouchcr; other
midels do not.

evident in public schools today. Under a decentralized market system, they argue, students and

parents (consumers) would enter into efficient exchanges with teachers and principals (producers):
the former in pursuit of the best program and the latter in pursuit of the most (and quite possibly

the best) students.
According to Chubb and Moe, an additional benefit of a decentralized market-dri ven
exchange would be a more democratic representation of parents in public schools. They argue that

prducers (teachers) would be forced, by the nature of the market relationship, to be more

responsive to parents and students to attract consumers (students). In addition, schools that fail to
satisfy consumer demands would consequently go out of business because parents would
proactively withdraw their children from the unresponsive school and place them in an alternative
institution (Chubb and Moe, 1990, p. 32).

School Choice Critics
Critics of schml choice argue that the theoretical framework within which private school

choice advocates operate is ill-suited to the murky worlds of society and pli tics. Schools, they

contend, are not businesses in the implied definition of the term; and, therefore, schools should not
be run like a business. Critics fear that policy proposals, such as school choice, will only

exacerbate social and political inequities already evident in public schools as opposed to

ameliorating them. According to one critic, Jonathan Kozol, the problen~with the school choice

theoretical framework is that it is flawed in i t s assumptions as they apply to social issues. More
specifically, choice is flawed in assuming that real choices are possible in a society: For Jonathan

Kozol (1492), the truth is that choices in any society are not equal: "...while everybody
theoretically has the right to choose any school (under a voucher system), the affluent, the savvy,
the children of academics ...end up in the same three little boutique elementary schools,"(p. 88).

"Market mechanisms rest on the assumption of informed consumer sovereignty" (Shields, 1989,

p. 71). Consumers are not always informed nor sovereign in their ability to purchase. Real,
tangible restraints, such as a drug-addicted guardian, call into question the ability of a consumer to
ensure quality education. To further demonstrate this point, Kozol wonders how a voucher for

$1,000,for example, would help a poor kid from Washington, D.C. pay for a private school like

Andover, which boasts an annual tuition of $15,000(p. 92). Some kids would clearly have more
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of a choice than others under a "choice"model system: hence, nothing would be resolved, only

some of the traditions of public education, such as "faith in education" would be abandoned,
Jonathan Kozol ( 199 1 ) cites the Massachusetts 2000 public school choice program as

further proof that choice does not guarantee the kind of democratic scenario that choice supporters
purport. Massachusetts 2000 is a statewide program that offers inter-di strict school choice to
public school students. The program, Kozol contends, is inherently flawed. Drawing from a

sample city that shares many demographic similarities with those of cities and towns of Texas,
Kozol describes the city of 8 rockton, Massachusetts, where one-half of the student population is

non-white and poor and approximately 1,000 of the studentsare bilingual. Under MA 2000,5
percent of the student population transferred out of Brockton, a poor city. Of the 5 percent who

transferred out of Brockton, on1y 5 percent of these students were low income and on1y 1 child
was bilingual. To make matters worse, for each student who

left the Brockton school district, "the

school system lost the per-pupil funding for that child" ( 1992, p. 91 ). Brockton, an a1ready poor

district, consequently lost $850,00in funding to Avon, a neighboring affluent school district.
Choice critics further criticize the alienating impact of school choice on the "neighborhood

effect" of public schools. Whereas choice supporters such as Milton Friedman believe America's

sociopolitical and economic homogeneity is sufficient to justify the privatization of public
education, choice critics fear that America's swiopoli tical and economic diversity is sufficient to

justify the need to further promote public education. For example, choice critics view the
following statistics as proof that the gap be tween rich and poor is expanding, not decreasing, in
America:

Over the past 20 years, the median family income has risen just 6 percent. While
families in the middle (have h e n ) stagnating, the bottom (has been) losing ground.
After adjusting for inflation,low-income families lost more than 10 percent of their
income in those 20 years. But at the top, things were going much better. Families
near the top gained 25 percent or more. This widening of the gap between rich and
poor reversed a trend toward greater equality during the 19-50s and 1960s (Income
Dispmip Series, 19%, p. I ) .
School choice critics fear that private school choice (vouchers) will only further galvanize

the rich and p w r . Rather than encourage a sense of common loyalties among people, as in the
case of pubIic education, critics believe that school choice will particularize loyalties and will

exacerbate differences. Kozol ,for example. argues thal choice may so severely fragmentize

ambitions that individual parents would be reduced to "claw and scramble for the good of her kid

and her kid only, at whatever cost to everybody else" (Kozol, 1992, p. 92).
Choice critics also do not accept the assumption that the world of education will respond to

market forces in the same way that economists theorize. Data documenting sluggish consumer
response to market forces, for example, provide evidence of how imperfect market dynamics can

be, particularly when

applied to social situations. Jim Smith,an economist with the Rand

Corporation. for example, explains his bewilderment at the slow public response to the demand for
higher skilled labor. 'The market is screaming as loud as it can scream. And I thought people
would react. (But) it hasn't happened yet." (Inromt.Disprity Series, 1 W6, p. 6 ) . In summary,

choice cri ties sinlply do not believe that the application of market theory to the world of society and
politics takes into consideration the non-market dynamics of politics and society.

In addition to disputing the theoretical assumptions of school choice, critics also cite the

lack of empirical evidence as indicative of choice supporters' unreaIistic claims. A 1W5 study
(Parry ), en ti tied Education Drcentrulizaticm: How Will Schnols Re.~'pr~nd
to the Incentives (f

Privui:ution?, points to the sparse empirical evidence in the United States to support privatization's
claims to effective school reform (p. 4). Having studied privatization in Chile, Parry's study
reveals that, "contrary to expectations," empirical evidence does not support the argument that
pri vale schools exhibit the kinds of improvements that choice advocates advance, such as greater

innovation or better leadership. Privatization, Parry found, did not make a difference in the quality

of education in Chilean schools.
School-Based Reform

(PoIitics

of

Conscience)

The major organizing principle that distinguishes school-based reform models from school
choice is the former's commitment to an educational system that remains a state responsibility.
School-based reformers contend that it is government's role to promote and guide the diverse
backgrounds and self-interests of individuals via a system of education that benefits all in the sarne
way.

For these reformers, a social and political democracy depends o n a free. public system of

education. In The School and Society, Dewey ( 1 900) explains this disposition of school based

(progressive) refom~ers:"What the best and wisest parent wants for his awn child, that must the
community want for all its children. Any other ideal for our schools is narrow and unlovely; acted
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upon, it destroys our democracy" (p. 1).

School-Based Reform Supporters
A myriad of reforrn strategies under the school-based reform umbrella emerged in the
1980s and 1990s.29 Much like their choice counterparts, school -based reform advocates were

moved by data suggesting that schools had increasingly received more money to produce an

increasingly less educated citizen. Much like their choice counterparl, school-based reformers
began to view the layers of bureaucracy that had evolved over the years as an impediment to
successful reform. They began to criticize the lack of local autonomy and local control evident in

public schools as symptomatic of education's inability to respond to public demands (Snauwaert,

1992, p. 91). Unlike choice supporters, however, school-based reformers do not believe that the
institutions of education are irreparable. On the contrary, they argue that the maladjusted
institutions simply need reform. Their goal is to promote and redesign schools so that they may
better foster local, community control, an objective consistent with a participative and democratic

civic culture (Snauwaert, 1992, p. 69).

To achieve school-based reform, many school-based reform strategies begin with the
structure of school governance. Such strategies encourage campuses and districts to create a
school-based structural appendage to promote institutional responsiveness to I ocal needs. For
example, some school-based refom1 strategies call for the creation of a campus- (andor district-)

based council, committee. team, or board that is composed of stakeholders in student achievement.

These stakeholders might include campus administrators, members of the campus teaching and
support staffs, parents, community members, and students--or any combination thereof (Malen,
Ogawa and Kranz, 1990, p. 32).

29 The current sch(w>l-bavccl rcrrrrm sfrdregics arsw~atdwtth the secnnd wave of schml reform (post 1%)
i s an
offshixlt oi Progress~vicrnin education tn the 20th centu5 I t 1s d~fferent~ated
by the first wave of reform (early
I W s ) In ~ t fwus
s
on lssucs such as dcccntral~zationand autonomy, tcacher empowcrrncnt and profcssionalizat~on.
and cducat~onaloutputs. The ftrst wave concentrated on ~nputs(lnnger school days, higher tcacher salmcs, stncler
disciplinq policy). WI th 11ttle constdemtion for the knsrltulional arrangements of public schmls. Schml-based
rcfmm Plmteplcs current1y Include fmi cln issues such as,schml-based management: site-based management; shard
dec~uion-mahng;site-bed decision-mabng; campus decls~onm&np ...( 1W3, haskac & Powell).

In other instances, school-based reforms address the process of decision-making at the
campus and community levels. They emphasize decentralized authority and encourage
collaborative processes.

Hill and Bonan ( 1991) offer a variety of collaborative systems of

authority for districts and campuses to consider: cabine t system; a co-leader system; a m d i f i e d co-

leader sy stem; a formal constitutional decision-making process; and, a cabinet co-leadersystem (p.
24) .30 In addition to the structural and prmess orientation of some school-based reform strategies,

other school-based reform efforts emphasize the need for adopting a guiding theory, or set of
guiding principles.31 The key for each campus, however, is to adopt a structure, process and set

of guiding principles that is compatible with the unique collaborativeforces that are endemic to the
campus site. The tist of possible reform models is therefore virtually infinite.
The appeal of school-based reform has lxcorne so extensive that many state legislatures
have recently mandated statewide schml-based reform strategies. Some cn tics argue, believing

that the only kind of meritorious school-based reform is one that springs from the bottom up, that
state-mandated,school-based reform strategies are destined to result in more layers of bureaucratic
red rape as opposed to less.

On the other hand, supporters of state-mandated school-based reform

strategies argue that such legislative initiatives provide incentives for both bottom-up reform by

changing the mood and legal environment for campuses to explore bottom-up ref om^. One campus
administrator, for example, found that the state-mandated school-based reform effort in her district

encouraged her to "learn how to ask better questions,"making her a more responsive administrator

and suggesting that school-based reform had encouraged her to ponder questions she might not
have explored had such reforms not been imposed from above (Delehant, 1 990, p. 18).

Recently, theories proposing the integration of top-dow n and bottom-up sc hool-based
reforms have emerged, particular1y as they relate to systems of accountability. For example, a

30 The literature on whrx~l-baed rei'nrm lists a number of' schwl-based reform thenr-6, mnging from theories of
action (Malcn) lo thennes based on "u ho gets control" (Wohlstcttcrand Oddcn). dl ihe wag I(>theories based on
classifications of Jcccntrd~zcddccls~ontypes (Pmskac and Powell, 1993, p. 8).

31 Thesc can be based on fm111arand well-documented m d e l s , such as those provided by Comer, Edmonds,
G d l a d , Hopfenberg. Lcv~n.and Stzcr. or they can be spontaneous and unique to the individual campus (Hill and
Bonan, 1991, p. 30).

holistic integration of bottom-upltopdown reforms is discussed in a report entitled Prepring for
the 21st

Century. The report (1991) suggests that only a systemic school reform effort will

guarantee that both IateraI (campus to campus) and vertical (campus to school district, and vice
versa) dynamics of school-based reforms would facilitate accountability efforts (p. 5). Hill and

Bonan believe that issues of coordination among decentralized schools will be no more difficult to
resolve than issues of coordination among centrally managed schools (1991, p. 3 I). They point to
the common experience of teachers in centralized schools who regularly complain that students are

coming to them unprepared, either from within the same district or from across district borders.

The best thing about school-based reform, according to Hill and Bonan, is that it presumes that
"(a)ccountabili ty starts at home, with a clear vision of the school's identity and the experiences that
it intends to provide children ..." (p. 49).
School-Based Reform Critics

Critics of school-based reform come from both the liberal left and conservative right. On
the right, Chubb and Moe (1 990)argue that the refoms are superficial because they "...do not get
at the underlying causes of the problem: the institutions of direct democratic control" (p. 2). In

their opinion, any attempt to reform will be hindered by the monolithic public school bureaucracy.
As a consequence, they argue, the "system" of public education must be dismantled and replaced

by market forces before any reaI reform can take place.

On the left, a "small group of revisionists" argue that "schools are as good as they have
ever been--and probably better" (Ruenzel, 1995,p. 3 1). For these critics, there is no school crisis
to discuss.32 While some find the whole discussion on school-based reform simply pejorative,

others on the left believe that school-based reformers are just missing the point. For example,
Richard Gibboney,former teacher and Vermont commissioner of education, laments how the

32 Ruenzel ( 1995)explains how many "liberal-minded" reformers, such as John G d l a d , Jonathan Kozd,Ted
Sizer, D e b a h Meier. and David Cohen, have muffled their attacks against the current statc of ducation (and hcncc
suppnrt of schml-kwd reform,in general) in an attempt to dcflatc popular discontent with public schools and,
hopefully, subven the appeal of privati7~tionas an option. These reformers, Ruenzel writes, slmpl y "aren't will~ng
to po that far; they still believe in the tmd~tinnalpublic school ideal. It i s in this nilical belief that many of the
liberal critics and rcvisimists are united" (p. 33).

school-based reform movement has skirted away frorn the most important aspcct o f its reform
agenda: "the cultivation of intelligence and the cultivation of the democratic spirit" (Ruenzel, 1 WS,

p. 33). The book, The Shopping Mu11 H i ~ School,
h
suggests that this is because Americans do
not hold this kind of 'intellectualism' as a priority of their public schools. Is it not true, the book

questions, that most Americans sin~plywant their kids to "...goto little league, watch television,
date, and save money to buy a car?" (quoted in RuenzeI, 1995, p. 33). Community-based school

reform advocates contend that the scope of school reform must be much broader than that which
school-based reformers have considered in order to combat the minimal expectations that
commutlities have of their public schools.

Community-Based School Reform ( A Pragmatic Approach)
Similar to school -based reforrn advocates, community- based school reformers believe in
the basic premise of public educatior~.Community-based school reformers, however, believe that

school-based reformers are merely tinkering with the institutions of public education from within.

Communi ty-based reformers seek to j urnp-start the system from without. The guiding principles
of communi ty-based school reform begin with the reality of public schools and ask. "how can
schools be better than the society of which they are a part" (Ruenzel, 199.7, p. 33). Communitybased school reform is therefore distinct from its school-basedcounterpart in Ihat it i s self-directed

from the community to the school, and not vice versa--as in case of school-based reform.
The theoretical underpinnings of communit y-based school reform can be traced to the social
and politicat orientations of the early progressive movement. In an interview, Gi bboney illustrates

this progressive orientation of community-based s c h m l reform when he states that it is based on
the following Deweyan assumption:

...that a healthy individual of ordinary intelligence can be an intellectual-someone
who enjoys ideas, knows how to use information. participates in civic life. This
means reading, conversing. considering ideas. This is what intellectuals do, and
it's not really that difficult [Ruenzel, 1995, p. 33).
Gibboney argues that the problem in America, at both "privileged and poor schools alike,"

is a "spooky absence of passion regarding the environment, the justice system. the Republican

Congress--any number of fundamental issues." He asks, "How can schools be any good if they

are mmpantly anti-intellectual, if, according to Puhlishrrs Weekly, only 10 percent of our college
graduates are serious readers?" (RuenzeI, 1995, p. 33).

Community-based school reform observes that America's public schools have the
governance structure in place to respond to the will of their communities only if communities
demand so much. Cnmm unities, therefore, must be galvanized around the i rnportan t role that
education plays in their future; and they must act upon this understanding to demand improved
educatio~~
for their youth.

It has been stated that schml-based reforms, unlike school choice, promote the kind of
direct participation in the democratic institutions of public education that is presumed necessary for
the preservation of democracy within America. Fucing the CMIenge(f992) contends that the real

hurdle is to "achieve and assure effective local governance" (p. 24). The appeal of community-

based school reform lies in the reviva1 of discussion (of Dewey's "associatedliving") and direct
democratic participation by local communities on local concerns, such as the education of our

nation's youth. Creating a campus-based committee of teachers and parents, however, does not
necessarily mean that teachers and parents will have the knowledge to participate in the running of
their school. A community-based reform effort that focuses on stimulating and guiding effective
local control and autonomy of public schools, on the other hand, would provide this crucial

ingredient.

Conceptual Framework

Communi ty-based school reform focuses on developing the capacity of schools and
teachers to be responsible for student learning and responsive to student and cornmunity needs,

interests and concerns (Darling-Hammond et al., 1994, p.3). Community-based school reform i s

guided by three fundamental theoretical tenets: local control (democratization).local autonomy

(decentralization),and student achievement (Snauwaert, 1 993, p. 9 1 ).

Local Control
Local control (democratization), the first theoretical tenet of communi ly-based school

reform, fosters a climate that promotes local autonomy (the second theoretical tenet) by
encouraging and directing active parent and teacher participation in the public education process.
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Proponents of local control, such as Ann Lieherman, recognize the need for public schools to
undergo a poli ticallcultural transformation in which parents and teachers become more involved in
the issues affecting their children. Local autonomy, Lieberman (1988)believes, depends upon

local control: "Collective autonomy from external regulation is achieved by the ass~~mption
of

collective responsibility through self-governance" (p. 65).
One community-based school reformer, Dale Snauwaert ( 1993) refers to this kind of
cul turn1 transformation as "developmental democracy." According to Snauwaert, developmental
democracy, as it applies to school reform, refers to a system of public education that is sensitive

and responsive to the collective concerns of the community. Such a system encourages and thrives
on the decisive participation of parents, the community, and other parties (stakeholders) who

recognize the important social and political role that education plays in maintaining the nation's free
and democratic civic culture. Linda Darling-Hammond et. al. ( 1 994) corroborate this belief that

local control (democratization) is a process of creating a bottom-up, participative community
around a central focus--namely, student achievement. The study refers to local control as the
process of "building an inquiry ethic, a community of discourse in the school, that i s focused on
students and their needs rather than on the implementation of rules and procedures" (pp. 14- 15).

This inquiry ethic, the study contends, i s the "engine for school change ...the catatyst for a
community's pali tical and educational development" (p. 15). In light of this discussion, the
following conceptual working hypothesis (WW)is proposed:

WH

1:

The Alliance Schools Project Promotes Local Control
(Processes of Democratization)

Research will explore how the Alliance Schools Project helps schools engage i n the kind of

politicallcul t u r d reform that promotes local control, a characteristic of effective schools found in
the literature o n school-based reform.

Local Autonomy
The concept of local autonomy is based on the observation that a decentralized system of

pllblic education empowers teachers, parents, and communities so that they may assume the
responsibility of their youths' academic and personal success; a responsibility that the current

system of public education discourages through its alienating and unresponsive, top-down power
structure and culture (Chubb and Moe, 1990, p. 26)). For Ann Lieberman (1988), local autonomy

emerges when a school cultivates a "community of learners and of leaders." That is, when schools
become places where "every mission is to ensure that students, parents, teachers, and principals all

become school leaders in some ways and at some times" (p. 13 1 ). To achieve this broader role for
campus stakeholders, campuses must explore staff and comtr~unitydevelopment opportunities that

encourage teachers and community members, for example, to transcend their roles and to take on

campus Ieadership roles. In addition, autonomy is achieved through other kinds of changes, such
as institutional and organizational changes which reti~mcontrol over campus decisions to the
campus and community leaders. In light of this discussion, the following conceptual working

hypotheses (WH) i s proposed:

WH 2: The Alliance Schools Project Promotes Local Autonomy
(Processes of DeceatraIization)

Research wiIl explore how the Alliance Schools Project helps schools achieve the kind of
organizationallprofessional reforms that promote local autonomy, a characteristic of effective
schools found in the literature on school - based reform.

Student Achievement
The most important characteristic of effective schools is their uncompromising focus on
student achievement. As a consequence, effective schoof s typically promote ambitious academic

prograrns that demand high levels of student achievement. Schools that are autonomous are free to
select curriculum and other programs that meet the needs of their students. Consequently,

programs at these schools may be unique: they will cater to local needs, thereby reflecting the input
of local control.

!a

light af this, the following conceptual working hypotheses (WH) is proposed:

WH 3: The Alliance Schools Project Promotes Student Achievement
Research will explore how the Alliance Schools Project helps communities identify areas of

student need and, in response, i rnplemenl appropriate programs and services. Achievemen1 in
these areas, as well a s in state-defined areas of student assessment, such as the Texas Assessment
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of Academic Skills (TAAS) test, also will be assessed. Before this, however, public education's
contemporary setting is explored in an effort to better understand the significance of the research

findings within the current social context.

CHAPTER 3
PubIic Education's Conlemporary Setting

The purpose of this chapter is twofold; first, to provide an overview of the setting for this
research inquiry and second, to provide an introduction to the history and organizational features of
the Alliance

Schools Project.

The Texas Public School Setting
Most Texans are familiar with the motto, 'Texas: It's like a whole other country." No

doubt, Texas is a big state: bigger in geographical size, population, and economic wealth than
many sovereign European nations, i n light of this, it i s not surprising that Texas' system of public
education alsn is big. In fact, Texas is home to about one-fifth of the nation's school districts.

More specifically, during the last school year, almost 1.100 public school districts in Texas,
encompassing approximately 6,000indi vidrld school campuses, educated more that1 3.6 mill ion
young Texans ("Deccrrleofchange," 1 993, p. I ).

The diversity of these districts is as awesome as the size and geographical dimensions of
Texas. For example, Texas' largest school district, the Houston Independent School District,

educated more than 200,000 students while Texas' smallest district enrolled only two students
("D~clule(,fCh,qe,"1993, p. 2). [Inlike the homogeneous society of the 19th century
community school, the society of today's young Texans is characterized by diversity. Based on
data collected in the 1991-1992 school year, Texas' rural districts counted only 28 percent of the
student population as racial and ethnic minorities, while the state's urban districts counted almost

SO percent of the student population as racial and ethnic minori t i e s 3 Despite the state's vast
33 OF the nilirun's lCKl largest public sthcx~ld~stricts,13 are I(lw~cdin Texas. The averagc rchcml district in
Amcrica hds about five schmls, 140 tcauhcrs. and 7,filX studen~s. 01the nation's 100 Ii~rgcstschool districts,
howwer, thc m a n s jump to 143 schools. 5,237 tcachcrs, and W.74sludcnl~. Citing dau from thc Officc fnr
Civil Rights, 11 is estimated that lhese 1 0 0 districts educate morc than 40 percent nT the nation's 13.7 rnlllion
minority students ( C'harnr)eris~ics
of tile I OC) Lar~estP~rblicElemerrlnry and S e r o n r i a ~Srhno1l)isrrirr~itr the
United S l n t ~ s ,1992-93, 1995, p. 3).

expanses of ranch lands and oil fields, most young Texans reside in one of the state's major
metropolitan areas.
It is estimated that Texas' student population will reach 4.1 million by 1 999, and clearly
more than -50 percent of these students will

be of either Hispanic or African-American heritage.

Unfortunately, if recent trends continue, many of these students also will be poor.31 Studies
recognize the eminent challenge for Texas' youth, and for the State of Texas, posed by this

demographic reality. For Texas' youth, it means "...that more of them (will have) to cope with the
burdens that a low-income family background and language differences confer" ("Prepringfor
2Ist," 1994, p. 3). For the State of Texas, it means that a special educational strategy will have to

be developed to prepare "(t)heseschoolchildren (to) become the backbone of state and national
work forces, the hope of the state's future, and the strength of a democratic society" ("Deccule of

Chunge," 1993, p. 1).
Studies also show that "(p)oor students score at academic levels significantly below
students who are more economically advantaged" ("Preparingfor Zlst," 1994, p. 3). Using May
1995 exit-exam scores as a barometer for predicting future academic performance levels by Texas'

youth, Cindy Ramos ( 1996) captlrres a trend that must be addressed. Her data reveal that 9.6

percent of African-American students and 9.1 percent of Hispanic students in Texas--almost 10
percent from each ethnic group--failed the exit-exam in May 1995.35 In contrast, these students'
Anglo counterpart within the Austin Independent School district failed the exit-exam at a rate of
less than 1.5percent. Minority Texans are under performing academically at an alarming rate. Jn a

county like Rexar, home to Texas' third largest city, San Antonio, almost 60 percent of the
county's black youth in Grades 1-10 failed at least one section of the state's standardized test, the
Texas Assessment of Academic Skills (TAAS) test.

For many students, failing the TAAS increases the li kel ihmd o f dropping out of school

altogether. Mel Coleman, deputy superintendent for accountability in the Austin independent

34 Almost S. O prcent of the state's students were "economically disad\.antagedWin the 1994- 1995 schwl year, the
mosl recent year for which statistics are available.

35 The exit and Texas Assessment of Academic Skills (TA AS) tests are currently being evaluald by a
de~crminewhether or not the tests are discrim~natoryto specific racial groups (Ramos, 1%)

force in

School District, explains how failing the TAAS contributes to his district's high dropout rate.
Students who fail the TAAS, Coleman relates, often "...end up with a serise that they 're not being
as successful in school as they think they should. Once they're out of the loop, they're

disengaged, and they don't come back" (Berls and South, 1995, p. A8). Low academic
performance, combined with other social pressures, such as single-parent homes, drugs, violence,

and poverty are among the many factors contributing to the increasing pool of students "at-risk" of

dropping out of school in Texas.

The Austin Public School Setting36
Of the 10 largest school districts in Texas, the Austin Independent School District's dropout rate is the third highest, trailing only Houston and San Antonio37 In the 1994-1995 school
year, almost 6 percent of Austin's students dropped out. The drop-out rate was especially high
among minority and low-income students: 7.2 percent for African Americans, 8 percent for

Hispanics, and 8.1 percent for students who qualify for free or reduced lunches, the measure used
for defining a student as low income. Despite the unnerving evidence suggesting that many of
Austin's youth are failing t o obtain the state prescribed "basic" public education, others within the

same system are doing comparably well. In the same year that 5.7 percent of Austin's youth quit

school, many of their peers made grades that would secure them a ticket into college. Ironically,
while the district's drop-out rate is among the worst in the state, Austin's high school senior

Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores were also anlong the best in Texas. The average SAT score
was 93 1: white students averaged W; Hispanic students averaged 863; and African-American

students averaged 7W.
Not only are Austin's youth segregated by different academic achievement levels, but many

of these same students also grow up within segregated communities. A magnifying glass is not

36 The AUW n Independenr Schwl District is the 41nd largest schml districr in the nation (I'lmmt-~rristicsofthe
I0rl largest: 1992-1993).
3: The state defines drnp out as students in Gmdes seven 7- 12 who stop attendtng uIa<.ssand, 10 he k s t 01' r;chrml
ofliclals' bowledge, do not enroll elsewhere during a one-pear period after they 1e;tt.e the schrnll d~stnul(Berls and
South. 19r15, p. AK).

necessary to observe that Austin. like many other cities within the United States. is socioecononlically segregated. To the east of Interstate 35 are predominantly low-income, Hispanic and
African-American neighborhoods and to the west of the Interstate are, for the most part,

predominant]y Anglo-dominated, wealthier neighborhoods. Pockets of exceptions exist, as they
do in most American cities; however, to the observant eye, the pattern of segregation is quite

obvious. In an editorial commentary ("Interfaith Sets Example," 1993) in the Ausrin Ameri~.anStuesnun , the following observation regarding the impact of segregation on the future of Austin,

the State of Texas, and American democracy in general was made:

The warning signs of a future society populated by two classes separated by a wide
economic gulf are all too real and all too frightening. An appallingly high drop-out
rate, as well as equally appallingly high illiteracy rate and the disappearance of jobs
for the marginally educated, are clear indications of where the city, state, and
country are headed unless decisive action is taken and taken now.

One year before this corn mentary appeared, the Alliance Schools Project was established to
"improve student achievement in low-i ncome communities throughout Texas" ("Alliunct,S~*hr~nls

Ididive," p. I). Beginning with I7 schools in 1992, the project now helps more than 70 schools
statewide plan and realize programs of action, which address educational problems within their

communities. l n Austin, two communities have invited the Alliance Schools Project to help them
decentralizeand revitalize their failingelementary schools. A vignetteofthesecommunities

precedes an overview of the Alliance Schools Project below.

The Becker and Zavala School Settings
Becker and Zavala Elernentarq' Schools were among the first campuses to invite the Alliance
SchoolsProject onto theircampusesand into theircommunities. Each campus i s located within

central Austin, the State Capital of Texas. Becker is located in south-central Austin, just south of
the Colorado River. Zavala Elementary is located in the heart of Austin's "east side,"just east of
Inbrstate35. In addition to sharing an urban physical orientation, both schools also serve

predorninai~tlylow-income communities. For example, both schmls receive a significant number
of their students from nearby public housing facilities. An estimated one-third of Becker

Elementary's students, for example, live at Meadowbrmk, a housing project like many others in

the United States where a disproportionate number of households are headed by si ngle-parents

under the age of 21. Zavala Elementary School, like itscounterpart southof the River, also

receives a number of silldents who live in public housing. I n fact, Zavala is the only elementary
school in Austin to receive students from t w o housing projects: Santa Rita and Chalmers Courts
(the Courts). Table 3.1 captures specific demogmphic data highlighting the campus' demographic

similarities.

Demographic Comparison of Becker and
Zavala Elementary Schools
Table 3.1
C

-

A

B

Becker Elementary Zavala Elementary

1

I
2 % Low Income Students i

88

91

78

85

I3

14

I

1

3

% Hispanic

4

% African American

5

,.,+

1 % White

i

1

9

1

1

I

(Source: I W4-95 Annual I'erfonrrar~rr R r p r l : Aralrtl Idependenr School Lhsrnrl)

The Alliance Schools Project
The Alliance Schools Project is the brainchild of the Texas Industrial Areas Foundation

(I.A.F), n network of loosely affiliated local organizations, such as Austin Interfaith and the El
Paso Intemeligious Sponsoring Committee (EPIS0).38 The I.A.F. is an umbrella organization that
unites a coalition of independent civic and re1igious organizations throughout the nalion. In brief,

these organizations pay a kind of "membership" fee to a Iocal affiliate of the I.A.F., such as Austin

Interfaith. In return, the organimt ion receives an Industrial Areas Foundation trained organizer,

consultation access to state, regional. and national lead organizers, as well as admission lo training
workshops which focus on promoting community mobilization. The relationship between the local
organization and the I.A.F. is reciprocal. The 1.A.F i s both non-partisan and non-denominational:
I t focuses on improving the tangible conditions of poor, disenfrn~~chised
communities. The civic

5 8 A I the natlr>nal le\cl. the Industrial Arms Fr~undulionis gnverned by a I'i! c-member managlnp c;~h~net.
I t is
clear, hoivcl-cr. tha~lhc i m p x l that [he organization ach~e\:esis tn its abilit! to mnbi11r.evcltuntcers a1 the Itml
Icvcl.

and religious organizations are typically located within these communities. In return for the fee,
religious organizations receive community rejuvenation that, in turn, benefits its coffers.

The Al tiance Schools Project evolved in 1 !490 when Texas I.A.F. recognized the in~portant
role of education in transforming the communities within which they worked. Rogers (1990)
points out that, a1though the primary purpose has been to increase parental involvement in local
schools that serve low-income students, "the I.A.F. organizing strategy is to build new core

constituencies among people who care about schools and education issues. "In some
communities," she explains, "the I.A.F. groups are taking the lead to set up city-wide business and

school coalitions to provide guaranteed jobs or college scholarships for high school graduates who
meet certain standards of achievement and attendance"

(p. 181). Within two years of the project's

inception, the Alliance Schools Project was recognized by a U.S. Secretary of Education as a
model of successful school improvemenI("Alliunce Schools Initiariw," p. 3 ) . In Texas, the State

Legislature has rewarded the project's success by increasing funding to the Capital Investment

Fund, the pool of money from which Alliance Schools are funded, from $2 milIion in the 19931995 biennium to $5million during the 1995-1997 bieanium.39
Much of this acclaim and financial support has been earned by the people who make up the

backbone of the project: thousands of unpaid volunteers throughout the State of Texas, including
parents, teachers, principals, community leaders, church organizers and more. As mentioned, the

goal of the project is simple: to improve student achievement in low-income communities

throughout Texas. The implementation of strategies that improve the education of low-income
students is achieved via two broad strategy objectives: The first strategy is to obtain local control--

the empowerment of local communities to responsibly self-direct the processes and objectives of
school reform ("A lliunce Schnols Irriiiuri~~r,"
1 995, p. I ). The secorld strategy is to promote local
autonomy--the deregulation of participating campuses so that each participating campus'

stakeholders--including parents, teachers, administrators and community participants-- may more

independently self-govern the processes and objectives of schooI reform

a1 the campus level.

These objectives--in addition to student achievement--are the focus of this research project. The
39 "Man! or lhc Alliance Schtxlls havc recei\,ed cornpe1rtlc.e Investment Capihl Fund Grants through thc Texas
Wucalmn Agent!- k, support their efforts to deregulate and rcslructurc Lhcir campuses" (Alliancv Sr.fmolsIr~irinlive,
IWS, p. 2).

logistics of how the Alliance Schools Project actually promotes Iwal control and autonomy at an

Alliance School, and the documentation of the project's logistical approach, for example, is the
subject of the following chapter. Chapter S provides a synthesis of documentation obtained in a
series of interviews with stakeholders at two Alliance Schools. For an unahbreviated presentation

of these interviews. proceed directly to Appendices C through E.

The Texas Industrial Areas Foundation Vision for Public Schools
The At liance Schools Project IS the brainchild of the Texas industrial Areas Foundation, a
Texas based organization associated with the nation-wide Industrial Areas Foundatiot~(I.A.F.).40

The Texas I.A.F.'s vision for public education i s codified in a document entitled The Te.ru,s I.A.F.
Visir~n
for Public. Sc*hool.\-:~ o t t i t ~ ~ u n i tri e~sk a r n e r( 1. 990).
~
In an introductory paragraph, the
doct~n~ent
describes the project's vision for public education:

"This is a statement of a coIlective

vision. It is the distillation of hundreds of conversations among parents, pastors, teachers,

administrators. researchers, and public officials..." (p. 1). The synthesis of these conversations,
however, does not result in a singular, all-encompassing solution for the problems confrorlting

Texas' public schools. On the contrary, The Texas I.A.F. Vision for Public Schools recognizes
that the challenges confronting Texas' schools will vary from con~munityto community; and as a

consequence, the number of possible solutions to these schools' challenges will be equally

abundant.

The document con~paresTexas I.A.F.'s multi-faceted vision for Texas pt~blicschools ~ i t h
a nostalgic interpretation of the

19th century American tradition of the "common school." I n the

19th century common schools nf New England, the document contends, locally designed schools

confronted the needs of local communities. To this end, schools were an important forum for
citizens, via deniocratic government, to deliberate the future shape of their local commt~nities.As

school districts grew, this democratic quality of decentrat ized democratic control was usurped by a

The Industrial Arcas F o u n d a ~ ~ nun'aq founded in lW)by Saul Alinsky. Although thc Foundation grciv ndllnnpresence in Tcxas u,as minimal until the l WOs when Ed Charnbcrs r t x h c~\.er
and established an cconclmlc
bast Tor thc organization in religious organimtions. 7'hc I.A.F. "is no!%, thc ucnlcr of a national network of brmd
based, mul~ierhnrc.rn~crfitithorgani~ationsin pnmanly p r and moderatc income uommuni~ies..." (Cork.;, 1 W,
4fj

11 ~ d cits
,

p 12).

system of centralized bureaucratic control. The Texas I.A.F. also reminisces about the 19th
century common school as an institution that promoted community building in an ever-growing
pluralistic smiety . Common schools "...intentionally brought together all children of a
community--despite differences in family backgrounds--to create a common, shared experience"

(p. 3). The Texas I.A.F. admires the role common schools played in nurturing children in the
mores of a democratic Iife. These schools taught values: "They taught virtues of self-restraint and
benevolence: they taught notions of fairness and respect for others" (p. 3).

Because the vision embdied in the tradition of the democratic "common school" is
essential to the Texas I.A.F.'s vision for public schools today, the Texas I.A.F. therefore focuses

on reviving community con tml and autonomy of participating schools in Texas. The medi urn of
the Alliance Schools Project is grass-roots community building. Community building focuses on
putting people in contact with one another over the issues that interest thern.41 Out of this contact
arises a network of friends--the essence of community (and of political power) to the Industrial
Areas Foundation.

In ColdAnger A Str~ryof Fuith and Power

politic.^

(IM),Mary Beth Rogers

describes how this network of friends evolves:

Members of this community seem to enjoy one another's company, are useful to one
another, and have established a powerful bond to one another because they share a
common commitment to something larger than self. The result is that they begin to
control their destiny--in cooperation with others. People who d o this are not poor,
n o matter what their economic condition. They are strong. In Texas, these strong
people are shaping a new grass-roots politics. They are changing their cities. They
are influencing public policy in their state. They are capturing a "share" of power-of life and meaning. Once they have these experiences, no other politics seems as
rich, satisfying, or productive.

The 1.A.F.'s founder, Saul Alinsky, believed in rejuvenating dialogue and political capacity
at the community Ievel for a purpose.42 He described this purpose as being the restoration of the
democratic way of life in a modern industrial society (Rogers, 19W, p. 83). Alinsky's philosophy

41 Thc I .A .F.'s\,ision Tor cr,mmunities i s much like Dewey's prerequisitc for s t ~ i a land pliticrll dcmr~rauy,
"asstxiated living." Without it, Dewey argues, peoples' cnllective interests suffer within thc grcatcr pol~t~cal
realm.

42 May Beth Rogers uttribu~esAlinsky's idcas and tactics as contributing 10 the following movements: the Cjr i l
Rights Movement, the community action programs of the War on Poverty, nmelfarcrights organi7at1ons, and the
n c i g h b o r h d association activism of the 1'370s and 1 m .

of organizing was influenced by two other American experiences:the trade union movement and
agrarian populism (p. 84).-13 Despite the influence of these two movements, the organizer proved

limited in his ability to "reach deeply enough into the center of the experiences of (his followers,
and the 1.A.F's members) to make a lasting effect on them" (p. 92). As a consequence, the impact
of Alinsky's political style on the I.A. F. was short-lived. When Alinsky died in 1972, one of the

changes that his successors--namely Ed Chambers and Ernie Cortes--made was to establish the

I.A.F. Training Institute for organizers. The Institute evolved in response to the observation that
community based movements, such as that inspired by Alinsky, tended to fade when their
charismatic lead organizer departed. The I.A.F. Training Institute therefore provides training for

comn~unityorganizers, most of whom come from the communities within which they ultimately
work. I.A.F. training focuses on combining hands-on experience with study of scholarly theories,
ideals, and personal reflection. Like Dewey and the turn-of-the-century progressives, the I.A.F.'s
approach to restoring a democratic way of life is pragmatic. Leaders are taught to "appreciate the

world as it is and the world as i t should be, as envisioned by community participants. This means
that leaders musr operate in the practical, hard-edged, cynical world of politics, while building a
new world of justice and freedom" (Rogers, 1 990,p. 178).41
1.A .F. organizers consequently approach the art of organizing with sensitivity to Dewey-

1ike precepts. Southwest regional organizer Ernie Cortes, recipient of a MacArthur Foundation

The Agr of Reform ( 1955). explores the nw ;cni Agrarian Populism In the lattcr part of the
t 9th ccntuv and Progressivism at thc begrnning of the twentieth ccntuT as the m e , evolving movement. He
dcscribcs Progressivism's gencrdl thcmc as '*...thecffofl to rcstorc a typc of economic individualism and pol;tical
democrat!. that was w~del!.bclieved tn hat4eexisled in earlicr America and to hare k e n destroyed by the g r m
c o p r a t i o n and ~ h ccorrupt pojitical machine; and with that restoration to bnnp back a kind of morality and civlc
purity tha! was also believed tn have k e n lust (pp. 5-6).
4 3 R~chardHofstadter, in

4 4 MAP Belh Rogers ( 1 0 )
describes this pracucal drsptlsilion as being bawd in thc 1.A .F.'s understand~ngoI' the
dynamic of change (p. 210). Dewey's analogy is thc "stability of change." Stabili~yof change posits that pctlplc
lcarn by experience and by using cxperiencc cornb~ncdwith working hypothcscs, thconcs bascd on previous
experience. Action is lhercrore wed to the messy and chaotic "real wt~rld." This is sim~larlo "[he lrnportance of
Being Unprincipled,"an essay used by the I.A.F. to sensitize organizers to the rea! world of polltics in which they
must operate. The eswy pns11s thal pnjilics is the "pmc~icalapplicatitln of the m e l h d of comprr~mise." According
to the essay, only two prnups of people have the luxury of'always k i n g able to act on principle: college professors,
who work in swial vacuums and never try to pet anyone else lo act. and Supreme Court Justices, who havc so much
Wwer that they can get what they wan1 simply by lssulng a command. Evcryone else who wank to be eft-mt~ve
in
poti~rcshas tu learn to be "unprincipled" enough to comprornlse to see their principles s u c c d .

"genius" grant and cited in Texas Busines.~as one of Texas' most powerful people, is the number
one organizer behind Texas Interfaith. According lo Cortes, "(o)rganizing is a fancy word for
relationship building. No organizer ever organizes a community. i f I want to organize you, I

don't sell you an idea. What I do...is try to find out what's your interest. What are your dreams?

I try to kindle your imagination, stir the possibilities, and then propose some ways in which you
can act on those dreams and act o n those values and act on your own visions. You've got to be the

owner" (Rogers, 1990, p. 17).

Most importantly, the [.A.F. is a political organization. In the opinion of John Sharp,
Texas State Comptrolter, one of the roles that Texas Interfaith (and the Alliance Schools) plays in

Texas is that of citizen watch-keeper of public officials. At a recent Interfaith Conference in
Austin, Sharp implored the crowd of 1,000 attendees to continue monitoring state initiatives in the
same diligent way as they had

in the past. "The only place that I see where people have the spirit,

the guts, and when necessary, a touch of meanness (to be the public watch-keeper) i s this
organization" (Sharp, Decemkr 2, 1995). Viewed in this light, the Alliance Schools perform the

original role of school boards: they filter. interpret and translate the education goals of the people

(the communily) into a mission for the school district.

I s Texas Ready Tor Alliance Schools?
There is little doubt that the Alliance Schools Project clearly provides a model of school
reform that is truly comprehensive. Already, more than 70 schools in Texas have applied to and
have become Alliance Schools. Recent legislation in Texas suggests that the state's legal

framework is preparing for the kinds of changes that Alliance Schools demand to be st~ccessful.

For example, in 1991, the Texas Legislature passed a bill pror~~oting
of school-based education
reform, known as site-based decision-making (SBDM). Since then, the climate in favor of sitebased management has been twice upheld by the legislature; once when House Bill (HB) 2885 was

passed in 1993 and again, in 1995,when SBDM received a second vote-of-confidence by state
legislators ("Praskac and Powell," 1 W3,p.4).

Unfortunately, before 1995 the Texas Legislature had not provided much in the way of
guidelines regarding the "what, who, and how" of SBDM: what exactly should districts be doing
ta comply

with SBDM legislation; who should he doing i t (e.g. who should be on the site-based

committees); and how should districts k achieving decentralized, iocal control? In 1995, the 74th
Texas Legislature finally clarified some of the law's intent with regard to "who." The new Texas

Education Code specifically encourages parents to participate in the decision-making processes o f
local schools. Three important passages within the code reflect this intent, and they are
paraphrased as follows:
First, the new law requires parental representation on b t h the campus and district
level committees.
Second, the new law requires that a paren t-teacher organization be present
on every campus.
Third, the new law provides parents with clear and distinct rights to
participate in their child's education ( PTA brochure, 1995).

According to the Texas Commissioner of Education, Mike Moses, "(g)oal one (of the new
education code) says that parents will be recognized as full partners in the educatio~iof their
children" (Ochoa, 1995, p. 4). The Texas Legislature is clearly promoting local control via such

legislation. The Alliance Schools Project's objective is to enhance the quality and direction of Iwal
control through improved involvement and preparedness by stakeholders in public education,

beginning with teachers, parents, and members of the local community. Given the current political
climate and the Alliance Schools' objectives, i t appears that Texas is prepared for Alliance Schools.

Operationalized Hypotheses
As mentioned in Chapter 2, this study explores how the Alliance Schools Project promotes

processes of local control, local autonomy, and student achievement. However, to study how the

project accomplishes this task, the conceptual working hypotheses introduced in Chapter 2 require
further operationalization. That is, to provide a measurable benchmark (toquantify) for explnring

changes promoted by the project, this chapter concludes with a presentation of 12 operationalized
working hypotheses (WH) that will assist in gathering and analyzing empirical evidence on the

project (Yin, 1 594,p. 34). The hypotheses art: grouped according to the larger, conceptual
categories of

inquiry.

Local Control
WH 1: The Alliance Schools Project Promotes Local Control
h a 1 control implies that input and dialogue from the local community i s both encouraged,
promoted, guided, and acted upon at Alliance Schools. In an effort to better describe the prwesses

of democratization occurring at Alliance Schools, four working operationalized hypotheses are
proposed this conceptual category. The first for local control is:

W H la: Input From the CommunitylParents Is Encouraged at Alliance Schools
Effective schools foster climates that welcome the community into the school and
encourage coIIegiaIity among staff. In Dewey's world of associated living, knowledge is fluid and

shared freely among community members. it is therefore expected that this kind of climate will be
promoted at an Alliance School, and so the second operationalized working hypothesis for local

control is:

WH Ib: Democratic Dialogue with the Commmni typarents
and Among TeacherslAdministrators Is Promoted at Alliance Schools
Stephen Lindsey argues that effective schools develop a clear set of "shared goals, values,
and conceptions of being and doing," around which the organizational composition of the campus
is appropriately transformed (1994. p.37). Others (Chubb and Moe) agree that a clear mission is a

fundamental characteristic of effective schools. I n light of this, the third operationalized hypothesis

is proposed:

WH 1c:

Alliance Schools Exhibit a Shared Visionhfission
That Comes From the Local Community

In an effort to ascertain whether or not the At liance Schools Project is responsible for the
kinds of local control characteristics observed lor not), it is proposed that stakeholders at Alliance

Schools will recognize the Alliance Schools Project as responsible for the increase of local control

in their school.

WH Id: Stakeholders at Alliance Schools Recognize the Alliance Schools Project
as Responsible for the Increased Local Control on Their Campuses.

Local Autonomy
WH 2: The Alliance Schools Project Promotes Local Autonomy

Chubb and Moe (1WO)cite school autonomy, especially from external bureaucratic
influence, as the most i rnportant characteristic of effective schools (p. 23). Reform advocates
contend that local autonomy provides parents and teachers with the kind of autonomy
(empowerment)--be it through institutional, organizational, or professional changes--they need to
regain control and responsihi ti ty over public education and responsiveness to student needs. In

light of this, the first of four operationalized hypotheses is proposed:

WH 2a: Alliance SchooIs Exhibit Organizational Features That Foster and
Promote Local Autonomy, Such as a School-Based Committee or Forum
Chubb and Moe recognize autonomy from external bureaucratic controls as the most

important characteristic of effective schools. Schools that are autonomous can respond to student

needs. Schools that are externally controlled by bureaucracies and red tape respond to the external
control instead of student needs. Viewed in this light, it is expected that Alliance Schools will have
explored avenues to reduce the influence of external controls over their ability to make decisions
impacting student achievement:

WH 2b: Alliance Schools Promote Local Autonomy Through Independence
from Bureaucratic Controls, as in the Form of Waivers From State
Mandates or Access to Independent Funding Sonrces
One of the prerequisites for local control is the "knowledge of the principles, theories, and
factors that undergird appropriate decisions about what procedures should be employed, and
knowledge of the procedures themselves" (Lieberman, 1988). To this end, professional and
cornmuni ty development opportunities will be explored as an indicator of success at Alliance

Schools and the hypothesis to capture this benchmark reads as follows:

WH 2c: Alliance Schools Promote Local Autonomy via Professional and
Community Self-Sufficiency Strategies, as in the Form of Professional
and Community Development Strategies That Build Independent
Communities of Learners
As in the case of local control, it i s important that the stakeholders involved in an Alliance

School recognize the Alliance Schools Project as responsible for the evidence of local autonomy

cited. Therefore. the last of four operationalized hypothesis for local autonomy is as follows:

WH 2d: Stakeholders st Alliance Schools Recognize the Alliance SchooIs
Project as Having Improved Local Autonomy at Their Schools

Research will explore how the Alliance Schools Project helps schools achieve the kind of

organizationallpmfessional reform that promotes local autonomy, a characteristic of effective
schools found

in the literature on school-based reform.

Student Achievement
One of the problems cited in America's public schools is that they are more responsive to

startdard operating procedures than they are to student needs for achievement. It has been
theorized that schools that are locally controlled and autonomous, as opposed to those that are

centralized and dependent upon bureaucratic controls, are responsive to community and student
needs. The objective is improved student achievement, the hallmark of the most effective school.
As noied in Chapter 2, the following conceptual work ng hypotheses has been proposed:

W H 3: The Alliance SchooIs Project Promotes Student Achievement

Student achievement is further operationalized in terms of specific programs and services
pursued and standards of achievement expected and accomplished by Alliance Schools:

WH 3a: Alliance Schools Implement Programs That Meet Community-/
Student-Defined Needs for Students, Such as After-School Activities
Effective schools exhibit an ~~ncompron~ising
focus on student achievement in all the
programs that they implement and in all thechallengos that they face. It i s therefore expected that
Alliance Schools will excel in both the programs defined by the local commut~ityand mandated
from central administration. Academic challenges, such as the TAAS, will be embraced rather than
rejected; and the expectation for high standards will permeate the school.

These expectations are

captured in the following two hypotheses:

WH 3b: AlIiance Schools Are AccountabIe for Student Achievement
in the Programs and Services That Schools Implement
WH 3c: Alliance Schools are Accountable for Student Achievement in StateDefined Measures of Student Assessment, Such as Student TAAS Scores
50

As in the cases of local control and autonomy, the actual stakeholders at an Alliance School
must be able to recognize the improvements in academic achievement as attributable to the Alliance

Schools Project. Evidence supporting the following hypothesis suggests that the Alliance Schools

Project promotes a feasible model for community-based school improvement. The hypothesis to
capture this is:

WH 3d: Stakeholders at Alliance Schools Recognize the Alliance Schools Project
as Responsible for Improving Student Achievement at Their Schools

Chapter 4

METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of the methodological approach to

gathering data for this empirical research study. Three aspects of this study's methodology will be
described in this chapter: first, a rationale for selecting the case study research methodology will be
provided; second, the procedural particulars of this research design strategy as they apply

specifical ty to the exploration of community-based school reform in this study will be discussed;
and, lastly, this chapter will conclude with an overview of highlights and shortcomings of this

particular research inquiry by addressing research issues, such as validity and reliability.
Case Study Method Rationale

Although there are many research designs from which to choose, the research design

method selected for this research project was largely dictated by the hypotheses identified: the

research design used is the exploratory case study. Robert K.Yin (1994) describes the case study
"as a way of investigating an empirical topic by following a set of prespecified procedums" (p.
15). Because certain concepts are more appropriately studied by some met hods than by others, the
case study method was specifically selected for its compatibility with the concepts and working

hypotheses explored in this particular research project. Using Robert K . Yin's discussion in Cuse

S I I ~Research:
~Y
Dexign a d Methr1d.3as a guideline for selecting the case study method for this
project, the rationale for this decision is as follows: Yin argues that the nature of a "how" research
question invites use of case study research. Yin also slales that if the research question deals with
a contemporary event over which the investigator has little control, then again, the case study
method provides a tool for exploring the research question.

(Yin,1994, p. 9). Because this

research will explore and document those aspects of Alliance Schools that promote characteristics

of 'effective schools,' tangible characteristicsof effective school reform found in a review of the
Iiteratwe on school reform, analysis wilt be performed within the unique "nested context" of each

campus, providing specific references to $he obstacles each school has encountered while working
with the Alliance Schools Project.

This applied research project meets all the procedural requirements of sound research
design as discussed by Yin ( 1 994, p. 20). First, the study's question is discussed in the
introduction. Second, the study's conceptual and operationalized working hypotheses are
developed in the literature review and contemporary setting chapters. And third, the units of

analysis are defined as two schools in Austin, Texas: Becker and Zavala Elementary Schools.
Most of the logic linking the data to the working hypotheses (propositions in Yin) is discussed in

the literature review chapter. Criteria for interpreting the findings are also found i n the literature
review. I n fact, the literature review provides many of the theoretical linksthat jr~stifythe study's
working hypotheses and interpretive findings.

An Informal

Case Study Protocol

Yin (19%) contends that a case study protocol is essential in the use of a multiple-case

study design. The protocol not only increases the reliability of case study research, but it also
guides the investigator in carrying out the case study (Yin, p. 63). I t also serves to guide t h e
reader through the procedures undertaken to conduct the case study research. Because clnl y one

researcher participated in this panicular research endeavor, the procedures for conducting the
research were streamlined. As a consequence. an informal case study protmol in the form of a

simple narrative sufficesfor this particular research project.
Intrigued by the topic of site-based decision-making (SBDM) legislation in Texas and
having faint knowledge that the Alliance Schoofs Pmject promotes processes of decentralization in

selected Austin schools, research began with a canvassing of the literature on issues of

decentralization and SBDM. In response to the literature and discussions with colIeagues, it
became evident that the interestiI

I aspects
~
of si te-based

education reform were much broader and

more historical than the researcher had initially conceived. The culmination of this r e s e a ~ h

exploration is presented i n Chapter 2. Also, the three conceptual working hypotheses and the 12

operationalized working hypotheses represent a synthesis of the researcher's understanding of the
most important characteristics of effective schools.

After selecting an exploratory case study research design method in response to the
hypotheses proposed, the lead organizer of Austin Interfaith, Kathleen Davis, was approached to
investigate options for gathering empirical evidence. After a brief interview in which Davis

interviewed the researcher, and vice versa, it was agreed that Davis would arrange research to take
place at three Alliance Schools in Austin, Texas. It was further agreed that an administrator,
teacher. and parent representative on each campus would be interviewed. Davis wot~ldarrange the

interview between the researcher and the administrafor, and all other interviews would be granted
at the administrator's discretion. The schools selected were later narrowed to two at the

researcher's prerogative. largely as a consequence of limited time.

The interviews were semi-structured, iocieed and mostly open-ended (See Appendix B).
interviews were tape recorded with the interviewees' permission and knowledge that interviews
would be reprinted in the final report and that anonymity would not be protected, unless otherwise
requested (See Appendix A). None of the in terviewees requested to remain anonymous. The
interviews took place in a number of locations. Both administrator respondents were interviewed
in their campus offices. One teacher respondent was interviewed in her classroom during her

planning and preparation period while theother was interviewed in the school library while her
students were under the care of a student teacher. One parent respondent was interviewed in her

office at the school, the office for the PTA campus president, while the other parent was
interviewed at a neighborhood coffee shop near her home.

In addition to the informal case study protocol presented, issues such as generalizability
and validity also impact the findings of this research and therefore deserve closer scrutiny.

Generalizabitliy

Unlike statislical generalization, the kind of research design employed in this project
dictates a kind of generalization that is considerably different from generalizations that can In:

inferred from statistical data. Yin ( 1994, p. 3 1 ) argues that case s t ~ ~ dresearch
y
yields "analytic

generalization." These apply a previ o~lslydeveloped theory as a template for cornpari ng the
empirical results of a case study.

Validity

Case study research has been criticized as lacking qualities that validate research findings.
an observation based on the fact that case study investigators often "...fail to develop sufficiently

operational sets of measures and that "subjective" judgments are (too often) used to collect data"

(Yin, IW, p. 34). In an effort to improve the issue of validity as it relates to the case study
research design, Yin provides a test of construct validity. To meet this test, the investigator must

cover the following steps: first, select the specific types of changes that are to be studied; and,
second, demonstrate that the selected measures of these changes do indeed reflect the specific types

of change that have been selected.

Step one was achieved in by identifying specif7 c operationalized hypotheses. Each of these
hypotheses reflects a specific type of change that is studied. The second step was advanced in the
theoretical discussion within the literature review in which justification for the concepttial and
operationalized hypotheses is provided.

Internal Validity
Internal validity refers to the appropriateness of a study's research design for reaching valid

findings. Babbie (1 992) states that the crux of the internal validity problem is that sometimes the
research findings "...do not accurately reflect what has gone on in the experiment itself' (p. 247).

Steps were taken to enhance the internal validity of the research findings. For example, the fourth
operationalized hypotheses of each category (WH Id, WH 2d, and WH 3d) were designed to

mini~r~ize
the impact of unknown "historicaI events" on research findings. That is, these questions
specifically ask whether the Alliance Schools Project is responsible for improving local control.

local autonomy, and student achievement--thereby providing the respondents with a clear
oppofiunity to attribute these activities to the Alliance Schools Project or to some other activity that
evolved historically at the school that is unknown to the researcher.

In contrast to the intentional design of the aforemer~tionedquestions, selection bias does

appear to jeopardize, to a certain degree, the validity of the research findings. Three reasons
contribute to this conclusion: T w o Alliance Schools (of 16 in Atrstin and approximately 70

throughout the state) were studied. These schools, and the administrator respondent of each, were
selected at the recommendation of the Austin Interfaith leader organizer. The teacher and parent
respondents were further selected by the campus administrator. Recause the campuses and

respondents were not randomly selected, it is logical to conclude that bias may indeed have
influenced research findings. The researcher resolves, however, that even though hias may have

influenced the selection of survey participants--a factor which may ultin~atelyskew the research
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findings, findings are none-the-less vatid and generalizable. Reasoning for this conclusion is
provided below.

One of the reasons why the probable bias in this study should not be interpreted as
invalidating the research findings has to do with the issue of maturation. Maturation refers to the
fact that "(p)eople are contint~allygrowing and changing, whether in an experiment or not, and
those changes affect the results of the experiment" (Babbie, 1992, p. 247). Because the schools

selected were "hand picked," so to speak, by the Austin Interfaith organizer, it is possible that they

may reflect more evidence of local control, autonomy, and student achievement than other A1Iiance
Schools. It is not the point, however, to uphold the Alliance Schools Project as an end-all solution

to the problems facing so marly of the nation's public schools. On the contrary , the objective of
the research is to document how the Alliance Schools project promotes characteristics of effective
schools. By comparing the two schools studied, it is implied that the findings will vary in degree
from campus to campus.

External Validity
Unlike internal validity, the objective of external validity is to know whether the study's

findings are generalizable beyond the immediate case study (Yin, 1994, p. 35). With regard to
case studies. the issue of external

validity, particularly as it applies to specific pub1 ic administration

problems, is moor because the objective is to generalize a particular set of resui ts to some broader
theory and riot to generalize a particular set of results beyond

the immediate case study.

Reliability
Reliability in research has to do with the quality of measurement method that suggests that
the same data would be collected each time that the the research toal--in this case, the

questionnaire--is administered. "The goal of reliability is to minimize the errors and biases in a
study" Yin, p. 36). In an effort to improve the reliability of this particular case study, the
procedures for gathering data for this study have been documented in greater. albeit general, detail

under the subheading, An 1nf)rrtul Cast. Stub Prr~tocr~l,
at the beginning of this chapter.

Multiple-Case Study Rationale
As mentioned earlier in the paper, this project explores how the Alliance Schools Project
promotes school reform at two elementary schools in Austin. The use of a multiple-case study

design in this research project is selected for the following reasons: it is hoped that the multiplecase study will produce both literal replication and theoretical replication (Yin, p. 46).With regard
to literal replication, it i s hoped that the two case studies will provide some descriptive detail into

how the Alliance Schools Project promotes and achieves community-driven school reform. With

regard to theoretical replication, it is hoped that the two case studies will provide descriptive detail
regarding how the experiences of each campus with the Alliance Schools Project differs. Both
chapters on school reform, including the Literature Review and the section on the Alliance Schools
Project, suggest that the kind of school reform that the Alliance Schools Project promotes is unique
in that it provides both a methodical and systematic approach to bringing out locally defined

approaches to school reform and, i n addition, the project promotes and accomniodates local
innovations and strategies to school reform.

Sources of Evidence
The principal source of evidence is from semi-structured, focused interviews with
stakeholders at selected school sites. Being the principal source of evidence, interview data are

triangulated with other sources of evidence, such as direct observation (Alliance School meetings
and events), archival records/documentation, and physical artifacts. For example, archival records

and other forms of documentation, such as newspaper articles and books on Interfaith,

supplement data extracted from interviews. Data such as TAAS scores, student attendance records
and documentation of programs that promote student development will also be explored.

Interviews provide the best evidence on local control and local autonomy as the questions are
designed to probe these processes and changes in culture at the school level.

Chapter S

SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
The purpose of Chapter 5 is to summarize the results of the case study. Case study

research methodology allows for a number of summary reprt presentation styles. After a period
of "playing with the data in an attempt to develop a systematic sense of what is worth analyzing

and how i t should be analyzed," as encouraged in Caw Study Research, it became evident that the

most appropriate presentation format for this particular study is a hybrid o f two presentation
structures (Yin, 1994, p. 125). This chapter report, therefore, borrows structural elements from

both comparative and theory-building presentation formats for case studies.

With regard to the comparative structure, this chapter compares and contrasts evidence
reported by the principal sources of evidence--namely , respondents' transcribed interviews. Social

science research expert Richard Y in encourages use of this organizational technique in descriptive.
explanatory and exploratory studies (p. 139). This structural presentation style therefore
complements this particular exploratoryldescriptive research inquiry.

As mentioned, this chapter also interweaves the theory -building organizational presentat ion
style into the body of the comparative structure. This particular structural orientatior~promotes the
overall purpose of this research study: to explore the value of further investigating the general
propositions (working hypotheses) proposed in Chapters 1 and 2 (Yin, p. 140).

Local Control Summary
The process of democratizing public schools through the enhancement of local control has
been discussed in this paper as a process of promoting parental and educator (si te-based)

participation in the education process. Local control has been described as a cul tura t and political
transformation in which stakeholders in education, such as parents and teachers, become more

involved and participatory in regard to the issues affecting their children's schooling. School

reform advocates. ranging from privatization supporters to school-based reform advocates, have
identified local control as a characteristic of effective schools. The local control conceptual
hypotheses is repeated here for reference:

WH

1:

The Alliance Schools Project Promotes Processes of Local Control
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WH la
As described in Chapter 4, respondents in the case study were queried with regard to a
series of specific operationalized hypotheses which probe more tangible, and consequently more
"rneasumble" evidence of local control.

Again, these attributes were deemed to be exemplary

characteristics of effective schmls. The first operationalized hypothesis seeks to determine if input
from the community and parents exists at Alliance Schools; and if so, how is this input encouraged
and promoted. The hypothesis reads as fo1lows:

W H la: Input From the CommunitylParents Is Encouraged

at AlIiance Schools

Both teacher respondents at Becker and Zavals EIementary schools recognize that

input

from the community and parents is encouraged at their schools and that the Alliance Schools
Project has positively impacted community involvement at each school. Whereas the teacher at
Zavala provides ample evider~ceof how this input has been promoted since her school became an
Alliance School, the teacher at Becker emphasizes that, despite the fact that parental input is
encouraged at her school, a "communication gap between parents and teachers" continues to exist.

Both teachers cite "neighbrhood walks," walks into the community for the purpose of learning
about community needs and school-related concerns, as examples of how the project promotes

community input in the school. Both teachers recognize the advantages of this proactive technique,
especially as i t compares to techniques they were using before, such as "sending notes home" to

parents with their children. One teacher pointed out that many times she is sure that these notes

never even reached the parents' hands.
Even though both administrator respondents at Becker and Zavafa acknowledge that input
from the community and parents i s encouraged at their schools, each administrator describes how

the Alliance Schools Project promotes this input differently. The principal at Zavala, for example,
cuts to the chase. He explains how the project provides a "formula to elicit comm~~nity
participation and community ownership and partnership with the school,"the cornerstone of which
is the "house meeting." In addition to the house meeting, he also describes specific examples of

how the community and parents are involved in the governance of the school and in the direct

organization of important initiatives on campus. For example, he cites the school's Young
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Scientists Program, an honor's program designed to prepare select fifth graders for the Kealing

Junior High School Science Academy by retaining selected students at the elemer~tarylevel in a

special. science-intensive classmom for the sixth grade. This extra year concentrates on preparing
students for the Kealing Magnet School entrance exam in the seventh grade.

Similar to the administrator respondent at Zavala, the administrator respondent at Becker

also recognizes the Alliance Schools Project as "definitely responsible for a lot of the input that (her
campus gets) from parents and the community." Similar to the administrator at Zavala, the

administrator at Becker explains haw the Alliance Schools Project helps her to increase parental
involvement by providing training in activities such as how to have "conversations" with

The parental representatives of Becker and Zavala Elementary Schools a1so reveal differing
interpretations on the matter of parental and community input o n their respective campuses. Again,
both parents respond in the affirmative t o the question about whether input from the community

and parents i s encouraged on their respective campuses. SimiIar to the administrator and teacher
representatives at Zavala El ernentarj. the parental representative at Zavala cites an abundance of

program initiatives and governance issues in which parents and the community members play a
role in either creating or structuring a campus program or strategy. At Becker, on the other hand,

the parent respondent acknowledges that input is "very encouraged," even though actuaI tangible
evidence i s again less prevalent in her testimony.
It is interesting to point out that the parent at Zavala communicates a degree of satisfaction

with the amount of parental and comn~unity input promoted at her school, evident in her
enthusiastic accollnt of increased parental attendance at meetings, etc., since the school became an

Alliance Schnol. The parent at Becker, on the other hand, expresses frustration with the amount of
parental involvement that she ahserves at her school. Despite the limited number of parents

involved with school activities, she notes, the parents who get involved with Interfaith do have a

Thc I.A.F. ~cachcrl;r>rgani/ers h a t a conversation is a dialogue H I lh purpose and directinn. I t i s thc art of
1nquln. into other peoples' needs and pcrspcctivcs. Convcrsat~onis the ability to extract from a pcrstln thcir
c x p c r i c n ~and
~ vision for change in a discussion. Con\.ersatlclns arc tcnsc; thcy d o not dcal with supctiicial
information. I . A.F. organizing bepinq with l h ~ sfundamental building block. "one-on-one"cnn\,er.wliclns. One-onone's are con\.ermintionsbetween organi7.ers and communiry members;converw~~ons
1ho1 build bonds and trust
(analogous to Dewey's awwiatcd living).
4-5

stronger tendency to4'keepcoming back, and (keep) doing more."

Based on the above discussion of the evidence, evidence at Zavala clearly supports W H I a.
Evidence at Becker, however, is unclear with regard to WH 1 a. Both schools encourage parental
involvement, and both schools use many of the same "Alliance Schools" strategies to promote

parental input. However, considerably less evidence of successful attainment of parental
involvement i s evident at Becker than at Zavala. See Table 5. I for a summary of activities cited by
respondents as strategies that the Alliances Schools Project uses to promote parent and community

involvement. The presence of these strategies as they were mentioned in the interviews is indicated

by a "+" if a respondent referred to the use of the strategy on his or her campus and a "-" if the
strategy was not mentioned by any of the respondents on the campus.

Summary of Community Input Strategies
at Alliance Schools
Table 5.146
A

IC

D

1I

DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGY -2 One-on-One Conversations Engaging community in directed dialogue
1

4

STRATEGY

B

House Meetings

iDiscussion groups on community needs
I

5 Study Groups
6

!~ o c u s e ddiscussion groups for action

Workshops & Conferences Structured events to learn or channel opinions

7 Coffees

1 lnformal activity to increase issue awareness
T

8

Power Analysis

I

I+

-

I + !+
+ +
+ -

/ /

!A study & analysis of political power for action +

-

4 h The sinreg~cl;tdcnrificd in this trlblc alsr) sent I(> promolc Itxal autonomy, particularly WH ?a, c~rgan~/ilironal
features. w h ~ c hfclstcr and promote local autonom!'.

The second operationalized working hypothesis for local control seeks to determine if
dialogue with the community and parents andlor among teachers and administrators is promoled at
Alliance Schools; and if so, how does the project promote this dialogue? The hypnthesis reads as

follows:
WH lb: Democratic Dialogue with the ComrnunitylParents
and Among TeacherslAdministrators Is Promoted at Alliance Schools
To begin, it is worth mentioning that all of the strategies summarized in Table 5.1 also
serve to promote dialogue among the community, staff and canlpus administrations. As regards
specific evidence in support of WH 1 b, the administrator respondent at Zavala elementary provides
poi gnanl testimony revealing how dialogue between campus personnel and campus admini stration

has evolved since Zavala became involved with the Alliance Schools Project. He describes this
change a s part of a cultural transformation that occurs when a school becomes part of the Alliance

Schools experience: "ln an Alliance school culture," he explains, "the principal's functio~lis to be a
talent scout." Oneof the functionsofthe talent scout is toengage in adialogue with the

community and staff to identify talent and to promote it. He explains how this function contrasts
with what he perceived his role to be as a campus administrator before he began to work with the

Alliance Schools Project: "(M)y perception of my function was to monitor compliance ...It was my
duty to see to it that (teachers') lesson plans conformed to the " 100" format and that you had the

seven steps, that (they) turned in forms on time, and that you followed TEA and district
regulations."
Llnl ike the administrator respondent at Zavala, the administratorat Becker recognizes the

current level of dialogue among staff and administration as a practice that has always k e n a

characteristic of the school culture, a characteristic that predates her administration to h e previous
campus principal and consequently, even before the arrival of the Alliance Schools Project.
Hence. she cannot specifically attribute this culture of dialoglie and of exchange specifically to
Alliancc Schools Project initiatives.

The Zavala teacher respondent, on the other hand, drscri bes how inlproved dialogue,
attributable to the Alliance Project, has transformed staff relations on her campus:

(After becoming an Alliance School) there was more collaboration and sharing; not
just closing your door, and if you do a good job, then good for you. If you are a
team and your grade level doesn't have good TAAS scores, then you sink or swim
together. We were individual before. 1 didn't know what my neighbor was doing;
w e never asked. The Alliance made us collaborate and work together.
In support of this observation, the parental respondent at Zavala also provides

descriptive testimony as to how a more participatory and sharing dialogue among staff,
administration, and the community has evolved since the the school began to work with the

Alliance. For exan~ple,she explains how parents will now visit the school i n the afternoon
and form a line, along with other teachers, to wait for an opportunity to discuss their
concerns with either the principal or vice-principal of the school. According to her

testimony, this kind of activity never happened before when the pervasive belief of parents
was:

"It was the teachers job to teach the kids, and the parentsjust dropped them off.''
Although all the Recker respondents acknowledge that democratic dialogue between

and among the comrnunity and staff is promoted at their school, they attribute it more to the

historical culture that is endemic to the school than they do to the Alliar~ceSchools Project.
Both the paret~taland teacher respondents, for example, recognize the principal as

predisposed to this kind of dialogue among staff and with the community before the arrival
of the Alliance Schools Project. Ironically, despite this historically "open"tradition, the

parental and teacher respondents at Becker express notably stronger frustrations with the
level of dialogue between the comniunity and the school and among campus staff that the
staffat Zavala who, presumably, have considerably less experience operating in an "open"

culture of dialogue. For example, the teacher respondent at Becker articulates that, despite
efforts to dialogue with the cornmirnity by school staff, the community remains largely

disengaged from the educational process of their children. In addition, this same teacher
respondent does not observe any kind of change in dialogue at the campus Ievel since the

school began working with the Al tiance Schools Project, i n fact, despite the increase i n
staff developmen1 opportunities, the teacher respondent states that, "...as far as the
dynamics between faculty," there has been no observable change, in her opinion.

Based on the above, working hypotheses I b is supported by evidence at Zavala.

Eviderlce at Recker, on the other harid, is not clear. A11 three Zavala respondents recognize

improved campus dialogue with both the community and between staffladministtationas
attributable to the Alliance Schools Project. Becker respondents, on the other hand, do not

recognize improved campus dialogue with the community or hetween staffladministration

as so strongly attributable to the Alliance Project, although respondents communicate that

such dialogue on campus has never lacked. The Becker teacher respondent slrongly
suggest that dialogue, patticularly between parents and school staff, has been and
continues to be less thar~ideal. The parent respondent at this school comborates this

testimony, although less emphatically. The administrator respondent focuses on the
improvements in dialogue, she fails to cite specific examples in her testimony.

The third operationalized hypothesis within the category of local control seeks to determine
if Alliance Schools exhi bit a shared vision or mission which comes from the local community. The

literature on effective schools recop~izesthe presence of a well-defined and shared school mission
as an impurtant characteristic of effective schools. The hypothesis reads as follows:

W H lc: Alliance Schools Exhibit

a Shared Vision/Mission
That Comes From the Local Community

It is interesting that all Zavala respondents can cite their school's mission accurately: to

promote responsi bIe citizenship through education, motivation, and inspiration. The statement is

further reprinted on the school's official letterhead and monthly newsletter, and it is taped to the

window of the front office. When asked if the community is aware of this mission, however, all
respondents speculate that the community's mission for 2hvala is probably different from that of
the "official" mission statement. This discrepancy at first leads one to believe that Zavala's view of

its mission differs from that of the local community. Upon closer scrutiny, however, data reveal
that this i s not the case: everything that is done at Zavala since the Alliance Schools Project is done

in recognition of serving the community. In fact, i t is clear that both schools' missions are
community driven and community defined, but perhaps not yet community-shared. I t i s the stated

objective of the school and of the representative respondents. however, to increase the scope of
this vision with as much of the community as possible.
At both schools, this community-driven, community -focused sense of mission i s
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omnipresent in all interviews. All respondents, at both Becker and Zavala Elementary Schools,
discuss the community served by their respective school in great detail. In addition, all

respondents recognize the unique socioeconomic problems that their schools struggle to overcome
to provide edt~cationalopportunities for their students. The Alliance Schools Project is recognized

by a11 respondents as a tool to promoting a cornmunity-dri ven school agenda. The administrator
respondent of Becker, for example, believes that, if the Alliance Schools Project promotes
anything on her campus, "it keeps us focused on the fact that parents need to be a part of the

process, we can't do i t alone." Zavala respondents explain how the school dramatically shifted its
mission's focus after the school became an Alliance School. In short, the focus became
community driven. For the administratorrespo~~dent
at Zavala, all the initiatives that have accurred
since the school became involved with the A tliance Schools Project five years ago are the restrlt of
participation in the project:

The initiatives that we have taken, both instructional and in the engagement of the
community, have a1l come from the fruition of this relationship with Austin
Interfaith. We wanted to be successful (in the past) but we didn't have an
understanding of what that took in a community like ours. We didn't have the
support or engagement of parents, because we never asked them what they wanted.
We were not a part of this community; we were apart from the community. The
Alliance Program helped us to understand how we were holding ourselves back,
how we were an impediment to our own success.
To demonstrate how important the community is in defining the school's mission, albeit the

official or unofficial mission, the Zavala teacher respondent provides anecdotal examples of how
the community

generail y "has much more awareness" about the school and the school's function

(mission) than before the Alliance Project got involved. She cites the presence of parents selling
taco plates on campus as an example of the campus' pro-community orientation. That is, the
school proudly invites the culture of its neighborhood, and of the majority of its parents and

pupils--that of the Mexican-American tradition cut tirre--to be present on the campus. All Zavala
respondents point to increased parental attendance at school-related functions in record-breaking
numbers as a further example of how the community is becoming more involved in the school's
mission. Lastly, the teacher respondent exptair~show leaders of the local parish, Christo Rey

Catholic Church, are coming together with the schml on shared community issues as further
evidence of the cammunity's increasing awareness about the Zavala school mission.

The administrator respondent of Zavala specificalIy describes the intensity of the
community-driven mission that has shaped the school since it became an Alliance School. He

explains how being an Alliance Schml is about a mission to change the "received" culture of
schools in general, especially of schmls with demographic characteristics similar to that of
Zavala.37 The Alliance Schools culture, he describes, is more reflective of a "coflaborative culture
of sharing" in which the school esteems to nurture and meet community-defined standards and

cultural expectations as opposed to the more common accommodation of externally irriparted
expectations.

In conclusion, it is clear that respondents at both Becker and Zavala Elementary schools
provide compelling

testimony indicating that the mission of both schools is not always shared,

verbatim, with the local community. However, respnderlts also provide ample testimony

indicating that the Alliance Schools Project upholds, as a fundamental objective, the integration of

the school's mission with that of the local community. And i n final conclusion, advancements
with regard to the integration of the school's mission with that of the local community are indeed
evident at both Becker and Zavala Elementary Schools. In addition, many of the techniques cited
as evidence for WH l a also serve to promote WH 1c. It is therefore concluded that evidence

supports WH I c: many activities at Alliance Schools that promote a vision within the l o c ~ l

community that is n vision for their local public school.

W H Id
The final operationalized working hypothesis on Iwal control seeks to determine if stakeholders at
Alliance Schools recognize the Alliance Schools Project as responsible for the increase in parental

and teacher input and democratic dialogue and shared community vision evident on their campuses.

The hypothesis reads as follows:

47 The adm~nisl~;ilor
rcspndenl o f Z a r a l a exptainu h o suhtxds
~
arc a uondu~rof culture. That culture is thc
"rcccived"cullurc. Thc rcue~~ed
culture 1s currcnlly rwc of pnvilcgc for white males. Alliancc Schmls wilt changc
thc rccci~~cd
culturc, hc arpucs, Irl rlnc of privilcp for ail ethnic proups and gcndcrs in smicry bccausc r t is Ihc
culture of A l l ~ r t n
Schrxlls
~~
to rccogn17.ethe p w e r and ability in their rcspectivc cnmmunlty and In nunurc that
cnrnrnunity cul~urcrather rhan. a? ha5 been the tradition, to impose an external culture from A ~ I I ~ O U [For
I
rnorc, see
Appendix C ) .

WH Id: S takeholders at Alliance Schools Recognize the Alliance Schools Project
as Responsible for the Increased Local Control on Their Campuses.
All of the stakeholders interviewed for this search project attribute the Alliance Schools
Project as being responsible for increasing local control on their respective campuses. The Zavala

respondents typically provide more tangible evidence of specific initiatives and activities whereas

the Becker respondents are less forthcoming with such details. However, i t i s important to note
that the Alliance Schools Program is primarily a progran~rnaticextension of the political

organization, Austin Interfaith. A s such, the program has a political agenda. Both administrator
respondents at Becker and Zavala Elementary acknowledge this point. The political objective is
community empowerment (local control) in theareaof education. To thisend, strategiesare
employed (See Table 5. I ) . Conversations and community walks lead to the identification

of

community concerns, issues for the political agenda. House meetings, conferences, workshops,

etc. then provide forums to translate the issues in to a developed course of action. The project
focuses on mobilizing those communities that are typically marginalized from politics, nonparticipants in the political process. The project achieves this by involving them in the process

controlling their school beginning with step I , an initial conversation with an interfaith organizer,
to the final steps, making a power analysis that will reveal the politics of achieving stated objectives

all the way to following carrying out the political analysis, as in the case of testifying before the

local school hoard of city council. For example, see Appendix D, interviews with teacher
Santamaria and parent Van Wart for testimony on how the Alliance Schools Project coached and

prepared them 10 address the Austin City Council (Santamaria)and Austin Independent School

District School Board (Van Wart). Evidence, such as this, provides clear support, overall, that the

Alliance Schools Project promotes Inca1 control at both campuses.
Local Autonomy Summary
Having c~~ltivated
an atmosphere that fosters and promotes local control, it follows that

Alliance schools atso would pursue oppottunities to decentralize. Decentralization increases
independence from external controls, controls that inhibit efficient local responsiveness to student
academic needs. Chubb and Moe (1990) cite school autonomy, especially from external

bureaucratic influences, as the most important characteristic of an effective school (p. 23). Reform
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advocates contend that local

autonomy provides parents and teachers with the kind of

empowerment that they need to regain control and responsibility over public education and to
respond effective1y to student needs. These advocates cite a variety of tangible changes that

increase local at~tonamy.Examples include schools which pursue institutional, organizational
andlor professiorlal changes, which empower parents and faculty in the decisian-maki ng processes

and daily operations. This section st~rnn~arizes
evidence in support of these kinds of
characteristics.

WH 2: The AIfiance Schools Project Promotes Local Autonomy

WH 2a
As described in Chapter 4, respondents in the case study were queried with regard to a
series of specific, operationalized hypotheses, which reflect more tangible, and consequently more
"measurable" evidence of local autonomy, Again, these attributes were determined to be

characteristics of effective schoot s. The first local autonomy operationali zed hypothesis seeks to
determine if Alliance Schools use some kind of organizational feature to foster and promote local
autonom~.The hypothesis reads as follows:

WH 2a: Alliance Schools Exhibit Organizational Features That Foster and
Promote Local Autonomy, Snch as a School-Based Committee or Forum

This particular hypothesis is difficult to analyze in that not all organizational features are
formal. For example, an administrator's informal "open-door" policy may, in many instances,
more genuine1y meet the intent of "organizational features that faster and promote local autonomy"

than do formal features, such as an official school-based comrni ttee.48 However, because these
kinds of nuances may not be forenlost in respondent's minds, the researcher was forced to 'read

d8In T c r ; ~t.llimj "olhcl~l"site-bas& commitlees are Irustrated by the relatir,~lack of authority exercised by rhc
formal. slrt~c-sanctioned commr [tee arrangement Somc cornmi ttecs complain that lhe~ri npul is rclcgated to an
advlson mtc (and is scldom takcn inlo consirkration In thc final dccision-making prwcss). Othcrs assert that
partlclpanls ei thcr rarcl!. addrew ~ a l ~ teissues
n
or simply allow traditional dec~~inn-makers,
such as principals, 10
control mccting agendas and agenda ourcomes so that teachers and parenls cannot cxcn mean~ngfulinfluenuc over
campus policies and procedures (Malen. Ogawa, and Kranz, ( 1 M),
pp. 53).

between the lines' to a greater degree in analyzing respondents' answers to he questionnaire.
The Zavala administrator respondent provides the most compelling evidence of
organizational features that foster and promote local autonomy: the school is reviewing criteria for
beconling a charter school. As described by the respandent, becoming a charter school would
mean "stepping away from the governance requirements imposed by districts and state," one of the

more exemplary illustrations of local autonomy. I t is interesting to read the respondent's
description about how the Alliance Schools Project has helped his school become more
autonomous (See Appendix C). His testimony demonstrates the project's emphasis on the three
areas of effective school irnprovement: local control, autonomy and student achievement (the

hallmark of an effective (successful) school. The process that he describes i s extracted from the

intemiew and provided below:
The Alliance Schools Project has helped us to become successful. Because we
have become successful, and because they have given us the political space through
their power to become successful, I think this has given us autonomy. Our success
provides autonomy, and the political power that Austin Interfaith has gave us the
space to go ahead and become autonomous and to become successful. It's a little
circuitous way of stating it, but we could not have become successful without the
autonomy that w e enjoy by being a part of Austin Interfaith and the Alliance
Schools Project.
It is not surprising to find considerable evidence in the testimony from the respndents of

both schools indicating that autonomy has been achieved via a number o f organizational features,
many of which support processes of local control.

The parental respondent at Zavala, for example,

cites "house meetings"and "coffees"as organizational activities that promote autonomy (again,
many of the activilies cited as evidence in WH l a provide duplicative benefits: they reinforce the

campus' ability to self-direct (local control) while simultaneously providing an organizational

foundatiorl (and initiative) to self-direct local autonomy. The teacher respondent at Zavala credits

the Alliance with having "given us a lot of autonomy." Her explanation further illustrates the dual
benefits (local control and autonomy) of Alliance initiatives:

Before, TEA would send out commands, and we never asked if this was good for
our children, or if it was what we wanted for them. We didn't think we had the
power of choice. Everything we have been doing since we became an Alliance
School we have done because we chose to do it tlocal control). The ownership we
have been given for all our programs has given us autonomy (local autonomy).

In a nutshell, one important informal organizational feature to emerge at Zavala has
been the wisdom arid empowerment to question traditior~alpractice and to confront the
inadequacy of top-down mandates: As all successful schools do, Ihe foremost question
asked at a effective schnol is, "1s this the best that can be done for this student?'TThe

administrator respondent of this school attri hutes the empowerment to ask this question and
to pursue the answer is attri butabte to the school's organizational relationship with Austin
Interfaith. "Interfaith," he explains,"gives us the political space and protection in which to
do (community) organizing. (1)t's a very close, symbiotic relationship: we're good for
them, and they're good for us."
A t Becker Elementary, the respondents cite similar organizational experiences as

promoting local autonomy. The administrator respondent, for example, attributes

"strengthened committee work" to the Alliance Project. She describes this improved
committee work as a reflection of two qualities: first, teachers are taking more

responsibility for making decisions; and second, teachers feel more empowered to make
decisions about issues, such as programming and curriculum. The work of these
committees impresses the Becker parental respondent to such at1 extent that she states,

"Becker is totally autonomous...(t)hey have subcommittees on everything (hat you can
imagine."
Given the abundance of testimony citing a shift in philosophy and culture at

Alliance Schools that promotes independent and autonomous thinking, it is therefore

concluded that evidence clearly supports the hypotheses that Alliance Schools exhi hit

organizational features that foster and promote local autonomy.

WH 2b
In addition to organizational features that promote local autonomy, other langible
features also promote local autonomy, such as independence from bureaucratic controls in

the foml of waivers from state or local mandates. The second operationalized working
hypothesis on local autonomy seeks tu determine if Alliance Schools have pursued these
and other kinds of autonomy-building activities. The hypothesis reads as follows:

WH 2b: Alliance Schools Promote Local Autonomy Through Independence
from Bureaucratic Controls, as in the Form of Waivers From State
Mandates or Access to Independent Funding Sources
The following tables synthesize respondents' interviews and provide a graphic

display of the unique access to independent funding sources and waivers from state
mandates encountered at the Alliance Schools in this study. Only those waivers and
funding sources directly attributable to the Alliance Schools Project are listed, even though

respondents from both schools provide testimony indicating that a number of other projects
OII

their campus fall within the categories of "waivers from state mandates" and "access to

independent funding sources." It is logical to conclude that at the very least, the Alliance
Schools

Project nurtures an environment in which such alternatives would be pursued,

Table of Alternative Funding Sources
at Alliance Schools
Table 5.2
1

A

B

C

D

FUNDING SOURCE

PURPOSE OF FUNDING

Z

B
+

+

2

Texas Education Agency

Grant for deregulation & decentralization

3

Capital Investment Fund

Staff development activities

+
+

4

National Science Foundation

Zavala Young Scientists Program

+

0

5 The University of Texas at Austin
-

Zavala Young Scientists Program

+

0

6 Austin Independent School District After-Schwl Program

+

7 Regional Education Senice Center Waive professional development fees

+
+

1 After-School Program

+
+ +

j ~ e a l t hclinic

+ ] 0

8

City of Austin

9 CityofAustin

1

Table of Waivers at AHiance Schools
B

A
1

1

Table 5.3

Waiver from State Mandate

,

Purpose-of .Waiver
. .

/TOuse an accelerated readin3..-cuniculu
I

2

State Reading
... -.---

3

StateMath

I To use an accelerated math curri

4

Instructional Days

T o increase parent conference days

-.A&"

-

I

-

-

I

1

+ I +

It is clear from the data presented in Tables 5.2 and 5.3 that the Alliance Schools Project

promotes waivers and the use of independent funding sources as a means to increase the campus'
autonomy, a characteristic of effective schools.

WH 2c

In addition to waivers and independent funding sources, the literature on school reform
recognizes professional and community development opportunities as strategies that foster
independent communities and, therefore, autonomol~sschool campuses. The third operationalized

hypothesis under the umbrella of local autonomy is therefore related and it reads as follows:

2c: AlIiance Schools Promote Local Autonomy via Professional and
Community Self-Sufficiency Strategies, as in the Form of Professional
and Community Development Strategies That Build lndependea t
Communities of Learners

WH

The administrator respondent at Zavala Elementary cites the following speakers as
examples of professional and community development opportunities that school representatives
have had

the fortune of attending: Seymore Saracin, Ted Sizer, and Howard Gardner. The

administrator respondent refers to these experts as "the best thinkers and current researchers in
education." These development opportunities have therefore provided parents and staff with an
"opportunity to work with, hear from, and be stimulated by the best thinkers in (the education)
profession."

Both the Becker and Zavala parental respondents had participated in Alliance-sponsored
community development activities. For example, the Zavala parent had attended national training

by the Industrial Areas Foundation. The Becker parent respondent, on the other hand, had
at tended a number of lacally sponsored Interfai t h-sponsored seminars. Both had similar
experiences:

the training focuses on teaching the non-skilled social org~nizerhow to advance

conlmunity issues with political expertise. The administrator respondent at Becker cites Alliance

sponsored study groups, workshops and conferences as evidence of strategies that meet the intent
of WH 2c.

I n reflection of the above evidence, working hypothesis 2c is accepted: Alliance Schools
promote local autonomy via professional and community development strategies.

As in the exploration of local control at Alliance Schools, local autonomy (decentraIization)
is also explored from the perspective of whether or not the stakeholders in an Alliance School

recognize [he project as responsible for the increase in local autonomy on their campus. The final
local autonomy hypothesis reads as follows:

W H M : Stakeholders

at Alliance Schools Recognize the Alliance Schools
Project as Having Improved Local Autonomy at Their Schools

The evidence is conflicting: At Zavala, at l respondents, from the parent to the administrator
respondent, recognize the AH i ance Schools Project as responsible for increased local autonomy on
their campus. At Becker, on the other hand, respondents simply did not elaborate as much on the

issue of local autonomy. A comment by the teacher respondent at Becker provides insight in to the

difference between the two schools. She states that the involvement of her campus with Interfaith
i s "not consistent." "It'sjust like anything else," she states ~ I aI common sense way, "when you
start something, and you don't finish it, it's not consistent. So when a member of Interfaith isat

the meeting, you see i t happening; but when they're not there ...well, it's not the same." Unlike the
experience at Zavala, Becker respondents are more hesitant to attribute the kinds of autonomy

building activities on their campus to the Alliance Schools Project.

In concIusion, WH 2d is supported, but the support was mixed. Despite the evidence
confirming that some stakeholders at one Alliance School definitely recognize the Alliance Schools
Project as responsible for the increase in local autonomy on their campus, evidence from another
school participating in the project is less compelling.

Student Achievement Summary
lt is clear that the most important attribute of an effective school is that student achievement
takes precedent over all other considerations. Critics of the current system of education cite
bureaucratic red tape as an impediment to the ability of puhJic schools to promote programs that

cultivate high levels of student achievement. Effective schools, on the other hand, exhi bil an
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uncanny ability to focus on and promote programs that are, above and beyond all other concerns,
clearly- supportive
of high academic standards and student expctalians. The third conceptual
- .

hypotheses explored in this project therefore deals with this issue of student achievement.

WH 3: The Alliance Schools Project Promotes Student Achievement.

WH 3a
The first operationalized hypothesis seeks to determine if Alliance Schwls promote
programs that are defined from the top-down or from the bottom-up. Successful schools are those

in which student programs are defined by the bottom-up, that is, by community, student, and staff
input. The lint of four operationalized hypotheses reads as follows:

WH 3a: Alliance Schools Implement Programs That Meet Community-/
S t udent -Defined Needs for Students, Soch as After-School A t tivi ties
The local organization that provides organizers for all Austin Alliance Schools is Austin
Interfaith. As part of its education focus, Interfaith worked with community representatives to

establish an official. City of Austin Youth Charter. The number one goal of the Charter is to

realize the followi~~g:
"All children and youth will learn how to make good decisions by actually
participating in decision making in their schools. congregations, groups, and families" (See
reference cited in Eur-IAusrin h u r h Charter. draft of August 18, 1993." Table 5.4 summarizes

the Alliance School sponsored programs cited by respondents as meeting community I student
defined needs.

Summary of Alliance School Programs That Meet
Community- And Student-Defined Needs
. 1-

..................

.-.-

Table 5.4

B

A

Pro mm
-...+..........-.....----

.. -......

._.+....._

-5

3

5

Health
Clinic
.................

.......................

entists -.
Open Court Reading and Math

6 Improved TAAS Scores

Zavala Elementary School

Both schools
Zavala Elementary School

Proponents from both campuses cite program initiatives which are the result of Alliance

leadership. These programs meet community- andlor student-defined needs. Therefore, working
hypothesis 3a is supported.

WH 3b and WH 3c
The second and third working hypotheses deal with the issue of acuountability as it relales
to student achievement.

An attribute of effective schools is that they are accountable and excel in

the programs that they implement from the bottom-up. In addition, effective schools also
demonstrate a capacity to rneet the standards and expectations that are imposed upon them from the
top-down. The foliowing two operationalized hypotheses seek to ascertain the presence of these
characteristics at Alliance campuses. They read as follows:

WH 3b: Alliance Schools Are Accountable for Student Achievement
in the Programs and Services That Schools Implement
WH 3c: Alliance Schools are Accountable for Student Achievement in StateDefined Measures of Student Assessment, Such as Student TAAS Scores
The teacher respondent at Zavala Elementary School describes how Zavala, as an Alliance
School, harbors a sense of accountability. She explains how, before the school began to work

with the Alliance Schools Project, accountability was based on money-received inputs. That is, the

school received money in pmporti on to the number of poor students that it served. "This money

made us accountable," she explains, "but (we were accountable) only to the money." Now, under
the Alliance Schools culture, "(w)e work hard to prove that we deserve that money, not because
w e are poor and unwofihy, but because we have a school that does its best for the kids and the

community." The result is that the goals and objectives that Zavala has chosen to achieve have

produced results (outputs), including improved test scores. For this teacher, everything done on
her campus is done with the objective of improving student academic achievement. Her testimony
is corroborated by the administrator and parental respondents at her school.

In addition to this testimony, a Texas A&M study by Witt and Baker ( 1 995) provides
additional evidence of accountability for the After-School Programs at Recker and Zavala
Elementary Schools.

Most noteworthy is the empirically deduced observatior~that yarticipanls in

the After-School Program indicated significant improvements in math, science, reading. and

language arts grades compared to students who did not participate in the After-School Program on
both campuses (p. 14). A1so, the participants general self-esteem post-test scores were

significantly higher than post-test scores for non-partici pants (p. 16).
I n addition to the A&M study, a nurnber of studies were cited in the Zavala and City of
Austin joint proposal for the Zavala Health Clinic. With the assistance of the Alliance Schools

Project, for example, the proposal listed student benefits, such as "improved learning readiness

and receptivity" as one of the many benefits of such a clinic on campus (School-Based Health

Services, 1992, p. 1 ). Accountability in terms of student benefits appears to be the under1yirig
denominator in all Alliance Schools Project initiatives.

And lastly, the accountability of the Zavala Young Scientists Program provides yet

atlother

exampleofhow Alliarice Schoolsare accountable to thecomrnunity. TheZYS program is the
direct result of community input. Zavala parents were upset to discover that only one Zavala

graduate had ever been approved to the Kealing Science Magnet Program in a period of mughly ten
years. Working with Interfaith through the Alliance program, the parents implemented a program

initiative -ZYS-that is proving accountable in improving the community's demand to reverse this
trend. The administrator respondent basts, for example, how nine students went to Keafing the
first year of ZYS and eleven in the second year. That is an improvement of one student in ten

years to twenty students in two years. In addition, the administrator respondent points out how
this accountability has a broader impact on the whole of the community: he recognizes how this

accomplishment, sending twenty students to the Kealing Science Magnet, is significantly
lransfoming the number of minority youth in Austin Independent School District magnet

programs. In this case, Zavala is accountable to its local neighborhood community and citywide
cornmuni ty.

See Table 5.5 for a lisling of progmm activities at Alliance Schools and a descrip~ionof
how each program accounts for student achievement at an Alliance School :

Alliance School Student Achievement Program Initiatives:
An Accountability Chart
Table 5.5
A

1

P'rarnlActivities

2 After-School Programs

8

,

-

Student Achievement Accountability

Student attendance,
---.,..,,- academic perfomlance, self-esteem
,,

3

Health Center

Student attendance. academic performance

4

Zavala Young Scientists Academic performance

The administrator of Zavala provides revealing statistics regarding the kind of achievement
accomplished since his school became an a part of the Alliance network. First, the school's
attendance rate was more than 98 percent during the 1994-1995 school year, up from % percent in
1991-92, a statistic he attributes to programs such as the After-School Program. Respondents at

Becker concur. Students enjoy the After-School Program and therefore want to come to school so

that they can attend!
In addition to student performance indicators such as attendance and self-esteem, both

schools' TAAS tesr scores have also improved over the years that the schools have been involved
with the Alliance Schods Project--although test scores have not improved as dramatically at Becker

as they have at Zavala. The Zavala principal respondent states that only 21 -22 percent of the third
graders passed the reading section of the TAAS just a few years ago, before the Alliance School

Project. Last year, #percent passed, and 55 percent did so with a rate of mastery. Below are
separate graphs capti~ring the TAAS scores at Zavala and Becker Elementary Schools, respectively

Percentage of All Students Passing TAAS
Becker Elementary School

WRITING

READING

MATH

Zavala Elementarv School

I

WRITING

READlNG

MATH

Graph 5.6

ALL

Graph 5.7

In conclusion,T A A S scores have improved at one school while they have remained
relatively idle at another, one of the factors providing mixed eviderlce in support of WH 3 c . With
regard to WH 3b, again the programs are mainly on the Zavala campus. For example, of the ZYS

program, the Health Clinic and the After-School Program, only the latter program initiative is
taking place on both campuses.

Programs that are directly inspiwd and attributable to Alliance initiatives are more evident in
the testimony of respondents from Zavala than they are from the testimony of Recker respondents.
Although Becker is the residence of some impressive home-grown programs, such as its nationally

acclaimed Green Classroom, the Alliance School connection is more tenuous.
In light of the aforementioned evidence on accountability for student achievement in areas
such as the programs initiated at the campus level, as well as in state-defined measures (TAAS),

working hypotheses 3a and 3h are supported at Zavala and support is mixed at Becker.

The last hypothesis on the topic of student achievement seeks to ascerZain whether
stakeholders at each of the campuses studied attribute student achievement indicators to Alliance

School Project initiatives. The hypothesis reads as follows:

WH 3d: Stakeholders at Alliance Schools Recognize the Alliance Schools Project
as Responsible for Improving Student Achievement at Their Schools

The administrator respondent at Zavala definitely recognizes the Alliance Project as
responsible for promoting high standards at his school, as do other respondents a1 this school. At
Becker, on the other hand, where accountability proved more difficult to measure, respondents are

generally less inclined to attribute responsibility for student achievement to the Alliance Schools
Project. In fact, the teacher respondent pointblank states that she is simply not aware of any
improvement in student acllievemen t on her campus. On the other hand, the principal respondent
cites impmvements in areas such as "setf-expression"and "confidence,"improvements which fall

under the rubric of "self-esteern." A s a corlsequence, evidence is mixed with regard to WH 3d at
Becker.

Summary of Results
It i s the intent of this research project to explore and document those aspects of Alliance
Schools that promote characteristics of effective schools. The presentation slyle of the final report
uses a "compare and contrast" technique to present the data that was gathered in the interviews and

in other sources oTevidence. One unintended consequence of comparing and contrasting the data
gathered from each campus,however, is that i t invites the reader to make value judgments. For
example, it is feasible that a reader may conclude, from the evidence discussed in this chapter, that

the Alliance Schools Project is, for example, more successfu1 at Zavala than i t is at Becker. In

addition to not being the intent of the research design, such conclusions would be erroneously
deduced from the data gathered. Although i t is insightful to recognize that evidence in support of
the working hypotheses are more apparent at one school than they are at the other (See Summary

Table 5.71, it is more feasible to contemplate the evider~cein reflection of the background
information presented in Chapters 2 and 3. The final subheading of this chapter, Concluding
Remarks, provides this reflection in a sunlrnary format.

Summary of Results
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Concluding Remarks
One of the purposes of this applied research project is to "sensitize and assist other schools
in Texas in recognizing the processes involved in comrnuni ty-hased school decentralization and
revitalization." How the Alliance Schools Projecl promotes characteristics of effective schools is
the fc)cus of the research question. These benchmarks of success, characteristics of effective

schools, provide the road map for guiding the inquiry. By documenting "what" and "how" the

project pmrnotes these characteristics, other schools in Texas may learn to adopt similar processes.

But don't lose site of the forest by looking too closely at the trees! More important than "what"
and "how" the project promotes, o r fails to promote, these characteristics is "what, "in the big
picture, is the project doing at these 70 schools in Texas and "how" is it doing i t ?

The researcher concludes that the A1liance Schools Project is helping public schools and
communities work together a s partners in the education of their children. The project accomplishes
this by nurturing these relationships toward directed ends, such as improved and innovative
educational programs. l'he project fortifies these relationships, by and large, through

conversations, house meetings, workshops and books. and a variety of other surprisingly common
tools, such as conversation and one-on-one meetings.. The project, in conclusion, is about

building a polity, a community with a shared purpose.

In the I930s, a study conducted by the Progressj v e Education Association concluded that
"the

most successful schools are characterized by their willingness to search and struggle i n pursuit

of valid objectives, new strategies, and new forms of assessment. It is this process of collective
struggle that produces the vitality, the shared vision. and the conviction that allows these schools to
redesign education in fundamentally different ways" (cited in Darling-Hammong, 1994, p. 15).

The AIIiance Schools Project is helping schools embark on this struggle.

Appendix A

LETTER OF INTRODUCTION TO PARTICIPANTS
Dear

IPRINCIPAL'S NAME]:

Kathleen Davis of Austin interfaith referred me to you for assistance with an applied research project
on which I am working. Last December, Kathleen and I met to discuss my initial research proposal
on the Alliance Schools Project. Since then, I have been in contact with her with regard to the
directio~ithat my research is taking. This week, Kathleen suggested that I send you this letter.

The title of my research project is "The Alliuncr School.$ Project: A Ctuc Study of Community-Based
School Reform in Austin. Texas. " My research purpose i s to explore how the Alliance Schools
Project develops the capacities of schools and teachers to be r e s p r ~ sble
i for student Iearning and to
be responsive to community needs. My research focuses on three areas of successful school reform:
campus autonomy (decentralization), local control (democntizat ion), and srudent achievement (from
TAAS to self-esteem). In a nutshell, I seek to docurnei~thow the Alliance Schools Project promotes
community-directed, school-based reform.

I propose, pending your assistance and approval, to collect data for my applied research project from
two Alliance Schools in Austin: Becket and Zavala Elementary Schools. I would like to interview a
campus administrator, a teacher, and an active comn~unitymember, such as a PTA campus president,
from each school. The interviews will be based on an open-ended, semi-structured questionnaire that
I predict will last about one hour. With your approval, 1 will interview you (or your campus' vice
principal) first. Then, based on your (or her) recommendations,I wiIl pursue interviews with a
teacher and community member involved with Austin Interfaith on your campus.
Although I would like to use the names of schools and interviewees in the final report, I would lx
happy to explore the use of pseudonyms should confidentiality be a reservation. Also, because i will
be transcribing interviews verbatim as part of the data collection process, I will gladly provide you
with a copy of the transcript kfore it is reprinted in the final report. Again, your comfort with the
integrity of this project will be of utmost concern to me. The professor overseeing this research is Dr
Pat Shields, Department of Political Science and Public Adtninistration, at Southwest Texas State
University. Her number at home in Austin is 280-3.W. I encourage you to contact Dr. Shields.
Kathleen Davis or me if any of us can be of assistance to you in answering any questions or concerns
that you might have.

To schedule an interview with me, please call me at work, 467-0071 berween the hours of eight and
five, or at home, 469--5874 after five.
Sincerely.
Lauru A. Shuridun
Master of Public Administration Candidate
Southwest Texas State University

Appendix B
QUESTIONNAIRE

General Questions
How long has
How did

been an Alliance School?

become an Alliance School?

Describe the community (physical dimensions, demographics, socioeconomic status) surrounding
your school.

Local Control Questions
WH l a &d:
Is input from the communitylparents encoumged at

Elementary School?

I s the Alliance Schools Project responsible for the input that your school receives from the
community and from parents?

WH Ib & d:
Is dialogue with the community and parents promoted at

Elementary?

Is dialogue among teaching and administrative staff promoted at

Elementary?

Is the Alliance Schools Project responsible for promoting the dialogue that your school
engages in with the locat community, parents and teaching staff?

WH I t :
What is your school's mission ?

What does the local community believe the mission of

to be?

WH Id:
How has the dialogue between your school and your school's community changed since
working with the Alliance Schools Project?
How has the dialogue among teachers and admirlistrators at
working with the Alliance Schools Project?

changed since

WH I:
Does the Alliance Schools Project teach / show techniques for involving local community
members and parents in discussions on school related matters?

Does the Alliarlce Schools Project teach / show techniques for engaging staff in dialogue on
school related matters?
Does the Alliance Schools Project teach I show staff and cornmunjty members how to
identify campus needs?

If yes, does the Alliance Schools Project teach I show processes for achieving community
and staff identified campus needs?
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Local Autonomy Questions
Autonomy defined: If your campus were to become independent from all external controls (free
from TEA and AISD rules and regulations), stakeholders at the school would be able to assume
responsibility of making and implementing decisions that would keep your school operating in
such a way as to maintain current standards or improve them.

WH 2a & d:
Does your campus have some kind of formal or informal organizational feature which
fosters and promotes campus autonomy? (explain)
WH 2b & d:
Has your campus engaged in any kinds of activities which make it more autonomous from
centralized, bureaucratic controls? Far example, has your campus obtained any
waivers from state mandates or received any funds from independendalternate
funding sources?

If yes, has the Alliance Schools Project helped your campus to pursue these?
WH 2c & d:
Does your school engage in any professional andlor cornmuni ty development strategies
that help to build an independent and self-sufficient community around and within
your school?

If yes, does the Alliance Schools Project have anything to do with the kinds of community
or staff development opportunities promoted on your campus?
WH 2d:
Has the Alliance Schools Project helped your school become more autonomous?
Student Achievement
WH 3a & d:

Are there any programs on your campus that meet community and student defined needs
for students?
Is the Alliance Schools Project responsible for any of these programs?

WH 3b & d:
Is there evidence of student achievement (maybe academic, social, or personal health or

growth, etc.) in the programs that your campus promotes?

WH 3c 8: d:
Have TAAS scores improved since

became an Alliance School?

WH 3d:
Do you believe that the Alliance Schools Project is responsible for improving student
achievement at your school?

Appendix C
INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS WITH PRINCIPALS

A1 Mindiz-Melton
Principal of Zavala Elementary
Interview on 3/4/96

Q: How long has Zavala Elementary been an Alliance school?
A: This is our fifth year.

Q: How did Zavala become an Alliance School?
A: Mr. Higgs was the lead organizer at the time. He is now with the Interfaith organization in
Houston. He met with me and Oralia Cortez, co-chair of Austin Interfaith, and Father John
Corsemeyer of Delores Catholic Church, and they laid out for me, in some broad terms, the
guiding princi pies and philosophies of the Industrial Areas Foundation and of Austin Interfaith. It
was not an organization that would come and do anything for us; they didn't provide a senlice and
they wouldn't give us money. In fact. they had no money and they wouldn't come and do
volunteer work. It's a political organization, and they talked about political power and building a
constituency for public education. That intrigued me. 1t was the first time someone had come and
talked to me about having expectations for us instead of wanting to do something far us. I had
been principal for a man th. and vice-principal for 5 years before thal, so 1 had some history at the
school.

Q: Is input from the parents and the community encouraged at Zavala?
A: Yes, I feel that it is, and I think that most schools would answer affirmative to that question.
But then you would have to look at what behaviors indicate that that's a true statement. If you look
at our campus, you will see that parents are involved in the governance of the school, and they help
instructors plan broad things for instructional programs - where we need to emphasize our efforts.
Also, parents are involved In organizing our initiatives that have a direct impact on the school. For
example, our health clinic, the After-School Programs - these are all parent driven initiatives. The
Young Scientists Program, the magnet school within Zavala, is the result of parent initiatives.
These initiatives have all been a consequence of the Alliance Schools Project. The Alliance
Schools model, the culture of an Alliance School. is different from that of an ordinary school in
that there is a formula used to elicit community participation and community ownership and
partnership within the school. That formula, the cornerstone, is house meetings. That's where the
parents meet on an ongoing basis and talk about issues that they 're willing to coalesce around and
work on. Once the issues have been identified and there are enough house meetings going on,
then we can ga into action to bring resolution to whatever issues have been raised in the house
meetings. The school becomes a vehicle for political organizing in the community. It gives the
irnprint of acceptance and respectability to the political organizing by Interfaith. Interfaith gives us
the political space and protection in which to do organizing. So it's a very close, symbiotic
relationship: we're good for them, and they're good for us.

You see, parents, at the level they were five years ago, didn't have the wherewithal, the
ability to articulate their understanding that their children were not getting the quality education, the
access to the magnet programs, the best secondary education in the city. The reason they didn't is
that Zavala wasn't doing an adequate job of preparing them. They couldn't say, "theseare my
expectations as a parent of the reforms that I want to see Zavala initiate so that my student is
adequate! y prepared." Working with Interfaith, parents learn to research, have discussions among
85

themselves about what they want - their hopes and aspirations - and they learn how that can

translate into action, and how they can hold me and the staff accountable for meeting their
expectations. That took some work and development.

Q: What might precede a house meeting?
A: House meetings are usually preceded by walks for success. The walks energize the
community. We pick a Saturday, and we do one every year, when all of the staff, parent leaders,
and members of the congregations meet and then go survey and canvas the community. We ask
people what they Iike about the school, what they don't like. and we use open-ended kinds of
questions so that parents have the opportunity to give their opinions. We don't ask, for example,
"what do you think about track and field day?" Well they might not give a damn about it. So we
ask instead, "what do you Iike about the school, or what don't you like about it?" We want to give
parents an opportunity to give their opinions. They might have a real substantial concern that they
want to express, and it might be about community safety. And then you can see how community
safety i s a part of the school's mission. We can find that link, and then w e can work with that
parent and find others with common interests. Then we can put those parents together to work on
that issue.
If an issue is identified in a significant number of house meetings, then we'll set up study
groups. That might be 30 or 40 parents meeting to discuss this particular issue and do research on
the issue. The research is a power analysis - we ask, "who will affect this issue. how we can
access those people. what are the financial implications, what is the feasibility given the current
political climate in our community, who needs to be involved, and how many need be involved to
move the issue?'The parents ask, "Isthis doable? Is this winnable?" Then we have a rally where
we invite those 'power people' whose decisions can affect the issue that we're working on. So
with After-Sc hool Programs,for example, we did a power analysis and Learned that the district
didn't have the funds, but the City of Austin did, so the rally included the Director of the Austin
Parks and Recreation Department, the mayor, and members of the city council. We wanted them
to respond and to be accountable to the community for their decisions about the After-School
Programs. That's how we secured funding for that. We had to demonstrate to the elected officials
that we had the power to move large numbers of people to demonstrate their support for it, and that
we were willing to do the work so that their investment would come to fruition.

The power analysis for the ZYS (Zavala Young Scientists) Program was different. It
showed us that we needed to do the research to demonstrate that low-income, minority students
can achieve at high levels in academic programs. Once we did that, we were able to do a historical
study to show that our children were being denied access to those programs within our own
system. The kids were being shunted off into remedial programs at the secondary level, so we felt
that it was logical to assume that out of a population the size of our community, somcbdy must be
intelligent enough to participate at that level. Then we had to develop a rubric for identification and
bottle it. We had to meet with the secondary schools and ask them what competencies our students
had to exhibit in order to access their programs on a non-conditional basis. We had to design an
instructional program that met their entrance requirements, and we had to have allies to advocate
for that program. We had to identify allies for a program that deals with science. On a national
level that was the National Science Foundation, so they became the primary funder for the pilot
project. On a local level, that was the University of Texas, the largest institution in our area that
deaIs with the natural sciences. They became the mentor and developer of the program. Once the
pilot is successful, then you have the ability to go to the school district and show them that you
have proven your hypothesis. Then you ask the district to fund the program so that it will
continue. That's when it's necessary to have parents go and speak to school board members and
lobby them for funding of the program. That's also when we start to look for more allies, other
schools w h o are interested in the same initiative. We reached that point last year with the ZYS

program when two other schools started the ZYS program - Barrington Elementary School (north
Austin) and Ortega Elementary (East Austin). This will increase (minority representation at the
magnet school) significantly because we now have three predominately minority campuses w ha
will be sending prepared students into the magnet programs for secondary education. Just by
having these three schools participate, and if each of them sends just nine or ten students each, it
will change, statistically significantly, the percent of rninori ty students in A1SD magnet programs
because the numbers are so minuscule right now. We had nine students go to the magnet school
the first year of ZY S and eleven the second year.

The health program was also an Alliance initiative. They (the different programs and
initiatives currently at the school) all came from our understanding and development as an Alliance
School. Without their (the Alliance Schools Project) political clout, none of these (programs)
would have come to fruition.
Q: Has the dialogue among the teachers and between the teachers and
administrators changed much since the Alliance Program came here?
A: Sure, because the Alliance School culture is different. When I first became an assistant
principal, my perception of my function was to monitor compliance. I was basically a "compliance
officer." It was my duty to see to it that your lesson plans conformed to the " 1 0 0 " format and that
you had the seven steps, that you turned in forms on time and that you followed TEA and district
regulations. I was focused on compliance with regulations and not student performance, not
community involvement, not whether or not this was a fun and successful place to work. This
was immaterial to my focus. I didn't realize that at the time, but I do now.
In an Alliance school culture, the principal's function is to be a talent scout. My job is to find talent
in the community and in the staff and to provide the resources, the opportunity, and the space for
talent to develop.

Q: Does Zavala have a mission?

A: I think it's written down here somewhere. The official mission is to develop responsible
citizens through education, motivation, and inspiration.

Q: What is the community's perception of the school's mission?
A: I don't know if it's going to be about citizenship from people who haven't read the mission
statement and worked on it. We print i t on everything we send out, so some people may have an
understanding of it. I think the community would say that the mission of Zavala is to prepare kids
to go to secondary school.

Q: Does the Alliance Schools Project Leach or show techniques for involving
community members and parents?
A: We've already covered some of those, with the walks for success and the house meetings, but
we also have education conferences where parents and teachers come together to hear from people
like Seymore Saracin and Ted Sizer, Howard Gardner-the k s t thinkers and current researchers in
education come and meet with our parents and talk about education refonn and what that means to
them. So our parents have the opportunity to work with, hear from, and he stimulated by the best
thinkers in our profession.
The Alliance Schools, when they reach a critical mass and there are enough of them, will
change the received culture, which i s a culture of privilege based on the accident of birth. The
received culture is privileged for white males; that's the culture of our society. The schools are
vehicles for transmitting that received culture. Schools are one of the primary conduits for
transmitting the received culture. Schools take people and make them be the received culture. For

example, we'll take a black person and make them act white - that's been our fi~nction,to take
immigrant children and to change them into "Americans." Then we want them to go back into their
homes and to change their parents. That is the function of school, it may not be the stated
function, but it is true nonetheless. It is the school's function to transmit culture in society.
Schools homogenize and prepare people to be Americanized. The Alliance Schools will change
that dynamic when they reacha critical mass; it will not be based on aculture of privilege. It will
be based on a culture of enough resources for everyone, and it will be based on enough power for
everyone, where power is not finite. It will not be about, you know. "I'm in charge and I gotta
have enough power for me ..." It will not be a hierarchical culture, rather it will be a collaborative
culture of sharing, a culture which recognizes that there is power and ability in every community,
even this community. Whereas if you ask the average citizen now, they will say that we (this
community) are all bums,or are no good, or that we are all drug addicts - that's the perception of

East Austin. We are changing that.

Q: Does Zavala have any formal or informal features that promote autonomy?
A: Well, on a formal basis, we are reviewing the criteria to become a charter school. That would
mean stepping away from some of the governance requirements imposed by districts and state. To
be completely autonomous would mean independent funding, and I don't think that you'll ever
have complete autonomy unless you have the ability to control the funding of your institution.
There are some things that we don't do because we don't feel t h a ~they're germane or logical for us
to produce student achievement that are requirements. We have applied for waivers fmm some
requirements, and have been granted some waivers not to do some of the things that the state or
district requires.

Q: Has Zavala engaged in any activities that make it more autonomons from
centrdized or bureaucratic controls-waivers or funds from independent sources?
A: We receive funds from the Texas Education Agency to study and implement the deregulation of
the campus. The grant for deregulation and restructuring is all based on community and staff
development for the purpose of understanding and implementing decentralization and deregulation.
This is an initiative of the Texas lnterfaith Education Fund for training of staff and parents. The
fund provides time for them to study, reflect, explore, and do research on what deregulation
means. This means funds for professionai development, attendance at conferences, study groups
within the institution.
We've waived the state adopted reading system and the state adopted math system. We've waived
some of instructional days for the purpose of having parent conference days. Some requirements
we just haven't complied with, w e haven't waived them though. We probably couldn't have
received a waiver because our district probably wouldn't have approved the waiver requests. In
those instances, w e chose to he non-compliant.

Q: Has the Alliance Schools Project helped Zavala become more autonomous?
The Alliance Schools Project has helped us to become successful. Because we have become
successful, and because they have given us the political space through their power to become
successful. I think that has given us autonomy. Our success provides autonomy. and the political
power that Austin Interfaith has gave us the space to 60 ahead and become autonomous and to
become successful. It's a little circuitous way of stat~ngit, but we could not have become
successful without the autonomy that we enjoy by being a part of Austin Interfaith and the Alliance
Schools Project.

Q: Are there any programs at Zavala that meet community, staff, and student
defined needs of students?
A: One is the After-School Program, That was a direct expression of a community need. The

parents needed to know that their children were somewhere after school that was safe for them - a
place where learning was taking place. where the kids could be enriched; notjust a baby-sitting
service. Out of that. working with Austin interfaith, we did the political organizing to secure the
funding for the program. That program is the direct result of parent and student interest. 1 think i t
meets their needs.

When you look at the academic achievement indicators, I think that the After-School Program has
helped with student attendance. Last year, our attendance rate was over 98%. which was the
highest in the City of Austin. That bodes well for us, because that tells us that kids want to come
to school. Parents want to send their children to school: they see that what's happening here is
valuable for them and meaningful for their kids. We've seen dramatic improvements in TAAS
scores from four years ago - when the third grade reading scores were 21 -22%passing; this past
year we had an 88%passing grade. Even more significant than that was the 55% mastery rate.

We don't denigrate TAAS. We aren't slaves to it but we also don't denigrate it, but we aren't
driven by it.Thereare nodiscrete skillsin theTAAS test that aredetrimental to students. I t will
not harm you to be able to punctuate sentences, multiply, and do long division. So I have a
problem with people who denigrate that pafiicular standardized exam because there isn't anything
on the TAAS that isn't good for kids to know. So I think it's okay, and one reason is because it IS
criterion referenced, so everyone can be successful - there's not a mean, so W o do not have lo fail
as in norm referencing. 1 think it's a good test. It's not an easy test, and maybe some people don't
realize the level of difficulty. And also there are requirements for levels of mastery and
achievement that 1 think are reasonable expectations for whether or not you are going to be
classified as a low-performing or a recognized or an exemplary school. It's good for the public to
know the perfomlance of their school compared to the other schools in the state. 1 don't think
TAAS is the 0111 y way to measure whether or not a child has learned something, but it is a
measurement and it is a good base-line measurement because we can make comparison.
Q: What other types of measurements does Zavala use?
A: Well, with the young kids, we use Mari Clay's measurements in the reading recovery program,
which is a reading record of students which denotes reading fluency, word recognition, word
recall, some pretty discrete reading skills. These are annotated, anecdotal records out of which we
can extrapolate percents and levels of accomplishment for those kids before they take a
standardized exam. We haven't really gotten into an organized portfolio assessment, except in
writing. We maintain records of student writing so that we can see progress by looking at the
product, we do some product assessment on student writing. Writing really lends itself to holistic
scoring that we can maintain a record of sample student writing over a length of time.
Q: Do you believe that the Alliance Schools Project is responsible for the
improvement in student achievement?
A: Yes, I do. The initiatives that we have taken. both instructionat and in the engagement of the
community, have all come from the fruition of the relationship with Austin Interfaith. If that
relationship hadn't come into being, if we hadn't become an Alliance School, none of the changes
that we have discussed would have happened. We wanted to be successful (in the past). but w e
didn't have an understanding of what that took in a community like ours. We didn't have the
support or engagement of parents because we never asked them what they wanted. We were not a
part of this community; we were apart from the community. The Alliance Program helped us to
understand how we were holding ourselves back, how we were an impediment to our own
success.

Judy Taylor
Principal a1 Becker Elementary School
Inferview on 2/28/96
Q: How long has Becker been an Alliance School?
A: We are going in to our forth year right now. Since the 9 1-92 school year.
Q: How did Becker become an Alliance School?
A: We were a technical assistance school, and T went to a TFA convention. Frankly, none of the
sessions I found very useful because our school was pretty much beyond what they were offering;
way beyond where other schools were around the state because we had already decentralized quite
a bit. The speaker that I heard that I did like was Ernie Cortez, and 1 thought. "I really want to be
part of that (the Alliance Schools Project)!" Really, the only effective sessions that I went to were
presented by Alliance Schools folks. I talked to Kathleen Davis, one of the organizers, and told
her that 1 wanted to be part of this. She told me that we had to apply, talk to our staff, our
community, and that everymy had to be for it.

I came back and talked tn my staff and A1 (Melton, principal at Zavala), because he was already in
the project. So we applied. We were the second Alliance School. One of the reasons we were
interested in the Program was to reach-out to our community; to get more parental participation and
to try to reach parents in a different way because we weren't being very successful.

Q: Describe the community around Becker Elementary.

A: It's a very low-income community. A lot of the folks around here didn't finish high school.
We have a housing project that serves our community - Meadowbrook Housing Project. 1 have
about 133 children from that project, and there are approximately 430 in the school; so about a
third of my children come from Meadowbrook. Of those households, 75% of them are headed by
adults who are 2 1 years old or younger. That's pretty scary. I have a lot of babies raising babies.
I've been here for I2 years and I have seen a lot of my former students who dropped out and are
now dropping off their four year olds.

Q: Is input from the community and parents encouraged at Becker and is the
Alliance Project involved in how that input is encouraged?
A: Yes, our teachers have had training in. as Ernie Cortez would say, how to have
"conversations" with parents rather than talking at them. We ask them what they think, what they
would like and what they see as a problem. I've also taken parents to the state and regional
training sessions that Alliance offers. And we have had study sessions here at school for the
parents. So the Alliance Project i s definite1y responsible for a lot of the input that we are getting
from parents and the community. We have gotten away from written communication, except for
our monthly newsletter, and have gone more into personal, eye-to-eye talks and inviting them more
into the school than before.
Q: Has dialogue and communication been promoted more among the teaching
staff and administration since becoming a part of the Alliance Project?
A: I don't know whether to attribute it to Alliance because we have always had a very open
school. The principal before me was a very good communicator. We've had training with the
district on how tn have a local leadership team and where you reach decisions by consensus, that
sort of thing.
Q: What is Becker's school mission?
A: To give the kids the skills that they need to be successful in a rapidly changing society

Q: What does the local community believe Becker's school mission to be?
A: They would probably say to raise achievement, the TAAS scores, because we always talk a lot
about achievement, and it's published in the paper.

Q: Did the Alliance Project teach or show techniques for involving local
community members and parents in discussions on school matters.
A: Yes, they believe in what they call house meetings, small groups of people meeting together in
the community or in parent's homes or at the school or church, wherever it's convenient. (At these
events) they ask parents what their concerns are, and decide from that what the next steps should
be. They teach parents how to access the system better, the governmental system, the city council,
the school board.
This past year has not been as busy as years past, largely because we lost one of our organizers,
Joe Higgs. Kathleen was stretched kind of thin, and hasn't been with us as much, so we have
kind of fallen off. We also had two other parent projects that took up a lot of energy and time this
year.

Q: Did the Alliance Project train your staff in communicating with each other
more?
A: Yes, there is specific training; they have a model that we try to emulate and that is just getting
people together for conversation about common problems. So I think that it has opened up
communications among the staff, teaching them to disagree more amicably.

Q: Are there any programs at Becker that meet community, staff and student
defined needs?
One of our projects was the need for After-School Programs for children. We got a group of
parents and teachers together and asked them what kind of programs they would like and to
brainstorm ideas. They told us what they would like and now we have that program, and some of
the parents are teaching or participating i n the program in some way. That was funded by the City
of Austin and the Alliance Schools helped us get that funding. We serve about 80 children on a
regular basis We have everything from basketball to math lab to crafts courses and computer labs.
It's voluntary. The kids just sign up for the after-school classes. It's exciting.

Q: Does Becker have some kind of formal or informal structure that fosters
autonomy?
A: Yes, every campus has a campus leadership team, and several years ago we also organized
ourselves around committees - so we have teacher committees for technology and for reading,
after-school, discipline. And then we have ad hoc committees from time to time and these
committees make major decisions and they bring recommendations to the campus leadership team.
I think that people feel that their ideas are pretty much implemented.
Q: Is there any organizational feature that promotes autonomy that is influenced
by the Alliance Project?
A: Not specifically, but the Alliance school idea has strengthened the work of the committees
because teachers take more responsibility now for making decisions and they feel more empowered
to make decisions about programming issues, cumculum issues. For instance, in the month of
February we just completed a series of meetings within the school in which the staff aligned the
curriculum, something we have been wanting to do for a long time, and we just sat down and did
it. We described what the child needs to know by the time he o r she leaves a certain grade level.
We are in the process of editing that and cleaning it up.

Q: Has Becker engaged in any activities that have made i t more autonomous from
centralized bureaucratic control - waivers from state mandates or funds from
independent sources?
A: AbsoIutely . We have received the TEA grant for restructuring, and we've applied for it every
year and we have gotten it every year so far. And this has been for $1 5,000 to $25,000. We have
been able to fund staff development for things like Project Read, Cooperative Learning.

Q: How is the Alliance Project connected with the opportunity to get these
grants?
A: They are a partner in writing the grant. We always build into our grant - because Austin
Interfaith participates in the community and we have to have money to pay for stipends and babysitters, and for consultants to come, that sort of thing. They help us with the training also.

Q: Has Becker pursued any waivers from state mandates in addition to funding?
We have a waiver from the sbte agency for a different reading program here, not the state adopted
basal. We use Open Court, which i s phonetic based and has both the phonics and the writing.
The state's program isn't as phonetically engaging.

Q: Does Becker engage in any Alliance related strategies that help build an
independent and self-sufficient community around and within the school?
A: We go to the training offered by Austin Interfaith and we go to the state conventions. We
haven't gone to the national meetings, but we have taken parents and teachers to all of the other
training Ihey provide. I think that Alliance and a lot of other things working together has made us
more independent and autonomous. We have a really committed staff and 1 feel like we have open
communication. What w e are hearing from Alliance is pretty much what we already believed in.

Q: Are therr programs at Becker that meet community and student defined needs

for students?
A: Yes. Two years ago we wrote a grant specifically to improve TAAS scores with third graders,
This was separate from the Alliance grant. We will find out the results this year. It was designed
to allow the kids to relate those questions on paper to specific hands-on meaning when a question
is asked: to help them become more familiar with the language that was used in the testing
situation, and to help them put some meaning to the vocabulary that was being thrown at them.
The results last year were very good 83%of our third graders passed the TAAS reading section
last year. This year we will follow those 3rd graders into 4th grade, and we will help them again.
A nother program i s one of those parent programs I mentioned earlier. We got a small grant from
southwestern Bell for parent training and we worked with prekindergarten parents (parents of 4
year olds). They had to come once a week until Christmas vacation for training sessions after
school, and they would help in the classroom. They would talk about instruction, what they
observed i n the class, ask questions. And part of the grant was to find out what they could do at
home to help their kids in school. We also gave them materials that they could use at home - ABC
kits and chalk, and manipulatives of different kinds.
We also provided a teacher to work with our bilingual kids and parents to teach them how to access
the system and how to help their children at home. She works with them once a week. We did
this independent of Alliance, but they did help us wri re our staff development grant.

Q: Is there evidence of student achievement in the programs that your campus has
implemented?
A: Yes, our achievement has improved. We have to work harder every yearjust to maintain the

gains that we've made. I see kids are more able to express themselves more clearly. their writing
is better and they seem to be more self confident. They are certainly benefiting from the AfterSchool Programs. In fact two guys who hadn't signed up came in today to find out where they
could sign up. The sessions are six week classes - either one or two days a week. They arc
usually over by five o'clock in the afternoon, except for the class, "explorers" and that is an
unusual group because they go out into the community on field trips. Most of the classes last
about an hour, until 4 or 4 3 0 p.m. at the latcst.

The (Green Classrnom) organic garden was certified by the state. The kids and teachers plant and
harvest vegetables and actually take them to Whole Foods or the Farmer's Market during harvest.
It's really good because the kids learn to manage their own money, they have to give back to the
classroom all the money it cost for the seeds and fertilizer,and then they keep their proti ts. The
Green Classroom has been in operation for 5 years. The teacher is the same one who wrote the
grant for the TAAS scores. She's won two presidential awards for environmental studies in five
years. She doesn't cvcn have Texas certification, and she's only been teaching for fivc years,
she's paid through grant monies.
Q: Do you believe that the Alliance project is responsible for improving student
achievement at Becker?
A: Absolutely. If nothing else, it keeps us focused on the fact that parents need to be a part of the
process; we can't d o it alone. It's a partnership with parents and [he community. 1 jusl met with
the pastoral care cornmi ttee from San Jose Church. We are the closest school to lhat church, so
we are getting ready to do some planning on how they can support this community and address
some of the problems in the housing project. The person who got me in touch with the committee
i s the Interfaith contact at that church. So the Alliance has contributed and made a difference for
US.

Appendix D
INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS WITH TEACHERS

Claudia Santamaria
4th Grade Teacher at Zavala
Interview on 2128196

el ern en la^ School

Q: How long has the AHiance Schools Project been here at Zavala Elementary?
A: I have been here Tor 6 years and my second year it really kicked off; so for five years we have

been involved, since 1990.

Q: How did Zavala become an Alliance School?
A: Austin Interfaith was looking at getting into education. Zavala was really their first experience
at this and we (Zavala) were the first Alliance School. Before, they were really more into the
agricul turd and economic issues; not really education. I don't exactly know how the approach was
made or how they found out about Mr. Melton, but I do know that Joe Higgs, who was at the time
the lead organizer, and Kathleen Davis and Ernie Cortez, were looking for a school. They had
workcd in San Antonio to some extent, but not to the extent of creating an Alliance School. They
were looking for a poor neighborhood with housing and economic problems, and a school in that
neighborhood, When they approached Mr. Melton, that was his first year of being a principal, and
he was very open to the idea of helping. For many years, a lot of things going on in this school
were negative, he was really open to wanling people to come in and to help us, and that was really
rare, because usually principals aren't very open about sharing their power. So I think that their
connection with Al, and the fact that A1 opened the door and said, "We're i n trouble and we need
help, and we can use all the help that we can get. You a l l are looking to help someone, here we are,
come help us." So I think that was the initial contact, there weren't any research grants or
anything, it was random. They were looking at the AISD schooIs and wanted us.
Q: Describe the community around Zavala.
A: Over 95% of our children are on free or reduced lunch. I think the annual average income of
the parents around Zavala is around five thousand dollars a year. The school sits between two
housing projects. which is very important because we are the only school in Austin that two
housing projects feed into. Chalmers Courts and Sar~taRita Courts are the two. We have I %
white. 20% black and the rest are Hispanic. The majority of our parents are single. We really
have a better employment rate now than we did five years ago when we first started. Transition
rates are pretty stable; we're not as transitional as other schools, because we do have a lot of
parents aside from Courts (the projects). The Courts are considered transitional because they move
between apartments, those are really the only housing apartments that we have. A lot of our
parents are homeowners, which i s a very good thing.

Q: How did you become involved in the alliance school project?
A: The year that they approached Al, they told him that they wanted to work with teachers. So the
Austin Interfaith people interviewed every teacher in the school. They asked why we became
teachers, what we wanted to see happen in the school. They were looking for teachers who were
leaders within the school, so they identified three or four of us and they invited us to come in and
meet with them. What they were trying to d o is build the partnership between Austin, T i 3 and the
school by bringing in more resources, time off, and money, because t hcy havc grant writcrs, and
of course, we don't. This will help achievement.

Q: Is input from the community and horn parents encouraged at the school?
How?

A: Oh yes, the Alliance trained us in the difference between communication and conversation. We
had Saturday and after-school workshops so that we could take a deep look at ourselves and assess
how we were communicating with our parents. We were sending a lot of notes home and
expecting the parents to come when their children were failing, we expected them to come during
our time. The PTA was very small, mostly teachers came to the meetings. We realized that we
were just sending information out and we thought that was communication. They trained us to
look at it in a different way. Now,instead of always asking the parents to come to our school, we
take a Saturday morning and walk the neighborhood and ask parents how they are feeling a b u t
Zavala and what they like about it. N o b d y had ever done that. It wasa't like me going to Ms.
Rodriguez' house because Cindy hadn't done her homework. The mood of it was posi tivc. We
stopped asking them to come to us on our time. We started to change the way we did things and it
opened up the school. Now we have conferences in the evenings or we let school out early or take
the day off and meet the parents, We show up at noon and work until seven at night, scheduling
the conferences with the parents at night.

Another issue was that a lot of our parents aren't bilingual. we were sending notes home in
English, and our parents couldn't understand them. Some of them could, but the majority
couldn't. So we were ignoring the majority of the population and we didn't know that we were.
That population wasn't very verbal. That has changed: now our notes are bilingual. These are the
major things that we really weren't doing before.

Q: Is dialogue among the teaching staff and administrators promoted at Zavala
and has that dialogue changed since Zavala became an AHiance School.
A: There were a lot of internal auditing and interviews by Interfaith. They would come out and
conduct workshops, team meetings and discussions. They even had them at Becker (Elementary)
where w e would bring a parent. Part of the strategy was to bring up things at staff meetings and
then direct conversations. The questions w e asked ourselves were vital. We were blaming the
parents, the parents were blaming us and everybody was blaming the kids. We were blaming the
school district: all we talked about was blame, there was plenty of blame. That was what we had
always done (before the Alliance Schools). We knew there were issues at stake but we had to stop
blaming and look at what we were doing that wasn't working, and what was working.
We ended up weeding out so many things in the curriculum that weren't producing any results and
one of the things that helped was the question, "What do we want for Zavala, what are our goals?"
They (Interfaith) wanted us to reach this goal together, 1 was doing a wonderful thing in my room,
Richard and JoAnn were doing wonderful things in their rooms and we all h e w people who
weren't doing wonderful things, and we all just kind of accepted i t as being-a matter of different
teaching styles. We learned that if Samantha was doing a wonderful thing In her mom, we all
needed to know what i t was and how to do it. There is now more col labration and sharing; not
just closing your door and if you do a good job then good for you. If you are a team and your
grade level doesn't have good TAAS scores, then you sink or swim together. We were individual
before, I didn't know what my neighbor was doing, we never asked. The Alliance made us
collaborate and work together. We do units, and w e teach that unit to everyone's kids, not just our
own. We have to identify our strengths and talents so we can all share what we are doing. We
aren't working harder, we are working smarter because of that dialogue. I t was so easy once we
started doing it. We wondered why we hadn't done this before! Sometimes you need outside
people to come in and make you look at things you haven't ever seen before. When you're in i t ,
it's harder to analyze. An outsider has no bias, they are neutral. The Alliance didn't blame
anyone, they just loaked for problems and solutions.

Q: What is Zavala's school mission?
A: We want to promote good citizenship through education, motivation, and inspiration. We are
modeling the kinds of hehavior that we want the children to demonstrate. Modeling high
expectations all around, not just from me, but from the custodian, the cafeteria manager, the
principal. so that the children know that in order to succeed, they have to meet the expectations not
just of me. but of all the adults in their environment, We emphasize attendance, because you have
to be here to learn. The kids know that, and we reward them with trophies, and posters, and
badges for attendance. They all know about TAAS. We aren't trying to be TAAS monsters, but
we h o w that is the tool that the district is assessing us by. We aren't being negative about it
anymore. We know that we have to be accountable, and it may not be the best tool, but it is the
tool they are using. Since becoming an Alliance School. the mode of that accountability is very
different. We knew that we were a priority schwl: we got this money because we have poor
children. This money made us accountable, but on1y to the money. We don't look at it that way
now. We work hard now to prove that we deserve that money, not because we are poor and
unworthy, but because we have a school that dms its best for the kids and the community.

Q: What i s the community's perception of
since you became an Alliance School?

Zavala's mission and has it changed

A: The community has much more awareness. When we became an Alliance School, the Mayor
and the City Council signed it, and we were in the news for positive things instead of being in the
news for shootings or low attendance or the bottom of the barrel for grades. For a long time, the
first and second year especially, there were a lot of articles in the paper (about our achievements)
and we made a point of reading them to the children and we invited guests to the auditorium to talk
about the gains we were making and the community involvement that was occumng. This is kind
of a cheesy example, but the parents now make taco plates for the teachers, and for the businesses
in the community around here, and for the families that want to order them and come pick them up.
So we aren't just looking at ourselves in this school, we are branching out. Even our relationship
with Cristo Rey, in my five years here, we have never had a relationship with them, and now we
are talking and exchanging visits. We aren't so formal in the separation between church and state.
When you are ral kin g about the philosophy of opening up your school to churches, businesses,
and the communj ty, the community can sense that. We don't shut down at 3:30 p.m. like we used
to.

Q: Does the Alliance Project actually teach and show techniques for involving
local community members and parents in discussion on school related matters?
A: Community walks and house meetings are the two main things we do to gain involvement. We
get together and think of questions that we want to ask. then we take three teachers to a block. and
go to every house. With the churches we meet with (church) memkrs who then come and
volunteer for all kinds of activities, and they walk with us too. Then we gather that information
and talk about it. We write it up and look at how many concerns there were about each issue. We
form task forces form those concerns. Like w e found 17 people who were interested in getting
their children involved in sports, so we found parents, teachers, and volunteers who went and got
information about that and went to the parents with that information. We print a monthly
newsletter that goes out to the community that has all of the concerns and information about them
so that the members of the community know that we are paying attention and doing something, we
aren't just talhng. We believe in action. There aren't really formal kinds of things that happen in
Alliance Schwls. That doesn't work.

All of our After-School Programs came from them (the community), that was the result of
their concerns. We have sixth grade here because of the community concern that their children
were getting bussed to M urchison Middle School and getting suspended or dropping out, because

it is a rich school, and there was a social clash between the rich and poor. So the concern with a lot
of the active parents was that their children were making "A's" at Zavala and weren't doing well in
Middle School over there. Then they asked about the magnet program at Kealing, and wanted to
know which of our children were going there. None. So through the meetings. we gathered
information about sending our hds there. We couldn't really change the boundary lines, and we
knew Kealing didn't have a sixth grade. And we couldn't have a full sixth grade here because we
didn't have room.
So the parents, and i t was all the parents, went to the school board and presented their issues.
Students went and talked about wanting to be in honors programs and not being able to go across
town because their parents didn't have cars and didn't speak the language. During that time, the
University of Texas got interested, because there are a lot of grants and money for that sort of
thing. So it ended up being a joint effort between the Texas Education Agency, UT, the school
board, and the National Science Foundation. Any fifth grader can now apply to be in the the
accelerated sixth grade program ZYS - the sixth grade science program. They apply by writing a
letter, then we look at their TAAS scores and report cards. Their parents have to write a letter and
they have to have a teacher's recommendation. A comrni ttee formed of teachers, principals and
parents from another grade read the applications and either deny or accept.
There are 17 or 18children in the program now. Mr. McDowell teaches them mainly science and
math. but it is afull sixth grade program. At the end of sixth grade they takean entrance exam to
get into the Kealing Magnet Program. If they pass, they get into magnet seventh and eighth at
Kealing. Then UT has a partnership with those children so that they each get a mentar and a tutor.
They go to LBJ (High School) and go to the academy there, and then they are really getting their
college paid for if they stick with it.
We wouldn't have known that that (ZYS) i s what the parents wanted without the Alliance
Program. After-School Programs were the same: we didn't know that the parents wanted their
children here until 6:00at night-. We were thinking that we didn't want to insult them by keeping
their children late, I ike implying that their homes weren't g o d enough or something. We found
out that parents wanted them to be in ballet, or Karate, or sports after school butjust couldn't
afford to pay. So the task force persuaded everyone, like Mayor Bruce Todd, who gave us
$30,000, to fund the After-School Program. We got the people who were running for elections,
to prove their community support, We, teachers and parents, practiced what to say and how to say
it, and then we asked him (MayorTodd). It was easy to ask because we believed in what we were
doing. The parents were behind us and the kids were there, it was almost impossible for them to
say "no."
We have an after-school cmrdina tor at each school, usual1y a teacher. The school tells you haw
much money is allocated to your budget, and the coordinator, along with the committee of parents
and teachers, surveys the parents and students and comes up with what kinds of activities they
want. Then we find people to teach them. We found out that a lot of our teachers had all of rhese
great talents in all kinds of things and now they are getting paid $ I5 an hour, which i s a good
incentive. Parents make the same if they teach. And they are teaching, like sewing and cooking
and other great things.

Q: Does ZavaIa have any formal or informal organizational features which foster
campus autonomy, apart from AlSD and TEA?
A: Alliance has given us a lot of autonomy. Before, if AISD or TEA gave u s a textbook or a
curriculum and told us to use it, we did. We didn't question it. There is nor one thing now that we
are doing that we haven't selected to do. Knowing that we are accountable has made us aim high.
We have a math program for talented and gifted children, we got money for it and bought inlo i t

and it's a hard program. Before, TEA would send out commands and we never asked if this was
good for our children, or if it was what we wanted for them. We didn't think we had the power of
choice. Now, the things we have chosen to do have produced test scores. So no one can say we
can't do it because o w test scores have improved, and we have selected these strategies i n order for
them to improve. So in a way, I think a lot of the autonomy is already ours, because the district
doesn't dictate how we spend our money, because we got the money ourselves and formulated
programs. We decide how long the program runs, when it runs, and who gets to be in it.
Everything we have been doing since we became an Alliance School we have done because we
chose to to it. The ownership we have been given for all of our programs has given us autonomy.
There are some strings on our grants, there have to be because we are part of a district. If all of
that (TEA and AISD) was left out, I don't think we would be any different than what we are now,
amazing1y, I really don't. In fact, we probably would just have less paper work. It's not really
helping us. If we were complete1y independent from AISD and TEA, we would probably change
our report card, we would have a lot mote creative teaching than we are allowed to do now, even
though we are doing more now, like team teaching in third grade for the first time in the five years
I have been here. I can go to A1 (Melton) and say, "this is what I want to do." He will hold me
accountable, and the thing about accountability is that it is never ignored. So if we choose to do
something, they can't say "no" anymore, because they know that there will be some foolproof way
of holding us accountable, it's not just "for fun." That's the way we look at everything now, we
focus on achievement, on what will help my kids d o better on the test.

Q: Has Zavala engaged in any kind of activities that make it more autonomous
rorm centralized bureaucratic controls, such as waivers and funds from
independent sources?
A: Yes. We got a waiver for the book we use for math. We are the only schml using that book,
Real Math. We aren't using the state mandated book. We are using our own reading program and
book, we got a waiver for that. We have gotten a major amount of money because of the political
clout of the Alliance program. With all of the articles, Mr. Melton has really made a point of
getting lots of money for us. When you're doing well, getting money is easy. Those (the reading
and math programs) have affected me the most in my classroom.
Q: Does Zavala engage in any professional or community development strategies?
A: Yes. We get extra money for being an Alliance School, T don't know how much. We use
some of that money, believe it or not, to release us from our classroom, so we can pay substitute
teachers and get leadership training ourselves, to go to workshops and participate in activities that
we wouldn't have had time for even personal days off, in the past. Region 13 has waived some of
the fees for workshops if you are an Alliance School. I don't know if TEA just donates it or if it
comes out of our budget, but i t is just one of the things that TEA does for us.
Q: Is Howard Gardner tied in with the Alliance Schools project?
A: That is a major part of the After-School Program. They are set-up on the multiple intelligences
theory. To be successful in school, children can be successful in more than just reading and math.
The After-School Program was put i n to really motivate children, especially children who have
already dropped out in 3rd, 4th' or 5th grade. They have talents i n art, or physical activities, or
music, or languages, so that's the basis. How do we reach children that we aren't reaching from
730-230. How do we get them motivated to come to school when they are failin-g.their math
class? So at the beginning. we were just trying to reach children we couldn't tradlt~onallyreach.
Then it became more open to everyone,to enrich those who were already successful, but you still
have to reach the one's that aren't. That's why our attendance is so great, because the children
want to come and be successful at something.

Q: Are there any programs at Zavala that are meeting community defined needs of

students?.

A: The health clinic is major. That was the first thing we ever got. We knew that there were
children that weren't immunized and that had major ear infections when they were little (3rd, 4th
grade) that were never taken care of, and major eye problems. That affects achievement of course.
Now they don't have to wait, or spend a day out of school to go to a clinic, They can just go
downstairs. That was a major help to us. The first walk we did resulted in the clinic. The parents
were upset because the local clinic was being closed due to asbestos, or something, and they had to
bus across town to the north clinic. Through their concerns, we realized that part of our attendance
problems was that the kids were out waiting for a doctor. or were sick from chronic infections. So
the City of Austin, with the help of Barrientos and Gus Garcia, got funds for the school based
clinic. We also have a social worker who helps in a huge way with counseling. The kids don't
have to be referred to social workers all over the city. She works intensively with our children,
and the nurse we have through Alliance money does house visits too. She keeps track of
immunization records, and does immunizations and TB tests here. So the attendance has increased
definiteIy over the last five years. Last year, we were number one in the district among elementary
schools. This is from being 20 something for the ten years previous to Alliance.

We have a campus improvement program, and that will show you where we spend our money. It
keeps us focused on achievement. Everything in that plan is a strategy for student achievement.
We have teams in all of the different subjects and issues who come up with strategies and success
indicators. Some of it is district, like the 6%yearly gain for state money. Last year we didn't get
the state money because we lacked in one area, The plan has everything to do with Alliance, it is a
document that shows what strategies are in place at this school that promote achievement. We also
have site-based management with the campus leadership team from each grade level. That's how
we review the plan, which is a working document. We ask ourselves what we are doing to meet
these strategies, and how we can change or improve.
Q: Is that (the campus leadership team) an outgrowth of Interfaith involvement?
A: For us i t is. Every school has one (a campus leadership team), ours is as a result of being an
Alliance School. Being an Alliance School is not defined as doing one, two, three and four things
and that's what defines you; it's something that fits different schools in different ways. It's more
of a philosophy of thinking - your views and priorities. Our priorities are different from Becker's,
and it is also an Alliance School. That way of thinking, that each school is an individual, is very
progressive. The district wants each school to be doing the same things, TAAS is an example.
TAAS is a generic assessment: it doesn't matter whether your parents are on drugs the night
before, or whether you have an I BM computer in your bedroom. So Alliance says that if you want
to educate a child, it's not going to happen only in your classrmm - it needs to happen because Joe
the Baker down the street is doing something to help. Christo Rey is doing something to help,
your neighbors, your parenls are all doing something.
Q: Is there evidence of academic improvement, is the Alliance involvement
working?
A: The phonics reading program has been awesome, we got that through the waiver. The sixthgrade program of course. because we have all of our children at Kealing and half of them accepted
to the magnet program. Having one in ten years, then seven in one year is more than a hundred
percent galn! TAAS scores have gone up. It is a different school, and we are very proud of it, and
of our students.

Linda Burleson

Third Grade Teacher at Becker Elementary
Interview on 3/5/96
Q: IIow long has Becker been an Alliance School?
A: 1 believe three years, maybe four.
Q: How long have you been involved in the Alliance Project?
A: Since the beginning.

Q : How did Becker become an Alliance School?

A: 1 believe through comrnunity here-say. It sounded interesting and one of the other teachers
came back to the school, and at an extended faculty meeting, we listened to some details about
Austin Interfaith. I believe i t started out as some kind of church meeting. and one of the church
members knew a member of our faculty and that's how the connection was made. The faculty
discussed the Project, and we concluded that we wanted to be involved.

Q: Is input from the community and frorn parents encouraged at Becker and is the
Alliance Project involved in how that input is encouraged?
A: Input is definitely encouraged, but I do think that there is a communication gap between parents
and teachers. We haven't gotten parents into the school the way we would like to. There is an
improvement, but it's still not where it should be in my opinion.

The improvement is due to teachers actually going into the community and knocking on doors. A
lot of it isjust extra footwork that we are doing. A lot of i t is Austin Interfaith being involved. We
are more open.
Q: Did the Alliance Project teach or show techniques for involving local
community members and parents in discussions on school matters.
A: They (Austin Interfaith) do have workshops consistently and regular1y about parent and
ty
involvement and empowerment, so we do have workshops and we are linked with them as to how
to gel more parent involvement.

One thing the Alliance Schmls Project dms is we have neighborhood walks. Instead of sending
sheets of paper home to parents or sticking them on doors, we actuaIly knock on doors and talk to
parents and let them know what Austin interfaith is. On these walks they gather infomation by
asking parents what they would like to see happening in the community and at school, what they
are having problems with, etcetera. We also have started house meetings, and will go to
Meadow brook (housing project), instead of them coming to us. We have workshops at
Mcadowbrook on parental involvement. Last time we, meaning another teacher and myself, went
over to Meadowbrook and asked them what they would like to see happening. Most of our kids
come frorn Meadow brook.

Q: Has dialogue and communication been promoted more among the teaching
staff and administration since becoming a part of the Alliance School Project?
A: There have been more staff development types of things, but as far as the dynamics between
the faculty, I haven't seen a change. At the staff deveelopment though we get more insight as to
w h a ~w e can do to improve our school as a whole, as far as what we can do for the students to
improve academic achievement. But as far as each other, no, 1 don't see improvement. The staff
development i s a consequence of our involvement with Interfaith because they give us "x" amount
of money for staff development. Without that extra money. I don't think that we could do some of
the things that we choose to do here.

Q: Does Becker engage in activities that promote autonomy from TEA or AISD?
A: I think so, the campus leadership team (CLT) helps to facilitate autonomy. It's been around for
about three years, but it's separate from the Alliance Project. It's site-based management: they
change the name every year. Each school has their own CLT, based on the needs of its own
unique population of children. I think that the Alliance has had some input as to the input on the
CLT. When Interfaith comes around and is involved in the actual CLT meetings. it makes a
difference. But it's just like anything else, when you start something and you don't finish it. it's
not consistent. Our involvement with Interfaith isn't consistent. So when a member of lnterfaith
is at the meeting, you see it happening, but when they're not there...well it's not the same.

Q: Has Becker engaged in activities that have made it more autonomous from
centralized bureaucratic control, such as waivers or access to funds from
independent sources?
A: I guess the answer would be yes. I don't know any any waivers except for book waivers. We
chose our own books for our own reading program. We also do our own budget, and they give us
our money, so we have the right to say, "We want to keep this person ," for staffing purposes.
Interfaith is not involved in those decisions.

We have done house visits and we have done workshops in the community based on what parents
want. We also have done some trouble-shooting. For example, while we were doing our (house)
meetings we were told that a lot of the families were getting pressured by the head of the housing
authority to make certain decisions that they didn't want to make, and we (the faculty) pushed to let
these parents know that they had rights. We learned that from the house visits. It helped a lot of
parents and empowered them to know that it was okay not to agree with certain things. The
meetings we had were about parental rights and giving them information about the school. Instead
of having it in writing it was a dialogue about things l~ke,'what is it about the school that you
don't like, and what codd we do to improve our school?'
We learned that parents were not getting letters that we were sending home via the children and
their backpacks. And we learned that they (the parents) were bombarded with too much paper and
half of them can't read above a third grade level. The reason why these parents stopped coming to
school after (their children reached the) third, or reaIl y second grade, is because they can't do the
work that their kids are doing. so they can't help their children. They feel intimidated by the work
itself; not so much by the teachers. Becker has offered tutoring to them and we have an open
classroom pol icy where we want them and invite them to come in and learn. But they still feel
intimidate because they always want their children to think that they know everything. That's one
of the problems.
Another problem i s that research has indicated that minority parents just have had a hard time with
the educational system; they haven't had a good rapport with the educational system. That's
another thing too to overcome.
The After-School Program was (the result of 1 Interfaith. It was a way that we found to address
the needs (of students) and to bring the parents back into the school. The whole program was
initial1 y designed by parents. The parents and teachers said, "this is what we want to do."
Interfaith facilitates, they tell us how they can help. It's not one-sided. but sometimes they do
things h a t I don't agree with as a professional: but there is always room to grow. For example, a
lot of our parents are very m u c h intimidated by pencil and paper, so I've suggested that we cut
back on those kinds of activities and have more dialogue. You see Interfaith sometimes requests
written suggestions from parents at meetings - things that are really non-threatening to you and me
but to the parents are really intimidated and they won't come back if they can't write. Our whole

goal is to get these parents to come back, we don't want to intimidate them.
We have an Interfaith committee, but we don't have a large teacher involvement with Interfaith.
rally, but the committee goes to the meetings and gathers
information and shares i t with staff. I am on the committee.

Teachers will get involved at a

Q: Are there programs that meet community and student defined needs for student
achievement?
A: I think the After--SchoolProgram really meets community defined needs for student
achievement. Also, we had a health program where the health mobile came by the school. The
kids got treatment, you know, (they would get) their ears checked - i t was a we!lness clinic. That
was good, but i t isn't around anymore. It was a once a month thing, a one -time thing for select
schools. Those are the things that help make a difference for each child and whether we can sec it
or not. I truly believe that th~ngslike this, like the After-School Programs, give students something
constructive to do, where they can use their talents, is good. At least 1 20 k ~ d each
s
year are
involved in the After-School Program and this is our second year.
Q: 1s there evidence of student achievement in the programs that your campus has

implemented?

A: 1 don't know, or not that I know of ...
Q: Do you believe that the Alliance Schools Project is responsible for improving
student achievement at Becker?
A: I'm not aware of any improvement in student achievement, but I don't believe that lnterfaith
could do i t anyway without parental involvement. I don't know why it (getting parental
involvernentl is not happening here when it's happening at Zavala. I don't know if it's the
principal at Zavala; you know he is very involved. 1 don't know if it is the teachers: you know. 1
don't know if the teachers at Zavala are just a little more committed than us; I don't know what
they are doing to rally the parents so much. Whatever it is, it's really good. There are little things
happening here, but I would say that the majority of the parents at this schooI are just tired. They
have just lost hope, they'rejust tired of trying to survive from day to day. That's what a lot of it
is. What baffles me is that Zavala has almost the same demographics as this school, but I just see
our parents as having given up. Interfaith has been good, but we're missing the boat somewhere
as far as parental involvement. We have more involvement now then we've had, bur after the luds
get out of second or third ~ r a d eit, stops. 1 ask my parents to do things. Out of I8 parents, 15
came for a conference, whlch is excellent. But they will only do it when you call. 1 call, and 1
beg. 1 think more involvement. more commitment to Interfaith would maybe make a difference. I
don't know.

Q: What is Beckerts Mission?
A: That every child can learn and reach his full potential.
Q: What do you think the community thinks Becker's mission is?
A: I don't know, and I don't think that they know. They're aware that we're here, and we do
have parents here all day long. They just don't come to meetings, they just don't stay. The kids
love hanging around the school, even when it's closed for a hol~day.When we closed the school
early during the freeze, the kids didn't want to leave.
I had this one child who came to school everyday and I was on her about her work. I would
always ask, "Where is your homework?" Finally it was three weeks and still no homework. 1
was just mad because I felt that she wasn't trying hard enough. Well, when 1 started breaking i t
down. and we started talking with each other. she said, "We don't have any lights in our house."

So she was coming to school every day with no lights in her house for three weeks. Iasked her a
lot of questions, like "Why is that? How are you making it? How is stuff staying cold? How are
you getting showers?'You know I was wondering about all these things and how it's very
unsanitary. I went over to the little girl's house and asked her mother about the situation. She
said. "I don't have the money to pay the light bill." A single mother raising three kids and she
didn't have the money for lights. I told her that there were things she could do, like call the City of
Austin or even talk to the Mayor. She could make arrangements to have her lights turned on. I've
done that. She had tried to make arrangements and couldn't get any help so I told her to call the
mayor's office and gave her the number. Her heart skipped, but I told her to look in her baby's
eyes and do it, and she did. She gat her lights turned back on.

They (our kids' parents) don't need anyone to feel sorry for them: they need information on how to
solve their problems. A lot of them don't know how to solve their problems. That's what we
need to do, teach them how or show them how. Not give them things. 1 could have called for her,
but 1 prefer to try and teach you to fish and not just give you a fish. These people need to learn
how to fish.
The Alliance Project here, in my opinion, is not teaching people how to fish. I see other good
things, but not this. We need a social service system - our people are just dowri and out, they
don't want to talk about books. The Alliance committee wants to talk about better ways to educate,
that's all well and fine, but when people have real basic needs that aren't being met, you don't
want to hear about all that stuff. I don't know how to explain it any better.

The Alliance School Project does many great things; they've opened many doors for schools and
children. I don't even know if this is an Alliance School'sjob, maybe it's the community'sjob.
They're still trapped in the system, and the parents need help with social service needs - creating
jobs where they can work, maybe a job fair. We don't need to make them dependent. we need to
show them how to be independent. to empower them, to show them how to ask for help and how
to give it. Of ail the offices in the City of Austin, there are businesses that will hire people with
less than high school education. But the parents don't know where to go to find these jobs,
they're intimidated. Some of them could go,but they lack social skills,just like their children - the
fruit only falls just so far from its tree.
We could have so many meaningful workshops for o u r parents, like how to interview, who and
where to go to for help, who to call when there is a crisis - those are the workshops that they need.
That is what they want to know. Most of the parents in Meadowbrook are unemployed because
welfare gives them only so much. and if you get a job, the government takes i t away and you get
less working full-time then you do from welfare. It's a dependent syslem. It's politics.

Appendix E
INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS WITH PARENTS

TA Vasquez

PTA President

at Zavala Elementary School
Interview on 31 1196

Q: How long have you been involved at Zavala elementary?
A: I have been with the Austin Interfaith program since the spring of 1992. All four of my kids
have come through Zavala, and my oldest is now 23. So I have had a long relationship with the
schc-01 through my kids. At that time it wasn't in the role I have now, just volunteering when there
were fund raisers or when they needed extra help, but I was not a part of the decision-making
process. I had no idea.
Q: How did Zavala become an Alliance School?
A: I know back in 1992, in a meeting that 1 was not a part of, members of Austin Interfaith came
to talk to Mr. Melton. Father Cortez, Father John, Joe Higgs were a part of the team that wanted
to form the partnership, what they could do for the school, because they knew the school was bad
off. I came to know about them because Kathleen, one of the education organizers, approached
me on the phone. She told me she got my name form other parents because I came to activities, and
she wanted to meet me. I said sure, and we spoke longer than thirty minutes. She asked me what
I liked about the school and what I thought needed to be improved, how I felt about the
community, where I saw myself in five years and where I saw my kids in five years. These are all
thinking questions. I couldn't just blurt out answers. I had to think about where she was going
with these questions. I t was a new experience for me to have somebody ask me how I felt.
Ordinarily, I've been in the receiving end of information - what's going on - and that's it; No
reason to respond.
Q: Describe the community around Zavala.
A: I'mreal bad at percentages and things like that, but most of our children that live in the
community come from two housing projects, the Chalmers Courts and the Santa Rita Courts and
the average income of those families is like $5,000 a year. So most of them are on some kind of
federal assistance, food stamps, Medicaid, things like that. Believe it or not, there are a lot of
families who have lived here for ages and are homeowners, so there is a good mix of both.
Chalmers Courts has more long time residents and its make up is of older residents. Santa Rita is
made up of mostly the younger generation. What they did was the people who are now living at
Chalmers were living at Santa Rita; my mom still lives at the Courts. When they were doing the
renovations, they shifted all the people that lived at Santa Rita over to Chalmers. Then they had
new people who were applying for low-income housing, so that's why it changed.

Q: So your family has been here for a while. Are you from Austin?
A: No, 1 was born in San Antonio. My parents got divorced and I came to Austin when I was 7
years old and I attended Palm Elementary school, which is no longer a school. Since I was 7 I
have lived in this area, I never moved out. I've seen across the board what i t was like before. We
never had to lock our doors. We knew our neighbors. It was the type of relationship between
neighbors where if the kid down the street was doing something bad, i t was okay for the neighbor
to scold that kid and come back and tell the mom and the dad. You know in our culture what they
were doing and i t was all right. Now, if you even say one bad word about somebody's kid you're
lucky if they don't beat you up or something. I've seen a big difference in how it was when I was

growing up and now. People don't talk as much and the makeup of the family has changed. Then
i t was two parents. Now it's mostly single parent homes, female headed household, very young.
That's what they have at Santa Rita. The turnover rate is very high. When I took a survey there,
back in September, one of the questions I asked was "how long have you lived here?" Most of the
residents who answered my survey - out of 68 people, 40 something responded and said they had
lived there between 3 to 5 years. There were very few who said they had lived there over 5 years.
The residents change constantly.
Q: Is input from the parents and the community encouraged at Zavala?
A: Continuously, more so now than before Austin Interfaith started working with us. Before 1
became involved, I was one of those too, you know, who came (to the school) and left my kid (so
I could run of to do) whatever I needed to do. That was the belief of the parents: i t was the
teachers job to teach the kids and the parents just dropped them off. The teachers, like 1 have heard
Ms.Santamaria say time and time again, the teachers didn't really mingle with each other, they
were concerned with what was going on inside their room and that was it.

Q: How did Interfaith change this reIationship?
A: 1 started learning more and getting more involved in conversations with Kathleen about what
was going on,and how this was being done, and why this was being done, you know, the
agreement that Mr. Melton had made with the Alliance Project. Teachers were in consensus, they
needed to see something change and they knew something needed to change, but they didn't know
exactly what or how to go about it. That's what Kathleen's job was, to go out and talk with
parents to find out from them what needed to be happening now. There was no relationship
between the teachers and the parents, and we needed to find out how to make that happen.
One of the ideas was to create this community walk, the 'Walk for Success.' It was an interesting
idea. We talked about who was going to take part and what would be involved, how many
teachers would really take part i n it. We were both (teachers and parents) apprehensive on each of
our parts because who at that time would want to go walking out in that community? When we
actually decided that yes. this was what we wanted to do, w e had the support of the parents and the
teachers, members of Austin Interfaith and the majority of the teachers said, "This might be a good
thing, let's find out if i t will work."

The walk took place on a Saturday morning between 9 a.m. and 12 noon I helped keep tabs on the
paperwork, but didn't go out. If any body needed to call in, 1 was by the phone. We had three
questions, and spent maybe fifteen minutes in each home. We asked: 1. How do you feel about
the school? 2. What do you see needs to improve? 3. What kinds of things would you like to see
happening in the cornmunit y or in the school? We had enough people to blanket the community.
They went to the Courts and the surrounding community. all around. Mainly, they focused on the
parents of the children who went to Zavala.

They came back a i l excited, all smiling. I don't think I heard one bad comment about their
experience. The teachers were really surprised at the comments that they heard, how welcoming
the parents were when they knocked on the doors, opening their homes and inviting them in for
coffee. The children's attitude towards them when they saw them out on a Saturday morning, they
Ithe children) were like, "What are you doing out here?" The kids were excited. they kept saying,
"My teacher's here, my teacher's here!" and things like that. To see them out! That was quite
different. because the parents know that's the teacher's day off, and for them to see this was very
important and put the teachers in a different light for the parents.

Q: Has the dialogue among the teachers and between the teachers and
administrators changed much since the Alliance program came here?

A: Oh, yes, for the most part I didn't really see the teachers talking with the principal much (before
the Alliance Project), other than in a faculty meeting, and when they were required to be there.
Now you see teachers going in and out of his office, and Ms. Caros' office, the door is always
open. You can come after school sometimes and there is a line of teachers, and people just waiting
to talk to him. Like yesterday, for example, 1 wanted to talk to Mr. Melton, I finally caught him.
and when I got out, there were four people waiting to see him too!
That's another thing, having access to Mr. Melton makes a big difference. He realizes how
important it is for parents to have input, and to have somebody to talk to about what's going on.
He has that listening ear. He has demonstrated that to me time and time again. He probably had it
inside of him, but because of the do's and don't you couldn't do at that time (before the Alliance
Schools Project), 1 think he couldn't express it or he couldn't exhibit it as much as he does now,
because he has the support of the organization behind him. He's got this vision. He just knew
that things had to change, but he knew the change had to take place in him first. He's done that.
Regarding the 'do's and don't' I am talking about the bureaucracy. You know principals have to
follow a set of rules that are set by the district and I saw him (Mr. Melton) going to his meetings,
but then (since the Alliance Schools Project) I saw him slowly starting to do other things like
having conversations with parents and teachers, then having conversations with other principals.
This wasn'l in sync with how the district did things before. This has been really good. I've
noticed too that he's pretty vccal; he d ~ s n ' make
t
a comment without having thought it through.
He backs up what he says and he has the support of the teachers and the parents. That makes a big
difference.

Q: Does the Alliance Schools Project show techniques for involving community
members and parents.
A: For one thing, when we became an Alliance school, it gave the teachers and the parents more
flexibility, and a chance to really dream about how to create a successful school. They ask you
these why questions and these thinking questions. For example, they ask, "what dues a successful
school look like to you?"What would it have?" What would you want it to have and what would
it take?"

Q: What is Zsvala's mission?
A: Yes! (laughter) 1 should have looked at i t right before,.. 1 know that the official mission is to
develop responsible citizens through education, inspiration and motivation.
Q: What do you think that the community thinks that Zavala's mission is?
The community thinks that the mission is to educate our children and to change that mind set about
our kids, you know, that just because they're low income, they can't learn. That's what i t was
before. It's still the mind set in some of these secondary schools when our children leave here.
The school that our children feed into still has the attitude of, "'l'hose poor little kids in Enst Austio,
they're not going to be able to handle this. They can't learn. they can't read ..." Well, we're
teaching them that they can learn and they can read, but it has taken the work that we've done to
realize this ourselves. We didn't realize this about ourselves before. It finally came down to who
i s accountable for whom, and learning what kinds of questions to ask. I know at the very
beginning, when Mr. Melton gave a parent the TAAS scores to read out at the PTA meeting, I
didn't know w e were ranked 3 r d out of 66 schools. That's way low on the totem pole. Or maybe
it was out of 33 elementary schools. I don't know, but 1 know we were way down there. And
when the parent read this out, this was a surprise to a lot of us, including myself. Because this
was how much we didn't know or understand about the school. We didn'l know our children
were k i n g graded by the TAAS scores or what that meant. This brought everything to light. I

thought my kid was doing wonderfully because she was making all A's! All my kids made all A's
during elementary. but she (my little girl) wasn't doing well on the TAAS. I didn't know that. I
would see all these good grades, you know, and think, "Hey, my kid's doing wonderful!" Then
we find out that the teachers also had the attitude that they should give (the students) an A because
the poor kids were at least trying. (Theteachers) didn't really believe our kids could do it! And
here were our fifth graders reading on a second grade level: there's something wrong with this
picture. All of this had to be brought out and questioned and all the anger had to get out.
Today, the community understands more now just by all of the parents coming to these house
meetings. You know, at the last potluck dinner - we had 89 parents here that night. W e broke up
into 8 groups and had 8 little mini-house meetings. Out of that general meeting, 15 parents
volunteered to have house meetings at their houses so we could get the parents who didn't come.
Four years ago this would not have taken place. Nothing would have taken place. Last year we
had between 30 and 40 parents at our potluck dinner.

We have seen a lot of change, it'sjust taken time. We really have done a Iot i n four years. It's
because, I think, the school has changed its relationship with parents. The teachers used to on1y
talk to us when our kids were doing bad. Now they talk to us because we are important. We both
are in sync with each other in that we want our children to succeed, and together we decide what
it's going to take to get them to reach their potential. Attitudes have really changed.

Q: Does Zavala have any formal or informal features that promote autonomy?
A: Y e s , 1 would say so, continuously. By having our house meetings and our coffees. yes, I
would say so. 1 don't know if we could run the school now (by ourselves), but we could
probably get there. I feel like we have had enough consistency, not only with the achievemenr of
our school and the student achievement, but our teachers have been the same, our principal has
been the same and the parents are willing to change. Among those three elements, it would Lse
possible (to be totally autonomous).

Q: Has ZavaIa engaged in any activities that make it more

autonomous from
centralized or bureaucratic controls, such as access to waivers or funds from
independent sources?
A: Yes. For one, the reading curriculum, Open Court, is different, it's usually for gifted and
talented students, but w e believe that all our kids are gifted and talented. Mr. Melton believes in
inclusion of our special education kids. How can students who are deficient in one area learn if
they are kept away form the regular kids? I t makes more sense to include them in a regular class,
and provide that extra teacher or aid to assist that child to learn at his pace.

Another thing that has happened is thai our conference days are different. Instead of having them
from 8 to 3,we make it more convenient for the parents and the teachers to come in at a later time,
like 7 o'clock at night, so the parents who work during the day can come at night for the
conference. i know that the teachers. on their own. if the parents weren't able to make it, go out
and have the conversation with the parcnts during the week, or the weekend.

I think because of the successes that we've had and the progress that we've shown, we get more
grant money. We have some temfic grant writers here, Mr. Melton has worked with some of the
teachers to get money. The Alliance School grant is provided for a schaol that is willing to bring in
innovative strategies, different ways of doing things, more parental involvement. I know that there
are different levels of gmnt money provided, depending on the achievement of your school. Now
w e can apply for this money.

They (the Alliance Schools Project) have provided all kinds of ongoing support and training. I

know the Industrial Areas Foundation provides national leadership training that is available to
people affiliated with the alliance schools. Mr. Melton has gone, and 1 have had the opportunity to
go. The training was quite an experience. I mean they have you hopping every single day. It is a
ten day training and you meet with so many other people from all over the United States. and you
realize that we're not the only ones with problems. People are experiencing them everywhere.
And that in itself is different; you don't feel alone. It's really important to be engaged with
someone who's going to help you figure things out, who can provide more than just resources, I
feel that the key is that before you think a b u t organizing, you have to build a relationship, that's
real 1y important. Relationships have been built among the teachers, and among the parents, and
now they have been brought together by getting the health services here, and the After-School
Program, and the ZYS (Zavala Young Scientists) program here. It had to start within the schoal,
and then with the parents, then how to bring them together. It's just kind of snow balled. We
know that if something comes up and we want to see it happen, we can make it happen.

Q: Are there any programs at Zavala that meet community and student defined

needs of students?
A: Four years ago, I was involved in the beginnings of i t (the Zavala Young Scientists Program)
because rn y daughter was getting ready to go to middle school. She had been a straight A, honor
roll student at Zavala, which many parents had kids on the honor roll at Zavala at that time. The
kids weren't being recommended for honors classes. And I asked, "How come my kid isn't being
recommended for honors classes?" And a lot of parents started asking why too, They had done
well on their tests and had the grades, but no one would do it. It was during the summer. a group
of parents asked Ms. Cortez (the principal at Murchison) to come over and talk to us, to tell us
what we needed to be doing to get our kids into honors classes over there. She said that nobody
had ever asked for Hispanic kids to be in honors classes. I said, aren't counselors supposed to be
recommending Lids for these classes if they're doing well? That is where our counselors weren't
doing that. because of the attitude we had before. We just didn't have those levels of expectations
of our kids. We just didn't really have the vision as a school and as parents that our kids really
could be doing better. That's when we started asking why it wasn't happening. I t was funny,
because the pnncipal said, "Ms. Vasquez, you want your child in honors classes? 1'11 send over the
forms and yo11 can pass them out to a11 the parents who want to see their kids in honors classes."
She said that no one had ever asked for this before! No one was doing their job before then.

The parents of the incoming fifth graders were part of this conversation a b u t the honors classes
and they started thinking about what they needed to be doing so that their kids would be seen as
kids who could make it in accelerated classes. I t took a lot of conversations, At that point the fifth
grade parents took over and Mr. Melton got involved and somewhere in there the partnership
formed with UT. We asked what it would take to pet our kids over to the Kealing Magnet
Program. Austin Interfaith did some research and found out that only one kid from our
neighborhood had ever made it to the Kealing Magnet Program in the previous ten years. We
asked. "why and what i s i t going to take to make these kids get into this school? What are the
skills that they need?'Last year I think 17 of our kids went to honors classes, some went to the
Keal ing Magnet School. They went through the same process that any other kid from any other
part of Austin goes through to apply.
The After-School Program came about through conversations too. There were five schools, ours
being one of them, and 1 had brought in a group of parents to ask them what else they thought
needed to be in the schools. At that time. I told them about the YMCA after-school child care. We
started to ask what the YMCA consisted of, and noticed that there wasn't any kind of academic or
achievement program in it. It was j ust child care. Parents said that their kids needed to be at
school more, and wanted lo find out what they could be doing to make school longer.

One of the ideas was the After-School Program, providing kids with activities they never would
have had the opportunity to be involved in. mainly because they have n o money in n lot of our
families. You know more affluent parents have their kids scurrying around to piano. to ballet.
Many of our parents use mass transportation-the bus service, and most of them are poor. Over
300 of our kids are in the After-School Program, and it's providing a chance for teachers w h o have
a special hobby or talent to teach a class. Parents teach too. They do get paid according to their
experience. The first year, I taught a sign language class, somebody else taught tortilla making,
somebody else taught sewing, knitting. All these parents with special talents surfaced. One of the
teachef s aids acquired computer skills. Four years ago, she didn't know anything about
computers - now she's teaching the younger kids how to work with the computers.
AH these positive things, you know, have surfaced (since the Alliance Project), like the health
clinic. We were looking at the attendance at our school and i t was below the 50% rating. We were
real low, it was sad. We started looking at what was standing i n our way, preventing
improvement. We talked to teachers and parents. They were talking about the kids being sent to
school sick, the teachers were having to take instruction time away from the other students in order
to run the kid down here (the clinic), sometimes on1y to find that it was on a day when the school
nurse wasn't here. We only had a school nurse here part time, and that wasn't enough time for her
to be able to deal with all the kids coming in with chronic illness, and accidents. So teachers
would have to be on the phone, looking for parents to come get their kids. We also found on our
walk that many parents had no access to a regular doctor. Even though they had a Medicaid card,
the children would have to miss a day of school to wait at the clinic: you know. because of the long
lines and the appointments are so backed up at the clinic, kids might miss a whole day of school.
And most of our child re^^ at that time were being seen only through the emergency rooms. There
was no other access i o medical care, and there were no follow-ups on the visits, because parents
would have to takeoff form work,and they couldn't. So follow-ups just never happened.

We started working with Austin Interfaith and dreaming about what we could do at the school to
relieve some of that. Also at that time the public clinic was closing down because of mold buildup,
or something, and making a lot of people sick, so there wasn't going to be even a local clinic.
And we didn't have any guarantee that they were going to come back. We needed a guarantee
from the city that our kids would have a place to go to meet their medical needs, and transportation
lo clinics or doctors. So in the Spring of 1992, w e had a big rally at the school and brought in the
Mayor, thc City Health Services Director, Beatriz de la Garza, the head of the School Board, Diane
Castaneda who a school board representative , a TEA representative, and a lot of other people in
different areas in the community that we saw we needed to have hete to listen to our concerns
about security, health, safety, achievement. We had already decided that we wanted to see more of
our children provided with "well child" check-ups and physicals. Our fifth-graders needed to be in
the best of health before moving on to middle school. Not all of our children were immunized.
We needed commitments from the city that they would work with us, and we got it. And one of
the things they committed to work with us on was to provide one hundred and fifty "well child"
exams for our children and immunization access too. But the clinic was going to be closed, so we
thought about bringing a team into the school so that the kids could just be pulled out of class for
just one hour, instead of the whole day, and could be sent back to class. The parents didn't have
to take the whole day away time from badly needed work, only the hour. We needed parents'
permission to do physicals and to give immunizations. And i n the process of talking with the
parents about the benefits of this, they started asking "why can't we just go ahead and have a
health service provided here:just bring in a permanent staff: a nurse, a social worker and a clerk."
Plus now w e have a nurse practitioner who can write out prescriptions. We share the staff with
Metz (Elementary School),and we are reviewing the program. There are many benefits. One of
the benefits we saw right off the bat was the increase in attendance. We had one of the highest
attendance rates of all the schools last year, our kids aren't sick any more.We have more follow-

ups and follow -throughs with the childre11 who need it. especially the chronically ill. Parents have
easier access to the service and get their questions answered. There is parent education. lt's a
benefit to the cornmuni ty.

With all of these different things going on and all of the recognition the school has received the
self-esteem of parents and the kids is improving. The recognition in the newspapers and the
television is indirectly improving our self-esteem. You see t t in the kids. They want to come to
school. Sometimes you have to carry kids out of here screaming because they're sick and they
don't want to go home. We've built that kind of climate that promotes that kind of togetherness,
that kind of relationship.
Our TAAS scores have gone up, but aren't to the level that we want to see, but they have really
come up, especially compared to the schools around us. 1 believe that a11 of our scores are way
above the
mark in all three areas. 1 believe 68% of our children are passing all parts of the
TAAS test. We have come a long way. That in itself is incredible. lt's because of the changes
we've made in the curriculum, and the way we see ourselves and our partnership between parents
and teachers.

Q: Do you believe that the Alliance schools project is responsible for the
improvement in student achievement
A: I believe that they have played a major roll in this. Without their support, we would probably
still be floundering out there. 1 mean. maybe there are some other models and techniques, but this
one has worked for us, and I don't be1ieve that we are going to go anywhere else right now. After
all. England is coming to us, why should we change what works?

Marie Van Wart
Parent at Becker Elementary School
Interview on 31 11I96

Q: How long has Becker been an Alliance School and do you know the school's
history with the Project?
A: I think thar it has been about four or five years. I was particularly active at Becker for about
three years. I have always been an active parent. All of my children - I have an 18, 15 and a 10
year old and all of my children have gone to Becker from kindergarten on and I have always been
very dedicated to public education no matter what. I am really against people putting their kids in
private schools and so I also believe that if you want public schools to work that you have to
participate. You can't just drop off your kid, like our mom's did, and hope that everything will be
okay, so I have always made it a point to interact with the staff at Becker.
I was there (at Becker when the Alliance Project first began) and I had several meetings with the
campus representative of the Alliance Schools at Becker. The representative was looking for
parental input. Basically my input has been with the After-School Program, which is a really good
thing because Becker is surrounded by a very low economic background neighborhood and not
only d o the kids not have any place to go after school and a lot of their parents can't afford to pay
for activities and they don't have any chance at all for cultural enrichment which is what the AfterSchool Program offers.
My involvement with the Alliance Schools directly has been more political. What 1 have done is
attend meetings with the school board and on a couple of occasions I have stood up to speak about
Alliance Schools involvement. So I have had input more on that level than with the After Schools
program. My input with the after school-program has been more to suggest classes. and things
like that.

Q: Is input from parents and the community encouraged at Becker? How does
the Alliance Schools help to promote this input?
A: It is very encouraged by the staff and the Alliance Schools promotes that in their workshops.
They facilitate their workshops to involve parents directly. They also give money for workshops
and they also have Interfaith workshops. 1 have k e n to a couple of workshops on Saturdays in
which parents go and Interfaith facilitates break-out sessions in which parents discuss a specific
topic. The Alliance Schools team is absolutely wonderful at facilitating these meetings! They keep
everybody on task. They make sure that everything is done on time; they help groups to write
down their goals and it's just really good for people who aren't used to interact~ng.

I am the parent representative on the campus leadership team at Becker and last year we went to
year-round schooling and I helped at several meetings to talk woith parents about their concerns and
what the change means for their child. Interfaith helped facilitate these meetings and that was really
helpful to me because 1 am not really used to talking with large groups of people.
Q: How has Berker changed since it became involved with the Alliance Schools?
A: That's a hard q~lestionto answer. As far as parental involvement, Becker hasn't changed that
much. I have always been concerned about quantity - you know I have always thought that
parents aren't as involved as they should be. and 1 do notice that the parents who do get involved
with Interfaith keep coming back and doing more. But I think that Interfaith is especially g o d at
speaking out at the school board level. 11'sa wonderful political orglmization.
Q: Has dialogue between the teachers and administrators changed much since the
Alliance Schools Project has become involved on campus?

A: No,because Judy Taylor i s one of the best principal's that I have ever seen. She has a
wonderful relationship with her staff and i t is has always been good. The staff at Becker is
generally very open minded and very willing to work together and is flexible. I don't know one
teacher who doesn't put in lots and lots of extra hours at school. So when the Alliance Schools
Project came along the staff jumped on it because it was yet another opportunity for then1 to
improve Becker and to utilize resources in the community to do so.

Q: What techniques does Interfaith utilize to promote parental involvement?
A: The weekend meetings are, as I said, really well done. Meetings are usually with a lot of other
schools and we all meet and there is a general statement made by the facilitator and the group i s
focused on an issue. Everyone hears information and we are informed about what is going on and
then we break-up into groups. Each groups writes down solutions to the issue, whatever i t may be
and then the groups get together and share their group's input and the top two or three ideas are
chosen by the greater group and that plan is implemented. And so basically what happens is this
large group of people comes-up with a plan to, for example, present to the xhml board.
The other thing they do is they have walks through the neighborhood to educate the neighbors
around the school on certain topics. They have come to my door and it was great!
Another thing they do is they always have a Spanish speaking interpreter at their meetings and that
is really important i n our city where so many people are native Spanish speakers. (A table of two
men sit and converse in Spanish while we interview in a Becker neighborhood coffee shop).
Q: Does Becker do anything to promote campus autonomy?
A: Becker is totally autonomous. Sometimes I think that it is unfortunate that they even have to be
a part of AISD. They have a very organized stmctuce. They have subcon~rnitteeson everything
that you can imagine: they have a committee on technology. etc. They also have wonderful grant
writers.

Q: Are you aware of any waivers from state mandates of funding through
alternative funding sources that Becker has access to?
I am not aware of any waivers but they definitely have access to money. The After-School
Program, which Interfaith helped fund, is one of the priceless programs they have funded. Also,
the Galaxy program was funded by a grant that was written by a Becker teacher. And 1 Ihink that
Interfaith has funded money for staff development, such as how to improve teachers' interaction
skills with parents or computer literacy and things like that.

Q: Do any programs at Becker meet community defined needs?
Yes, the After-School Program. There is also the PAL and DARE programs, but those aren't
funded directly by Interfaith.

Q: Is there evidence of student achievement at Becker?
A: I think that the after-schools programs have been instrumental. I taught art in one of the AfterSchool Programs and it i s really important for these kids to develop their self-esteem in these
activities. They get to choose the classes they want to attend and they d o really well. Some of
them just blossom in these programs.

Q: Is the Alliance Schools project responsible for improved student achievement
at Becker.

A: I really think that what the Alliance Schools is responsible for i s more fundamental than just
improving student achievement because it is the infrastructure at so many schools that is collapsing
and I just know so many people, especially with similar demographics to me. that just pull their

kids out of Becker and put them in private schools because they are not feeling like their children
are getting a good education. I would argue with that. I think that it's a travesty that parents are
putting their kids in private schools. I think that education at Becker has improved since my kids
have attended the school. Just in the past four or five years I have seen more willingness to
explore a1temati ve ways of learning and different kinds of programs. What Interfaith providcs is
the suppori. the underlying infrastructure that allows the staff to enhance the academic focus in
these ways. Also, the Alliance Schools Project provides a medium to other schools and parents
and helps to build a broader exchange among schools and so that w e begin to have a collective of
people so that we can form a more cohesive political unit. And that is really important, especially
with a11 of the recent funding cuts which just just divides all of our schools: and then here is
[nkrfaith that helps to unite parents and schools.
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